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Abstract
This thesis reports a laboratory study on the dynamic instabilities of model
saturated granular material using a triaxial apparatus. The term insta-
bility consists of isotropic collapse and liquefaction under isotropic com-
pression and of stick-slip under triaxial compression in drained condition.
The instabilities spontaneously occur at unpredictable effective stress with
unexpected buildup of excess pore pressure irrespective of fully drained
condition, contrasting with the instability-free behaviour of natural gran-
ular materials. In isotropic compression, instantaneous local collapse hap-
pens and in triaxial compression, very large and quasi-periodic stick-slip
occurs with sudden volumetric compaction and axial contraction. Some-
times, these local failures (collapse and stick-slip) can develop into total
liquefaction failure, destroying completely the granular structure.
High time-resolved data permit the discovery of a new family of dynamic
and static liquefaction. Passive acoustic measurements allow the identifica-
tion of typical spectral signature. For stick-slip phenomenon, the slip phase
with constant duration of stress drop can be interpreted as dynamic consol-
idation at constant deviatoric stress, limited by a unique boundary inside
the critical state line in the effective stress plane. The precise temporal
sequence of mechanical measurements excludes the generated pore pressure
as the main cause of the instabilities. However, the role of pore pressure
is emphasised by consistent quantitative relations between the amplitude
of incremental stresses, incremental strains and the ephemeral stabilised
excess pore pressure developed during the dynamic event, leading to the
quasi-deterministic nature of granular instabilities. These empirical rela-
tions are based only on the short-lived maximum vertical acceleration and
governed separately by the confining pressure and the initial void ratio. The
similarity of pore pressure evolution for different kinds of instability strongly
suggests some common speculative triggering mechanisms, probably origi-
nated from different rearrangements of the granular micro-structure.
Re´sume´
Cette the`se e´tudie les instabilite´s dynamiques des milieux granulaires mo-
de`les sature´s a` l’aide d’un appareil triaxial classique. Les instabilite´s en-
globent la lique´faction et les effondrements en compression isotrope draine´e,
les frottements saccade´s en compression triaxiale draine´e. Ces instabilite´s
apparaissent spontane´ment a` des contraintes effectives de confinement impre´-
visibles. Elles sont accompagne´es de tre`s rapides et tre`s fortes surpressions
interstitielles, malgre´ un drainage approprie´; ce que ne pre´sentent pas les mi-
lieux granulaires naturels. En compression isotrope draine´e (consolidation),
des effondrements locaux naissent instantane´ment. En compression triax-
iale draine´e, on observe de larges frottements saccade´s quasi-pe´riodiques
caracte´rise´s par des de´formations volumiques et axiales contractantes. De
temps en temps, ces effondrements et frottements saccade´s locaux peuvent
se de´velopper en lique´faction menant a` une destruction comple`te de la struc-
ture granulaire.
Les donne´es a` haute re´solution temporelle issues de ce travail ont per-
mis la de´couverte d’une nouvelle famille de lique´faction dynamique et sta-
tique. L’e´tude des e´missions acoustiques passives a permis l’identification
de signature spectrale caracte´ristique. Pour les frottements saccade´s, la
phase de glissement peut eˆtre interpre´te´e comme une consolidation dy-
namique, limite´e par l’unique surface en dessous de la ligne critique de
rupture dans le plan des contraintes effectives. La se´quence temporelle
pre´cise des e´ve´nements exclut que la pression interstitielle soit la cause
principale des instabilite´s. Cependant, le roˆle important de la surpres-
sion interstitielle est de´montre´ dans des relations quantitatives entre les
incre´ments de contraintes, et de de´formations et l’e´phe´me`re surpression
interstitielle stabilise´e de´veloppe´e pendant la phase de glissement. Cela
montre finalement la nature quasi-de´terministique de ces instabilite´s dy-
namiques. Ces relations empiriques sont base´es uniquement sur l’amplitude
maximale de l’acce´le´ration verticale de tre`s courte dure´e et sont gouverne´es
inde´pendamment par la pression de confinement et par l’indice des vides. La
similarite´ de la surpression interstitielle entre diffe´rentes instabilite´s sugge`re
fortement quelques me´canismes similaires de de´clenchement, probablement
a` partir de re´-arrangements de la micro-structure granulaire.
L’annexe E offre un re´sume´ plus e´tendu de cette the`se.
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1Introduction
Studying earthquake mechanism is sometime based on the relative movements of rock
surfaces forming complex interfacial fault zone. These tectonic fault zones contain gran-
ular media showing a dynamic stick-slip behavior under shear loading. Understanding
this stick-slip behavior provides insights to find out the earthquake mechanism. Stick-
slip is believed to be a frictional instability with frictional dynamics at microscopic
scale governing the macroscopic force fluctuations. The development in 2D and 3D
exhibits more complex processes in bulk behaviours. However, model experiments in
3D and saturated condition are still very rare. Consequently we carry out research to
survey new aspects in stick-slip behavior with high time-resolved data.
With the initial objective to study stick-slip instability, two new types of insta-
bility are found including isotropic liquefaction and isotropic collapse. Among them,
liquefaction is peculiar due to its dramatic consequences to human life. After the
spectacular Niigata earthquake in 1964, tremendous liquefactions induce consequences
such as building sinking into the ground, damages of foundation and superstructure
of bridge. Thus liquefaction phenomenon has been extensively and intensively studied
throughout the latest decades. This provided fundamental knowledge on the complex
term liquefaction often associated with saturated cohesionless soils under undrained
conditions. The related external disturbances causing these devastating events are ei-
ther cyclic or monotonic static shearing. Our recent discovery (31, 34) of a new mode of
liquefaction under quasi-static isotropic loading and in drained condition exposed more
challenges in finding the physics of these failures. From point of view of soil mechanics,
liquefaction is characterised by the buildup of pore pressure leading to an assessment
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1. INTRODUCTION
that pore pressure is the indicator of the phenomenon. However the mechanism of this
generation of pore pressure is still not well understood except for the case of static
liquefaction.
Previous works (30, 89) preliminarily revealed the similarities between three types
of instability (isotropic collapse, isotropic liquefaction and drained compression stick-
slip) in the response of unexpected excess pore fluid pressure. This motivates us to
conduct this in-depth experimental work on model granular materials to give more
insights into the detailed behaviours with the expectation to discover the elusive trig-
gering mechanisms of these instabilities. Within this study, traditional stress and strain
are measured with a new set of static and dynamic pressure sensors, complemented by
a set of passive acoustic transducers comprising vertical top cap acceleration, lateral
sound pressure and lateral vibration.
The thesis is divided in five chapters as follows:
In chapter 2, the scientific context is presented. The overall complex behaviour of
granular materials as solid and fluid is described by numerous studies both at macro
and microscopic scales and by various approaches. Among the remaining challenges
of the granular mechanics, instability is still an open problem. This thesis focuses on
three kinds of dynamic instability on model granular materials.
In chapter 3, the studied material is described together with the apparatus and
accompanying measuring devices. The fabrication process, the testing procedure, and
the post-test measuring are also described.
In chapter 4, stick-slip is investigated in global and detailed behaviour. Global
behaviour of generated stick-slip is impacted by confining pressure and initial void ratio.
High time-resolved data showed the precise time sequence of measurements to exclude
pore fluid pressure as the cause of the instability. The mechanical measurements are
characterised and related to each other by empirical relations with decoupling effects
of confining pressure and initial void ratio.
In chapter 5, isotropic liquefaction and some other new subtypes of liquefaction and
collapse are investigated and characterised. The evolution from collapse to liquefaction
is established.
In chapter 6, complementary passive acoustic emission measurements are exploited.
The amplitude, frequency content and time sequences are analysed to relate together
2
mechanical and acoustical measurements. Acoustic measurements emphasise the strong
links between the three types of instability.
Finally, essential conclusions are reported and the links between the three kinds of
instability are highlighted. The drawbacks are pointed out and further recommenda-
tions are suggested.
3
1. INTRODUCTION
4
2Literature
2.1 Global view on the solid-liquid behaviour of granular
materials
Granular materials are found everywhere as one of the most ubiquitous matters consti-
tuted this world. It attracts the interests in many fields of civil engineering, industry,
geophysics, etc. Its diverse responses make it more and more intriguing as it can
perform and transform between solid, liquid, gas and vice versa under different con-
ditions (56). The failures of powder or cereal silo, the separation of granular mixture
such as graded stones for pavement when transporting, the rate of rotating drum when
mixing the material, the strength when compressing, etc in industry and numerous un-
expected failures in natural systems as erosion, earthquake, snow/rock avalanche, soil
liquefaction, have motivated the scientists to describe the state of a granular system in
order to accurately predict its future behaviour.
As an unusual solid, for example a sand pile or grains in a cylindrical container,
contact forces and static friction emerged as the factors controlling the different re-
sponse compared to homogeneous continuum medium. The contact force network was
early investigated and showed the strong inhomogeneity of force chains both in 3-D
model (3, 36, 71, 119) and in 2-D system (54, 74, 83, 98, 128). Those studies reported
the strong spatial variation of contact forces within the medium by direct observation,
the clear fluctuation of force amplitude compared to the mean, the difference between
strong force distribution (exponential) and that of weak force (power law), and the
independence of force distribution and grain size. The formation of force chains, the
5
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variation of geometry contact network (representative geometry as one particle in con-
tact with several grains or a loop of touching particles, etc) and the nature of the
contact point are key issues at microscopic scale for the grain to grain interaction. The
force network is also a characteristic resulting in anisotropic structure under external
loading beside the intrinsic anisotropy texture of the material. These matters of static
granular solid are essentially governed by the inherent disorder state of grain, the vol-
ume fraction (relevant to number of coordination (44)), compaction (50) and history
dependence of force chains (121)).
Along timeline of history, one of the first community to work early with granular
materials is soil mechanics. The macroscopic approach based on continuum mechanics
was applied to derive very simple plastic criteria such as Mohr-Coulomb or Drucker-
Prager in describing soil failure, taking into account only the solid frictional behaviour.
However these criteria ignored the initial variation of volume fraction before reaching
the critical state at very large strain. The coupled volume fraction in the early stage of
shearing behaviour is considered by Reynolds dilatancy (103) through the concept of di-
latancy angle. This concept is introduced in a model for coupled frictional-dilatant ma-
terial (105) with three elements (i) the scalar definition of macroscopic friction threshold
with presence of dilatancy, (ii) the evolution of volume fraction during shearing and (iii)
the linear relation between dilatancy angle and the difference of volume fraction at crit-
ical state. Beyond this scalar description for the case of plane strain, more sophisticated
and complex models were suggested for stress-strain behaviours (109) with the combi-
nation of elasticity before transiting to plasticity, contributing a powerful framework
to the static behaviour of both cohesive and cohesionless soils under monotonic static
shearing, as Cam Clay model based on Critical State Theory. Since these fundamental
elasto-plastic models are insufficient to describe the structural changes of the packing
to capture some novel behaviours under more complex stress paths (creep, unloading,
cyclic load), the link between continuum mechanics and microscopic processes at grain
contacts is still challenging. This actuates the micro mechanical approach (18, 20).
The contact force network controls the anisotropy which evolves during plastic defor-
mation. One of the attempts is the association of anisotropy variable on the constitutive
equation (105) conducted with the support of discrete element method (DEM).
DEM emerges as a robust tool to access the microscopic information which are
difficult to measure experimentally for example contact forces, angular force distribu-
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tion (fabric), coordination number of a single bead (97). The most popular method
is based on Newton’s law of motion, pioneered by Cundall and Strack (23), in which
the movements of particle resulting from external disturbances are propagated from
the boundary through the medium. Time step must be constrained smaller than the
characteristic time (time scale) of the propagation over one grain. The equilibrium
equation of one grain complies with Newton’s laws; normal contact force is reproduced
by spring-dashpot representing the inelastic collision, tangential force modelled by slid-
ing block and spring representing friction. This fundamental framework combined with
further modifications helps to simulate various configurations, particle sizes, physical
properties of grain, etc and various processes at grain scale as well as mesoscale. The
power of DEM in micro-mechanical approach makes several advanced steps in describ-
ing the granular fabric. Due to the diverse configurations of grain to grain or a group
of grains, the internal variables manifesting the skeleton structure are constructed by
upscaling (micro, meso, macro) estimation of the probability density function of micro-
scale parameters at the contacts (number of contacts, force, angular, branch vector).
The common internal variables, such as fabric tensor, are introduced in many sim-
ulations (96, 99). Also other equivalent quantities representing fabric anisotropy are
exploited as number of contacts or characteristic orientations of void shape (15, 62, 108).
These complex variables are significantly accessible with the numerical support of DEM.
As a result, DEM extends the studies of contact force network which used to be in-
vestigated by photoelastic disks or carbon paper. They confirmed the heterogeneity
of force network (71, 98, 101), the difference on distributions of strong and weak force
chains (5, 101), the oriented organisation of strong force chain in the direction of major
stress and weak force chains support the strong ones in orthogonal direction. DEM
also opens the potential to study the position, rotation, movement (62, 63), velocity
field of the grains during quasi-static shearing and formation of local failure (100).
In coexistence with the micro-mechanical approach, macroscopic modelling still
keeps the pace on the development of classical concept. Among numerous studies,
they could be categorised into some striking directions. For example, the energetic
approach to overcome the basis of dissipative processes between grains due to inelastic
collision and friction, or the concept of free energy and dissipation function to explain
classical macroscale elastoplastic models (21, 102). One other approach is to modify
classical constitutive relation in critical state theory with increasingly sophisticated
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anisotropy such as anisotropic critical state theory (40, 70). Beyond the quasi-static
and rate-independent regime of granular assembly, many attempts are spent to improve
models in dense flowing regime at large strain and large scale as avalanches using the
inertial number I= γ˙d
√
ρ
p
, with grain size d, grain density ρ, shear rate γ˙ and confining
pressure p (42). Empirical friction relations µ(I) and volume fraction relations Φ(I) can
predict the stress and velocity in several configurations of dense granular flows. More
complicated geometry configurations are developed by this I-based approach such as
phenomena in mixing, coating-like problems, dragging and instabilities. Unfortunately,
no theoretical foundations have been found for these empirical relations.
In that immense overall picture of granular behaviour, our work is a small puzzle
piece focusing on instability, happening well before failure. In granular mechanics, in-
stability can be understood as the inability to have continuous and quasi-static loading,
either in strain or stress prescribed conditions.
2.2 Instability
2.2.1 Stick-slip motion under shear
From the earthquake engineering point of view, over at least three recent decades, stick-
slip attracted the interests of researchers in multidisciplinary field due to the analogy
between stick-slip and strong ground motion in fault gouge during earthquake (8) but it
is still not completely understood. This phenomenon exhibits various behaviours under
different loadings (isotropic or shear, monotonic or cyclic), boundaries, historical stress
states but basically characterised by (i) a very fast phase in which a sudden release
of stress and concurrent contraction strain take place, subsequently (ii) a quasi-static
phase in which the stress of granular media recovers with dilatancy behaviour.
Initially, frictional failure is considered as the basic law for the macroscopic slip-
ping in classical granular models. Granular friction is important for understanding the
stick-slip motion in earthquake faults. In physics, by simple fundamental configuration
of a sliding solid block, stick-slip motion is explored as an aspect of solid friction (94)
associated with contact ageing (51). At this fundamental level, one of the early high
time-resolved observations on stick-slip is contributed by Nasuno et al. (87). Figure 2.1
shows regular and irregular stick-slips of thin layer of 0.09 mm spherical beads being
sheared by a moving transparent solid plate with fast (top) and slow (bottom) pushing
8
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Figure 2.1: Regular and irregular stick-slips of thin layer of 0.09 mm beads in slider
frictional machine (87).
velocity. This cover plate is pushed by a normal force, the shear force is imposed on
the granular layer through a spring connected to the plate. The controlling parameters
of the system are translation velocity, stiffness and normal force. The slip dynamics at
sufficient time resolution are exhibited including temporal evolution of displacement,
velocity, vertical acceleration and frictional force. The evolution of frictional force
during a slip phase lasting within 40 ms is revealed as a multivalued function of ve-
locity. The vertical displacement of the cover plate is used to estimate the volumetric
dilation. Small creep before slip events is detected, accompanied by visual evidence
of the arrangement of the grain contact. This study concludes that fluidization and
displacement (local motion of particles) cause the decline of frictional force and the
localised precursors before major slip event. Geminard et al. (43) likewise investigated
a thin layer of mono size glass beads under shear force in similar designed system but
in immersed condition to find the macroscopic friction dynamics, confirmed the veloc-
ity dependent friction law. They suggested an empirical dynamic equation with the
introduction of dilatancy rate of granular media. It was in agreement with the friction
law by Marone et al. (76) taking into account the state variable describing the tran-
sient dilatancy. But horizontal stick-slip motions are observed at only very low driving
velocity below 0.1 µm/s. The presence of water and very low normal force as well as
negligible confining pressure appear to affect the transition to stick-slip motions in this
study. The configuration of thin layer is quite common in the interest of rock mechan-
ics to imitate the fault gouge being sheared between two sliding blocks of a geological
9
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system. Friction is believed to be the essential physical process governing stick-slip
motion. Thus, the time, velocity and state dependent characteristics of friction are
studied to better understand the fault dynamics (28, 75, 106).
In other configurations like 2D plane, 3D bulk rather than simplest thin layer repre-
sented by 1D spring-rigid sliding block, more complex processes are involved to control
the stick-slip behaviour since the interaction and motion between grains are not only
frictional, but also rotational, buckling, arrangement, collision, etc. Due to the com-
plicated behaviour of granular material, so far no completely satisfactory constitutive
relationships can satisfy all general loading conditions. Laboratory tests are still nec-
essary to discover new relations, new aspects and to validate the existing ones. Many
useful techniques are developed to measure the strain of discrete grain such as X-ray
photography but not for the stress inside the sample. One has to estimate the force
from the boundary. One idea is that model system including disks or spheres should
be employed for the simplification of geometry, the idealisation of the contact area
of grains, etc. Various parameters reflecting the real characteristics of soil are intro-
duced and compared with the model materials to expand this simplest case. With
model materials, beyond the displacement, the rotation and contact force are mea-
sured by photoelastic disks (74), the fluctuations of these stress-strain measurements
are captured and associated with stick-slip behaviour by photo-elastics disks (27), by
X-ray (92), by IRM tomography (85).
In an annular shear cell, Cain et al. (14) investigated the effects of shearing velocity
and applied normal force, confirming previous observations in thin layer. Dilation
behaviour is captured by the vertical displacement of the top plate with the assumption
on the constant cross section of the whole packing inside the cell.
In a configuration of 3D cylindrical sample using triaxial machine, Adjemian et
al. (1) presented a comprehensive testing program of dry loose glass beads and Hostun
sand at low confining pressure from 30 to 60 kPa with crescent strain rate (figure 2.2).
In this study, many parameters are examined including confining pressure, strain rate,
dimension of the sample, then two main parameters controlling stick-slip phenomenon
are identified: the ratio of sample size and diameter of glass beads and the strain rate.
The authors also studied the velocity weakening effect of the strain rate that large strain
rate leads to small and scarce stick-slips. Moreover stick-slip characteristics depend on
10
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Figure 2.2: Stick-slip behaviour on dry sample of 0.7 mm glass beads under 30 kPa of
confining pressure with crescent strain rate (1).
strain rate history. Nevertheless, the low sampling rate of 3 seconds of this study does
not allow to detect the variation of volume during stick-slip (compaction and dilation).
Figure 2.3: Stick-slip behaviour (stress-strain and volumetric) for medium 1.7 mm beads
under 25 to 400 kPa of confining pressure (2).
At higher confining pressure up to 400 kPa, Alshibli et al. (2) considered further pa-
rameters as particle size, gradation and large density. Surprising large stick-slips were
detected, together with volumetric variation for medium dense 1.7 mm beads beyond
11
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Figure 2.4: Absence of localised sheardband on axial cross-sections of computer tomog-
raphy images on medium 1.7 mm beads (2).
250 kPa of confining pressure (figure 2.3). Global shearing behaviour of dense granu-
lar media should obey the transient dilatancy in early stage of shear, then approach
critical void ratio with the formation of shear band, but contrastingly, the computer
tomography images show no localised shear band for a dilative behaviour (figure 2.4).
On the application for geological systems in which soil is possibly frequently im-
mersed in fluid, the simplest case with full saturation is considered. Doanh et al. (32)
presented the coupled volumetric strain behaviour in stick-slip events and analysed the
effect of confining pressure and strain rate on axial strain, stress drop and volumetric
strain in slip phase. In figure 2.5 shows very large and quasi-regular drained compres-
sion stick-slips at 400 kPa of confining pressure, with deviatoric stress drop down to
isotropic level. A unique relation of dilatancy characteristic and stress ratio also was
established in quasi-static stick phase. During the slip phase, it is sometimes accompa-
nied by surprising sudden generation of fluid pore pressure despite adequate drainage
system.
Wu et al. (124, 125) conducted both experimental and numerical works to reproduce
stick-slip phenomenon in conventional triaxial test in both dry and saturated mono-
sized large glass beads. Neither testing results nor DEM simulation can reproduce the
12
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Figure 2.5: Stick-slip behaviour (stress-strain and volumetric) for 0.7 mm beads under
400 kPa of confining pressure (32).
coupled volumetric strain oscillation. The parameter impacting the global shearing
behaviour is the surface characteristics of the beads, since Teflon treated beads show
lower peak stress and frictional angle. But the differences in the occurrence and am-
plitude of stick-slip events in case of dry material, saturated and Teflon treated beads
are ignored. Only global dilatancy behaviour is exploited.
Scuderi et al. (110) observed pore pressure increases and porosity (correspondingly
volumetric strain is estimated) during dynamic stick-slip of drained and undrained
saturated glass beads at very high confining pressure. The study added the influence
of drainage boundary to stress, strain, global characteristics of stick-slip separately and
qualitatively assessed the effect of pore pressure to stress and strain. It verified the
effect of confining pressure, strain rate at the range of very high pressure up to 5-10
MPa (figure 2.6). Small excess pore pressure of about only 20 kPa was observed despite
13
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high confining pressure and saturated condition.
Figure 2.6: Stick-slip behaviour (stress-strain, thickness and pore pressure) in double
shear testing for medium 0.125 mm beads under 1.5 MPa of confining pressure (110).
The presence of pore fluid in a fully saturated system excludes the emergence of
capillary forces between particles so diminishes the complexity of the interphase stress
state inside the sample. Microstructural observations by SEM images (110) highlighted
the role of pore pressure in enhancing the time-dependent gouge strengthening, mean-
ing increasing the recurrence time of stick-slip events by promoting the contact area at
grain junctions. Note that this is only valid at very high pressure of 5-10 MPa with
nontrivial plastic deformation at grain contact (110) including wearing effect, crushing
of particle and grain fracture. Fluid is also reported to significantly enhance the magni-
tude of the stick-slip behaviour compared to the sparse and small amplitude stick-slip
in dry granular materials (35). In a different way, fluid amplifies stick-slip phenomenon
14
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hence facilitates the acquiring and decomposing data. The effects of amplifying the
stress drop of stick-slip in saturated condition compared to the dry one are reported
by Cain et al. (13) but no further analysis has been carried on the detailed coupling
behaviour of pore fluid. Even the detailed response of volumetric strain within indi-
vidual stick-slip event has been not captured. The presence of humidity in the media
indeed plays a fundamental role in the time-dependent deformation at contacts by mod-
ification of the stress-strain behaviour and friction (29). Particularly, they found that
friction coefficient decreased and larger stick-slip instability occurred in the presence of
humidity compared to dry condition. Scuderi et al. (111) also found that water acts like
a lubricant which enhances the frictional healing; meaning it facilitates the stick-slip
occurrence. Specifically, highest stress drop occurred at humidity of 100 %.
Another advantage of studying on saturated granular media is that on the classical
triaxial compression test, the variation of volume can be estimated by the volume of
water expelling or moving into the sample. It also allows to study the coupled behaviour
of volumetric strain and real dilatancy of the bulk medium (32).
Though, stick-slip behaviour is still significantly affected by pore fluid and has not
been sufficiently understood. More specifically in isotropic collapse the role of water
is still an open question. Very few experimental researches depicted the evolution of
pore pressure during instabilities. Two early representative studies (in laboratory and
on site) have exhibited basic features of pore pressure fluctuation (figure 2.7). The
upper subfigure is the fluctuation of pore pressure located at some distances from the
shearing plane of a media constituted of fiberglass rods. The dashed line is the refer-
ence hydrostatic pressure at the location of transducer numbered as 1 in the figure of
cross section of testing column. The amplitude of pore pressure intermittently exceeds
the normal stress, meaning the pore pressure supports the weight of the rod system
above the reference surface. Associated with fast photographs at the plateau of pore
pressure evolution, it was shown the separation of upper and lower part of testing rods,
hence grain contacts are released. It implies the possibility that slip event can grow
to a liquefaction. The lower subfigure is the development of pore pressure ratio at
several locations in Christchurch, New Zealand, during earthquake describing a sudden
surge of pore pressure followed by a long dissipation process. The differences in the
dissipation phase are due to the geological conditions of subsoil (drained, undrained or
15
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Figure 2.7: Time evolution of pore pressure from (a) laboratory test by Iverson (55), (b)
realistic measurement of Christchurch earthquake (9).
partially drained).
Abrupt and sharp surge of pore pressure during stick-slip event has been detected
no matter what fills the void space like air (22), de-aired water (32), sugar-water solu-
tions, silicon oil (17), but no sufficient detailed data have been obtained to capture the
dynamics of the behaviour. Small amplitude of pore pressure detected in small scale
specimen in laboratory restricts the sufficiently detailed data.
16
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Figure 2.8: Deviatoric stress and pore-pressure in undrained triaxial compression stick-
slip experiment of Leighton Buzzard sand with sugar-water solutions (17).
In saturated medium with de-aired water (32), the response of pore water pressure
is like a pulse with significant large amplitude even under drained condition. With
different viscosity fluid like sugar-water solutions or silicon oil (17), global undrained
shearing behaviour with high viscosity pore fluid is drastically modified with the decline
of shear strength compared to pore de-aired water. Figure 2.8 shows the effects of pore
fluid viscosity on the stick-slip behaviour of Leighton Buzzard sand in sugar-water
solutions with stress drop, jump of axial strain and pore pressure increase from slip
phase of A to B. Interestingly, high viscosity pore fluid increased the occurrence of
stick-slip events as well as stick-slip amplitudes. All cases exhibited the fluctuations of
pore fluid pressure but no sufficient detailed data have been obtained to capture the
stick-slip dynamics.
So far, no stick-slip motions are detected in realistic granular material (sands),
however, in figure 2.9, the presence of only 5% of tiny 0.044 mm glass beads in Fujian
17
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Figure 2.9: Undrained triaxial shear behaviour of Fujian sand modified by addition of
1.7 mm beads (126).
sand (FG) is enough to create undrained stick-slips accompanying by strong fluctuations
of pore pressure and final static liquefaction in conventional triaxial testings (126). The
usual steady-state of deformation is attained with crushed silica (FSS). Nevertheless,
the presence of stick-slip instabilities in both dry (1, 22, 124) and saturated condition
for model granular materials (2, 32, 125) means that pore pressure is not the cause of
stick-slip.
Measuring the internal microscopic stress and strain in triaxial test requires high
cost equipment, for example computer tomography (CT), thus simulations of triaxial
test by DEM are needed as useful alternative. Many advances are achieved from the
basic triaxial drained tests taking into account the rolling resistance (6), or other im-
proved modifications to investigate the effect of grain size distribution (64), or various
sophisticated lateral boundary condition (61, 69, 91, 125) on the attempt to capture
the observed behaviour in laboratory tests.
Within the scope of the saturated granular media due to its relevance to mimic dev-
astating disasters like liquefaction during earthquake, analytical and numerical methods
18
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Figure 2.10: Liquefaction potential in drained numerical experiment with granular con-
figuration (top) and pore pressure map (bottom) under 2.4 MPa of confining pressure (46).
also have been employed to reproduce the evolution of pore fluid pressure. Goren et
al. (45, 46) considered the pore pressure evolution as the response to the deformation
of the solid matrix. They applied a stiffness approximation assuming that the pore
pressure gradient exerts a force back on the grain skeleton to relieve the effects of the
void space deformation. General equations originated from continuum mechanics in-
corporated with Darcy’s law can reproduce the generation of pore pressure in loose
granular media even in drained boundary. Figure 2.10 (middle top) indicates a brief
absence of stress chains due to an equally brief liquefaction state (middle bottom) when
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the excess pore pressure (red) overcomes the confining pressure in drained triaxial nu-
merical experiment. However the behaviour of pore pressure in this simulation did not
reproduce the oscillations of pore pressure as in experimental evidences and the very
large deformation in liquefaction case.
2.2.2 Isotropic instabilities
While stick-slip phenomenon on model granular materials still remains not fully un-
derstood, recently during the first drained isotropic consolidation stage of the same
procedure of triaxial compression testing, isotropic liquefaction (31) and isotropic col-
lapse (30) have been reported. These new phenomena happen instantaneously in a
dynamic regime under isotropic loading. Liquefaction is a total failure with extremely
large deformation whereas isotropic collapse still maintains the geometry after the event
with limited deformation. These new types of failure increase the complexity in gran-
ular problems but question the possibility of a relation between stick-slip and these
isotropic failures. The essential difference between those three instabilities is the exter-
nal loading (shearing and isotropic compression).
Conceptually, liquefaction has been conventionally believed as the separation of
grains from their neighbours, they loose contact, move freely, behave like fluid and
stop carrying external load. From soil mechanics point of view, this phenomenon can
be qualitatively explained by the lack of granular skeleton when granular particles
are separated from each other; equivalent to a null effective contact stress σ′ between
grains. From the effective stress principle (figure 2.11 left), σ′ = σ − U formulated by
Terzaghi (116) for totally saturated medium, σ being the total stress of the only two-
phase (grains and water) element and U the pore fluid pressure, liquefaction can be best
understood as the vanishing of σ′ or the equalisation of σ and U (figure 2.11 middle)
with a total destruction of the granular structure. Consequently, (figure 2.11 right)
shows a new compacted granular structure rapidly formed at the bottom of sample
with a totally separated water volume on top after liquefaction failure. Liquefaction
is observed in laboratory shearing test only under deviatoric shearing loading and
undrained condition.
To this day, to reproduce the liquefaction in laboratory, only two modes of liquefac-
tion failures are introduced including (i) static liquefaction with monotonic quasi-static
20
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Figure 2.11: Schematic diagram of the stress composition of saturated medium including
two phases, solid and liquid.
shearing load and (ii) cyclic liquefaction under cyclic shearing load. Cyclic or pseudo-
dynamic liquefaction was first investigated using conventional and dynamic triaxial
and torsional shear machines, due to the similarity with liquefaction induced by seis-
mic waves during earthquakes.
Static liquefaction was rapidly followed in undrained or partially drained loading
conditions. The pore pressure evolution was determined with great precision; although
it was slowly and progressively generated by a quasi-static loading condition. How-
ever, the physical significance behind the pore pressure generation is far from being
fully understood, excepting the soil dilatancy mechanism, Schofield et al. (109). Under
undrained condition, meaning the water cannot escape, the total volume of the two
phases (solid grains and water) is constant. Under static monotonic loading, the gran-
ular packing also compacts, the packing volume of the grain skeleton reduces due to the
decrease of the void volume. The decline of pore fluid volume is compensated by the
rising of pore pressure since pore water is incompressible. The complexity of liquefac-
tion has risen when many field and experimental evidences of this phenomenon happen
in drained shearing conditions, contrasting the traditional belief that no excess pore
pressure can emerge in well drainage medium.
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Observations on site encounter the limit of instrumentation, causing the incomplete
understanding on pore pressure and acceleration of ground motions. Therefore labora-
tory experiments are useful and economical to learn about this phenomenon. Centrifuge
and 1-g shaking table testings complete the laboratory investigation as a useful step
towards the understanding of the dynamic character of earthquake. Recently in-situ
instrumentation has shed new light on the real time history of excess pore pressure
on liquefied soils and discovered the difficulty of measuring the pore pressure on-site.
These tests point out the dynamic aspect of pore pressure by a sudden increase of pore
pressure shortly after the beginning of shaking period, either in laboratory or on-site.
Figure 2.12 shows the unexpected spontaneous instabilities under drained isotropic
compression and the temporal development of normalised excess pore pressure during
isotropic collapse and isotropic liquefaction (31). Three events (two precursory collapses
and one final catastrophic liquefaction) happen with sudden and simultaneous drop of
void ratio in the compressibility behaviour; and three narrow and surprising sharp
peaks of pore pressure are clearly related to these events, despite a complete drained
system.
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Figure 2.12: (left) Spontaneous instabilities under drained isotropic compression, (right)
Time evolution of normalised pore pressure during isotropic collapse and isotropic lique-
faction (31).
In the semi-logarithmic representation, excess pore pressure is normalised by its
stabilised value (the absolute value after the decaying vibration) to see the similarity
features of various events independently of stabilised excess pore pressure and triggering
stress. This synthetic representation shows a clear temporal evolution of pore pressure
from the initial steady-state of back pressure in 3 phases: (i) first, a transient phase I
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lasting only 200 ms with very fast rising time to reach the peak of excess pore pressure.
The excess pore pressure vibrates like an oscillating underdamped system with a same
dominant frequency, irrespective of event type, (ii) second, an intermediate phase II
for liquefaction case only, characterised by a constant excess pore pressure for more
than one second, (iii) third, a longest dissipation phase III in which the pore pressure
returns to the initial equilibrium state. The solid circles indicate the liquefaction level
with vanishing effective stress. The duration of phase II was not long enough for
collapses A and B to sustain a full liquefaction.
Isotropic collapses or local failures are characterised by limited axial and volumet-
ric deformations, and the possibility to resume the compressibility behaviour, while
isotropic liquefaction or total failure refers to very large strains with total destruction
of the granular skeleton.
In this study, the appearance conditions for instantaneous liquefaction were also
identified in figure 2.13: (i) the usual vanishing of the effective stress σ
′
, (ii) the duration
of this effective stress should extend beyond one second, and (iii) the granular assembly
should be loose enough above the void ratio threshold ethres30 at 30 kPa of confining
pressure.
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Figure 2.13: Conditions for isotropic liquefaction (left) Void ratio threshold, (right)
Duration of stabilised excess pore pressure (31).
The important role of pore fluid pressure on amplifying the stick-slips was noticed,
as in isotropic liquefaction and collapse. So far, isotropic collapse and compression
stick-slip are also detected in dry granular medium (30, 125). However, the pore air
pressure generated during stick-slip in dry glass beads (22) is too small below 1 kPa
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under confining pressure of 1 MPa. This low pore air pressure cannot vanish the
effective stress of the grain skeleton, as a result dry sample cannot liquefy. Therefore,
the presence of pore fluid is one necessary condition to liquefy, but whether pore fluid
is the cause of liquefaction needs to be explored.
In civil engineering and nature, numerous collapses take place without external
loading causing devastating settlement even total failure of the ground. This phe-
nomenon is more dominant for loose and collapsible soil. El Korchi et al. (38) found
that the suction stress variation as the cause triggering the collapse. The question is
again raised here that if the modification of water pressure happens before the release
of the skeleton stress.
2.3 Acoustic technique
In 3D system it is difficult to access the stress-strain measurements at grain scale, hence
sound wave is introduced as a useful tool to probe the information from contact force
networks.
Useful effective technique as visualised photo-elastic disks, successfully applied in
1D-2D system, is no longer effective for 3D system. In that situation, acoustic emission
(AE) technique seems to be an appropriate solution. Remind that the force fluctuation
of granular medium is a multi-scale issue, but there is no clear separation of spatial-
temporal scale, thus to some extents AE could overcome this obstacle. It offers the
access to further information relevant to the grain scale behaviour that is not efficiently
obtained by macro-measuring instruments. It is more popularly applied in monitoring
and diagnosing the civil structures and materials. Some crucial advanced contributions
of AE technique is briefly presented in this paragraph.
At microscopic scale the interaction between grains is very complicated; each parti-
cle slide, rotate, collide with chaotic trajectories. The following mechanisms are possible
sources for acoustic signal: motion at grain contact, collision between grains, abrupt
release of contact force, buckling of force chain column, rupture of capillary bridge,
rearrangement of grain contact network, breakage of cementation contact, motion of
fluid (hydroacoustic), and so on. Corresponding to each mechanical response at mi-
cro/mesoscale, a characteristic range of frequency or energy is estimated (80). Those
referenced values can be theoretically, experimentally or numerically evaluated. Note
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that AE signals are generally generated as the combination of multiple sources, thus it
often requires more localised techniques to separate the underlying mechanisms.
In physics, within the solid-like behaviour, Hidalgo et al. (52) measured acoustic
waves during microscopic rearrangement of a uniaxial compressed cylindrical granular
sample and linked the statistics of AE signals to macro constitutive model (continuous
damage model of finer composite). AE distribution showed a good agreement with
the suggested novel approach, meaning that the dominant failure mechanism is the
rupture of force chains. Gardel et al. (41) considered the characteristics of dense flow
using piezoelectric sensor directly attached on the container of glass beads to capture
the force and velocity fluctuations during the flowing regime until almost jamming
state. Rich information are presented to recognise the dominant interactions at grain
scale which are collisions or frictional motions with distinctive frequency contents. It
also showed the soft transition from collision in flowing regime to frictional dynamics
near jamming threshold. Furthermore, the spatial correlations of force and velocity
were identified averagely across the cross section of the container. Acoustic activity
before the failure is associated to precursors and is diagnosed to be the reorganisation
of the weak force chains in the bulk media (25, 37, 127).
In geoscience and geotechnical engineering, the AE originated during continuous
deformation of soil is used to probe the movement of slope (12). The characteristic
frequencies of AE measurements corresponding to various rainfall amount during the
failure are also identified (104) and help to link with the potential of imminent land-
slide. Qualitative assessments are obtained to recognise the impending failure such as
the increase of AE rate or AE energy release during static deformation prior to major
failure (26, 39, 59, 81) or the drop of elastic wave velocity in soil slope during rainfall
being the indicator of an ongoing landslide (19). As an improvement, high temporal
resolution AE measurements produced a quantitative good direct linear relation be-
tween generated AE rate and velocity of the slope movement (114) which exposed the
promising potential in early warning applications.
One of the statistical models using AE measurements to qualitatively describe the
process of micro-scale failure is Fiber Bundle Model (FBM) (48, 81). The change in
power-law distribution of AE burst energy before a failure associated with the statis-
tics of event amplitude can be detected. These studies tried to link the distribution
of AE energy release to the distribution of event magnitude. Figure 2.14 shows the
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Figure 2.14: Stick-slip and acoustic measurements in direct shear stick-slip experiment
of 4 mm beads under 60 kPa of confining pressure (81).
synchronous record of low and high-frequency acoustic signals with stick-slip in direct
shear experiment of 4 mm beads under 60 kPa of confining pressure. These mechan-
ical and acoustical measurements were highly correlated. Nevertheless, the empirical
relation between stress jump and AE event amplitude is still unclear (81).
2.4 Objectives of the research
In the aforementioned context, instability is of great interest in granular materials
science. While the undrained instability and the diffuse failure on sands have been
successfully simulated (24, 90), the recent unexpected instabilities on model granular
materials, i.e. the stick-slip, especially the coupled volumetric stick-slip and the fast
transition from solid-like to liquid-like behaviour has not been fully predicted theoreti-
cally, despite a large number of advanced constitutive models for geomaterials at macro
scale (24, 47, 65, 68, 82, 90, 123), nor detected in advanced numerous numerical DEM
experiments for spherical particles (77, 78, 95, 112), even including a full solid-liquid
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coupling formulation (45, 46).
These unknown instabilities (isotropic collapse, isotropic liquefaction and compres-
sion stick-slip) on model granular materials in their simplest possible shapes with very
simple isotropic compression experiments can enhance the current understandings and
modelling of real granular soils. The experimental work in this thesis has a threefold
objective:
First, following the discovery of a third liquefaction type under drained isotropic
compression, is it possible to discover additional liquefactions under other conditions?
What are the appearance conditions? What are the factors controlling the evolution
of axial and volumetric strain, as well as that of excess pore pressure in these insta-
bilities? What are the links between stick-slip, isotropic collapse as well as isotropic
liquefaction? This first set of questions is the staring point of this work.
Second, the role of pore pressure in the saturated granular assembly is of paramount
importance. However, its dynamic response has been often overlooked, especially in
stick-slip phenomenon. The existence of the surprising excess pore pressure peak is un-
ambiguously detected in experimental studies in drained and in undrained conditions,
and triggers a new set of questions: What are the physical triggering mechanisms?
Can we explain the unexpected pore pressure outburst? Can we relate this outburst to
other stress and strain measurements by quantitative relationships? Why the strong
oscillations pore pressure of the transient phase I, and not on strains? And more im-
portantly, what are the reasons for keeping stabilised excess pore pressure for more
than one second in phase II in order to liquefy? The partial answers to this second set
of questions should rely on an in-depth verification of the pore pressure measurements
and on high-time resolved data. The exploration of stick-slip phenomenon, especially
the dynamic slip phase, with new observations on well designed experiments using new
set of up-to-date sensors is one of the objectives of this work.
Third, the primary goal of this work still concerns the elusive physical triggering
mechanisms, especially in the case of isotropic instabilities. The literature review sug-
gest the use of passive acoustic measurements in low frequency range with easy-to-use
small submersible accelerometer inside the travail chamber, complemented by external
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microphones and laser vibrometer. Can we relate the mechanical and acoustical mea-
surements during isotropic and triaxial loading, i.e. the macroscopic stress and strain
parameters and the magnitude and acoustic energy on the level of individual events?
Can we find the distinctive spectral signature of these dynamic instabilities? Answering
this set of questions is equally one of the goals.
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3.1 Introdution
This experimental study is conducted at the Laboratoire de Tribologie et Dynamique
des Syste`mes (LTDS, Tribology and Systems Dynamics Laboratory) of l’E´cole Na-
tionale des Travaux Publics de l’E´tat (ENTPE, National School of Publics Works).
Classical isotropic and triaxial compression tests are performed, using high resolution
data acquisition system and high precision sensors to investigate the detailed behaviour
of saturated granular materials under medium range of effective confining pressure, from
50 up to 500 kPa. Model granular materials are successively submitted to a drained
isotropic compression (isotropic consolidation), followed by a triaxial compression under
drained or undrained conditions. This chapter describes the material, the apparatus,
the sensors, the system and the procedure of the test. The testing programme is also
presented.
3.2 Material descriptions
The soda lime spherical glass beads ”Sil-glass” used in this study are supplied by CVP
Linselles, France. The chemical compositions of glass beads in table 3.1 indicates a
sensitive component, 15-20% calcium oxide (CaO), implying the possibility of chemical
reaction with the surrounding substance.
Figure 3.1 shows an Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) image of a virgin glass
beads SLG 6-8 (around 0.7 mm of diameter) with smooth texture of the surface and
spherical shape. These beads have a static friction coeﬃcient of 0.24 on glass according
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SiO2 Na2O CaO MgO Al2O3 Others
60-70% 12-18% 15-20% 1-4% 1-5% ± 2 %
Table 3.1: Chemical compositions of CVP soda lime glass beads
to CVP. Although such model granular material is of different shape compared to real
ones, it provides the simplest description of the shape of real sands to test in laboratory.
In the other hand, numerous numerical studies are based on spherical particles to allow
fundamental understandings on the complex behaviour of granular materials. Thus
laboratory experiments on spherical glass beads can complement and validate these
simulated works.
Figure 3.1: SEM picture of CVP glass beads
The particle size analysis is performed to determine the aggregate characteristic of
material by laser diffraction method. The gradation curve in figure 3.2 representing the
percent of particles finer than a given size has a very steep slope of uniform grain size.
The frequency histogram shows an almost symmetric distribution with average diame-
ter D50 of 0.723 mm. This characteristic is quantitatively measured by two coefficients
based on the distribution of particles: uniformity coefficient Cu =
D60
D10
and curvature
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Figure 3.2: Gradation curve and grain size distribution of CVP glass beads
Property D10 D30 D60 D50 emax emin Cu Cc
mm mm mm mm
Value 0.523 0.630 0.776 0.723 0.686 0.574 1.463 0.989
Table 3.2: Properties of CVP glass beads
coefficient Cc =
D230
D10 ∗D60
(10). D10 (D30, D60) is the diameter of particles having
10% (30%, 60%) of particles finer. In table 3.2, Cu is very close to the minimum value
of 1, corresponding to a mono-sized assembly. Additionally Cc, also close to 1 without
any gap in gradation curve, confirms the uniformity characteristic of glass beads. This
material can be considered as ideal spherical monosized and correspondingly classi-
fied as clean poorly graded and fine-grained sand (SP) according to the United Soil
Classification System.
3.3 Triaxial test apparatus
The conventional triaxial test apparatus, Figure 3.3, normally consists of basic compo-
nents as follows: the loading frame, the pressure control system, the triaxial cell, the
sensors and the data acquisition system.
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Figure 3.3: Scheme of the triaxial test apparatus
3.3.1 Loading frame
The loading frame is 2-column type, from Farnell, with top beam clamping. It is
capable of handling compression testing up to 50 kN which is much higher than the
axial stress σ1 required in this study and allows both monotonic and cyclic loading
with additional control system. It is built with precision gear to ensure smooth and
reliable operation. It is also versatile due to the mixed electro-mechanical actuation
type which is useful when adjusting or connecting the vertical loading ram. It provides
a manual strain rate gauge to operate the strain-controlled regime of vertical loading.
The applied constant axial strain rate is between 0.001 mm/min to 4 mm/min. One
auxiliary external load cell is attached on the loading frame and connected to the slow
data acquisition system. Its maximum capacity is 20 kN.
3.3.2 Pressure controller
Two pressure control systems are designed independently. The first system controls
the confining pressure of the triaxial chamber which includes air pressure regulators
and pneumatic system connected directly to the space inside the chamber through
a tube at the top cap of chamber. The confining pressure is added manually and
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displayed in pressure gauge with the precision of 1 kPa and the capacity of 700 kPa. The
second system controls the back pressure which also consists of air pressure regulators,
pneumatic system and water tank. Air pressure, manually regulated, is transmitted to
the sample by compressing de-aireated water through thick plastic tube at the pedestal
of the triaxial chamber.
3.3.3 Triaxial cell
The triaxial cell is a usual transparent plexiglass (axisymmetric) cylinder reinforced by
five equal-spaced carbon bands along the height. The cell wall is installed before the top
plate, then the top plate is fastened by 8 columns screwed tightly to the pedestal and
the loading ram is assembled to the loading frame. The triaxial cell partially contains
water to transmit isotropic pressure to the sample.
3.3.4 Measurements
An external linear variable differential transformer (LVDT) is fixed outside the
triaxial chamber to monitor the axial displacement of loading ram, figure 3.3. This
sensor L50 has a measuring range of 50 mm. Since this outside measurements of axial
deformation are affected by numerous errors (alignment of loading ram, gaps between
loading piston and sample top cap ...), this external displacement sensor is just a global
backup axial measurement.
A waterproof internal LVDT, type L20, is mounted on a fixed frame inside the
cell and directly touches the specimen top cap to record the actual axial displacement
∆h of the sample. Its measuring range is 20 mm while the investigated axial strain of
sample is set to 25%, approximately 18 mm of displacement. The LVDT was calibrated
within the range of 30 mm by steps of 0.2 mm. The sensitivity of the device is 0.1 V/cm.
Since local strain sensors are too heavy for loose glass bead sample, this internal LVDT
is a small improvement over outside LVDT (1, 17, 22, 124).
A pressure transducer, Sedeme MD20, monitors the confining pressure with the
resolution of ±0.05 kPa.
An external load cell outside the triaxial chamber, type BD20 of Sedeme, mea-
suring the axial force at the interacted position with load frame, is directly attached on
the press frame. The maximum load is 20 kN. Due to the non-alignment of loading ram
and press frame or friction, this external force sensor is used as backup measurement.
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A submersible internal load cell, of Wykeham Farrance, is assembled nearly at
the end of the loading ram. This load cell is close to the contact position of the ram and
the specimen top cap. The precision of force measurement is high due to the exclusion
of piston friction.
The pore pressure is detected by two different techniques using 4 sensors, 2 at the
top and 2 at the bottom of the sample. The location scheme of pore pressure sensor
is in figure 3.3. A piezoresistive transducer (Sedeme, MD20) with unknown resonant
frequency is mounted at a distance of 60 cm from the top cap and outside the chamber
to acquire static pore pressure. A piezoelectric transducer (PCB S112A21) is 10 cm
from the piezoresistive transducer. This one is of high resonant frequency of 250 kHz
and used to get dynamic pore pressure at sample top. At the distance of 10 cm from
the specimen bottom and also outside the chamber, a static sensor (Kistler, 4053A10)
with natural frequency of 120 kHz and a dynamic sensor (PCB S112A21) are combined
in one box to measure static and dynamic pore pressures at the sample bottom. The
capacity of sensors is up to 2 MPa and accuracy is ± 0.05 kPa.
A volumetric sensor measures the volume variation of specimen by water entering
and expelling from the sample while deforming. This volume change measuring device,
of Wykeham Farrance, is installed in one parallel branch of a bifurcated system to
supply and control the pore fluid pressure. The volume change sensor and the applied
back pressure are connected to the bottom of sample by the same small tube.
An accelerometer (PCB 607A11 SN 140952), is a piezoelectric sensor measuring
the vertical acceleration of the sample top cap. The sensitivity is 9 mV/g. The ac-
celeration range is 100 g. This sensor provides a broad useable frequency response of
0-10000 Hz. It has small dimensions around 1.5 ∗ 1.5 ∗ 2.0 cm and light weight of
about 50 gr.
A vibrometer, Ometron OH-100-D, used in this study is of non-contact single point
laser vibrometer. It measures the amount of vibration at a single point on the object’s
surface. More specifically, a laser vibrometer measures the projected component of
the object’s surface vibration vector along the direction of the incident laser beam.
The vibrometer is installed outside the triaxial chamber, of about 0.7 m from the
specimen’s membrane. Surface vibration in velocity and displacement are measured
with high precision and low noise with a bandwidth of 3.2 MHz at 10 m/s maximum
velocity.
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A microphone, PCB 377B02 class A, is fixed on the bottom base plate to acquire
the lateral sound pressure outside the triaxial chamber. To avoid the unwanted noise of
the surrounding structure component where the microphone is installed, it is wrapped
by rubber sheet and isolated sheet.
3.3.5 Acquisition system
All signals of sensors (voltage changes) are measured by a synchronised dynamic data
acquisition system NI4472B of National Instruments with 14 channels. Some sensors
need to be amplified before being collected by acquisition box: internal axial load,
external axial load, cell pressure, axial strain, volumetric strain, and four pore pressure
sensors. Moreover, we keep in parallel two data acquisition systems: one old slow system
HP3852 with the sampling frequency of 0.5 Hz and one new faster system operated at
10 kHz. The slow system only records permanently the external and internal vertical
load, cell pressure, static pore pressure at the top of sample, internal axial strain and
volumetric strain. Since the number of acquiring channels has been extended gradually
in the testing period so not all tests have acquired all those measurements. Then the
data are transferred to a computer via an acquisition HPIB card. LabView software is
customarily composed to control and graphically display the data during test.
3.4 Sample preparation
The sample is constructed directly on the base fixed to the pedestal of machine at the
center of chamber. The diameter of the sample base is 9 cm, larger than the sample
diameter of 7 cm. These enlarged top and bottom platens are used throughout this
study to ensure the uniform radial deformation of sample along its height (115). On
the same purpose to lubricate the interfaces of sample and platen to freely deform at
large strain during shearing, only a small filter paper is put at the bottom platen.
The porous stone of 20 mm in diameter is installed in both the bottom and top
platen of specimen. The bottom and top cap platens were made of polished duralumin
to minimize the weight of the top cap on loose specimen.
A 0.3 mm thickness membrane is stretched over the bottom platen, figure 3.4. To
preliminarily hold the membrane, a small amount of water is placed on the inner surface
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of membrane in contact with the bottom platen. A small rubber O-ring is placed on
the higher groove and a large ring is moved downward to keep the membrane in place.
Pedestal
Split
Mould
Collar
O-ring
Membrane
porous stone
filter paper
Figure 3.4: Accessories for sample fabrication
A thin layer of grease is spread along the vertical cross section of the split mould to
support the vacuum condition and to stick two halves of them together. The mould is
placed on the base to cover the platen and membrane. The mould collar is assembled
and two cramps below the collar are tightened to fit the mould. Another rubber O-ring
is put around the top collar to close the membrane and top platen subsequently. A
proper amount of vacuum pressure is applied through three holes in the body of split
mould. The upper extended part of membrane is stretched and folded out to cover the
mould top as well as the O-ring. Vacuum pressure is used to attach the membrane to the
inner wall of the mould and to keep identical diameter of sample during deposition of
granular material. Note that the dimension mark on the membrane should be adjusted
to match the mouth of the mould thus the membrane is not twisted or stretched or
loose resulting in the unanticipated initial stress state of material when dismounting
the mould. A filter paper in circle shape of 30 mm diameter is placed on top of the
porous stone. Figure 3.5 shows the final step of mould preparation.
The sample is fabricated by moist tamping method to create the loose initial state
(66). Glass beads are weighed and mixed with 2% of distilled water in weight. This
mixture must be covered to keep the moisture constant. The material is divided into 5
equal amounts for 5 layers. The material is gradually transferred to the mould by small
spoon with no drop height. Only 1-2 grams of material is placed on the mould each
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porous stone
top platen
bottom platen
Figure 3.5: Scheme and picture of available mould for deposition of material
time. The order of location of material in the circular section of the mould is complied
with the spiral locus from the outside circumference to inside. The upper surface of the
deposited material should be flat before tamping. Each layer is compacted by circular
rod of 20 mm in diameter to reach the predetermined equal thickness. The motion
of tamping rod is also spiral from outside to the center. Approximately 10-12 gentle
impacts are applied for each layer. The surface of deposited layer is slightly scratched
by a brush before adding another layer. The indentation is carried out in only 1-2
mm depth to avoid the artificial sliding surface between layers. The cycle of action
is repeated until the top layer. The pre-compacted thickness of the top layer always
exceeds the height of mould, therefore a stainless ring is used to extend the wall of
mould for the purpose of avoiding the formation of narrow neck at the specimen top.
The ring is removed after compacting the top layer. No indentation is needed for this
layer. It should be ensured that no glass beads are left on the horizontal surface of
the mould collar prior to put the top platen to enclose the sample. The top platen
is pressed and the folded membrane is gently rolled up around the side of top platen.
The rubber O-ring is moved up to the groove to tighten the membrane. The tube at
the pedestal connected with bottom platen is closed to apply a vacuum pressure of
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around -10 kPa inside the sample to hold it and carry the top platen while separating
the mould. The mould collar is removed before the installation of internal LVDT and
vertical accelerometer. The altitude of the top platen is noted before dismounting the
mould. The split mould is carefully disassembled without modifying this altitude. Any
altitude variation is taken to deduce the void ratio of sample at the beginning of test.
The large O-ring at the bottom platen is moved to the groove. The diameter of sample
is measured at the bottom, half and top position by measuring tape, then the average
diameter is identified.
Figure 3.6: Deposition of material, top layer and finished sample
3.5 Apparatus preparation
A circular frame is erected around the specimen to mount the internal LVDT. The
availability of the sensor is always carefully checked. From now on, the value of LVDT
is always measured to estimate the void ratio of sample. The triaxial chamber and the
top cap of cell are assembled without disturbance of the specimen and keep a good
alignment of vertical loading ram. The loading ram is fixed to the rod of loading frame.
The cell is filled with water up to level of top platen of sample. The pneumatic system
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is connected to the chamber through the tube on the cell top and all possible sensors
are checked at this stage (except for volume change sensor and four pore pressure
sensors). The axial deformation is noted before the application of initial cell pressure.
The vacuum pressure inside the sample is now replaced by the cell pressure. The
transferring process is manipulated to keep the effective stress of the granular medium
constant. Hence the vacuum pressure is released with the simultaneous application of
confining cell pressure at 20 kPa. Axial deformation is always recorded during this
process and should be constant.
3.6 CO2 percolation and saturation
CO2 is injected at low pressure of 0.02 - 0.03 kPa through the bottom drainage system
at pedestal. The air occupying the void of the granular assembly is pushed out and
replaced by this soluble gas to facilitate the saturation of sample. This process lasts
within 2 hours (at least 30 min depending on kinds of material). A tube connected
with the top specimen is put in a bowl of water to check the speed of CO2 percolation
of about 2 bubbles per second.
The tank of back pressure controller is filled by distilled de-aired water. The water
supply system is connected to the bottom platen. At this step static and dynamic
pore pressure sensors at the bottom are also installed. De-aired water is pushed to the
bottom of sample under 3-5 kPa and constant rate. Depending on the type of material,
the imbibition rate is different. In this study with bead diameter of about 0.7 mm, the
rate is 400 ml of water in 14 hours (28.6 ml/hr for clean sand specimens). The effective-
ness of the saturation process is subsequently verified by Skempton coefficient. Note
that the axial deformation is always acquired continuously before and after saturation
process.
3.7 Application of back pressure
Back pressure technique is necessary to support the saturation condition of sample. The
target of this step is to create a back pressure of 200 kPa and keep the sample intact
regarding stress state and deformation. The detailed manipulation is the following:
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The bottom valve is closed to stop supplying water, then the static and dynamic pore
pressure sensors are connected to the top of specimen. The bottom valve is open again
and wait until the pore pressure equals the pressure of the water tank (3-5 kPa). The
volume change sensor is connected, checked and set the initial value. An intermediate
step is carried out in which the cell pressure is increased to 40 kPa simultaneously with
an imposed pore pressure at 20 kPa to keep the effective pressure constant at 20 kPa.
Next, simultaneously the cell pressure is manually increased up to 220 kPa and the
pore pressure up to 200 kPa at the same rate. This step must prevent the sample from
any additional stress state or deformation and keep the effective stress constant at 20
kPa.
3.8 Estimation of Skempton coefficient
Once the pore pressure stabilized, the bottom valve of drainage system is closed to
isolate the sample. The cell pressure is increased from 220 kPa to 320 kPa to have an
incremental cell pressure in loading of ∆σ3 = 100 kPa. The excess pore pressure is
measured and the Skempton’s coefficient (113) in loading estimated by:
∆u = B[∆σ3 +A(∆σ1 +∆σ3)] (3.1)
where A, B are pore pressure coefficients measured experimentally and ∆σ3, ∆σ1 are
incremental radial and vertical stress.
Due to isotropic condition then A = 0 thus ∆u = B ∗∆σ3 and B =
∆u
∆σ3
.
The inverse process to decrease cell pressure from 320 kPa to 220 kPa is also con-
ducted to have B in unloading. The lowest value of B is taken as Skempton’s coefficient.
The state can be considered as saturated when B is larger than 0.95.
3.9 Testing procedures
A classical triaxial test consists of two successive loading steps: isotropic drained com-
pression or isotropic consolidation followed by drained triaxial compression or vertical
shearing only if the sample is still geometrically stable. The first step is stress-controlled
while the second is axial strain-controlled.
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3.9.1 Drained isotropic compression
In this first mandatory stage, the drainage is allowed with opened bottom valve. Since
the drainage of the sample top cap is connected to a closed-end, the water can only expel
from the sample bottom. The cell pressure is increased manually at mostly constant
stress rate until reaching the desired level. The cell pressure is slowly increased by step
of 2-3 kPa followed by a waiting time for the pore pressure to return to a stable back
pressure level.
3.9.2 Drained triaxial compression shearing
After the isotropic consolidation phase, if the sample still maintains its cylindrical
geometry, the triaxial compression shearing phase is started by adding an axial load
and allowing the drainage. The presence of axial stress creates a deviatoric stress
q. In this research, fixed axial strain rate of 0.02 mm/min was used to conduct CID
(isotropically consolidated and drained) triaxial test. This rate was selected to ensure
a proper dissipation of pore pressure on glass beads and on usual sands. The test
completes when the sample reaches an axial strain of 25 %.
3.9.3 Undrained triaxial compression shearing
For undrained shearing, the same procedures as drained shearing phase are performed
excepting that the drainage system is not allowed.
In summary, a drained (or undrained) triaxial testing includes the following steps
in two distinct phases:
• Preparation phase
– Sample preparation
– Sensors preparation
– CO2 percolation and water saturation
– Application of back pressure
– Estimation of Skempton coefficient
• Testing phase
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– Prerequisite drained isotropic compression (isotropic consolidation)
– Drained (or undrained) triaxial compression (vertical shearing)
3.10 Determination of void ratio
3.10.1 Determination of void ratio by weighing method after test
To identify the void ratio of sample at the end of each test, in case of drained shearing
phase, the bottom valve is closed immediately to isolate the remaining water inside the
sample. In undrained shearing test, this step is skipped because the valve is already
closed. The testing devices are dismantled in this order: back pressure and cell pressure
are simultaneously released to 0 and 100 kPa, energy sources of sensors disconnected,
water inside the chamber pushed out due to the remaining cell pressure of 100 kPa, then
remaining pressure of 100 kPa completely released, cell top cap removed, all internal
sensors and cell finally disassembled.
The outside surface including membrane, O-ring, top-bottom platen and platen are
dried totally by paper towels. The O-ring placed at top platen is removed first, the top
platen is separated and dried by towels. The O-rings at bottom platen are removed,
the whole of membrane and materials inside carefully transferred to an aluminium tray
without loosing water and grains. This tray together with all used towels is weighed
(mfinal) with accuracy of ± 0.1g and dried out in oven at 100
oC until the mass is
constant (mdry).
The mass of water at the final state of test is:
mwater = mfinal −mdry (3.2)
The void ratio at the final state of test (efinal) is:
efinal =
mwater.ρs
ms.ρwater
(3.3)
in which, ρs is density of grains, ρwater density of water and ms mass of grains.
Based on this final void ratio efinal and on continuous measurements of volumetric
variation and axial displacement, the void ratio and cylinder dimensions of sample at
each fabrication stage are determined. A backward calculation procedure is established
as below:
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The void ratio at the beginning of drained shearing phase eshear:
eshear =
ρsVshear
ms
− 1 (3.4)
Vshear is the total volume of sample at the beginning of shearing stage. In case of
undrained shearing, eshear = efinal. Vshear is deduced from the final weighing by:
Vshear =
ms
ρs
+ Vwater +∆Vshear (3.5)
∆Vshear is the volume change of the drained shearing stage which is read by volumetric
sensor.
The height of sample at the beginning of shearing phaseHshear is estimated from the
initial height of the sampleH0, the displacement during initial fabrication ∆hini counted
from the beginning until setting up the volume change sensor, the displacement during
intermediate steps, ∆hint, such as application of back pressure or measuring Skempton’s
coefficient and displacement of the whole stage of isotropic consolidation ∆hcons. All
displacements are acquired by internal axial LVDT during testing procedure.
Hshear = H0 −∆hini −∆hint −∆hcons (3.6)
From Vshear and Hshear, the diameter of sample at the beginning of shearing phase can
be determined:
Dshear =
√
4Vshear
piHshear
(3.7)
Similarly the void ratio and diameter at the beginning of isotropic consolidation is
also identified.
3.10.2 Determination of void ratio according to the initial geometry
measurements
From the initial geometric measurements of the sample when dismantling the mould,
the vertical displacement of the sample is continuously measured by internal LVDT
throughout the test. As the volume change sensor is only connected after saturation
process before the step of application of initial 20 kPa confining pressure, there is
an initial duration in which the volumetric strain needs to be estimated according to
hypothesis that strain behavior of the media complies the anisotropic characteristics
during isotropic consolidation. This characteristic is represented by the experimental
anisotropic coefficient i = εvε1 .
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The volume change in initial duration is
∆Vini =
piD20H0
4
εv =
piD20H0
4
∗ i ∗ ε1 =
piD20
4
∗ i ∗∆hini (3.8)
The void ratio at the beginning of drained shearing phase is eshear. Vshear is
deduced from the initial geometry measurements by:
Vshear =
piD20H0
4
−∆Vini −∆Vint −∆Vcons (3.9)
The height of sample at the beginning of shearing phaseHshear is estimated similarly
in equation 3.6. From Vshear and Hshear, the diameter of sample at the beginning of
shearing phase, Dshear, can be determined by equation 3.7.
These two ways of calculation of void ratio and diameter of sample has been com-
pared and the method of weighing is more reliable then is applied throughout the
testing program (122).
3.11 Testing program
The experimental work of the thesis includes three core series and some supplementary
series/tests in table 3.3. All tests used glass beads of 0.7 mm of diameter, excepting
two specific tests with the notices in the last column.
The first core series, CIDNC series, contains 5 tests, using virgin glass beads with
N being the number of re-use of glass beads, N = 1 for virgin material, N = 2 for ma-
terial experienced liquefaction or shearing once. These 5 tests correspond to 5 different
confining pressures p0 from 50 to 500 kPa. B is the Skempton’s saturation coefficient.
Each test in this CIDNC series includes numerous stick-slips occurring under drained
shearing (CID). This series will be analysed in chapter 4.
The second, Liquefaction series, consists of 17 rare isotropic liquefaction events
(IL01-IL17) under isotropic consolidation, 2 stick-slip liquefactions under drained shear-
ing (CID), 2 static liquefactions under undrained shearing (CIU) and other types of
new liquefactions subsequently under various loading conditions. This series will be
presented in detail in chapter 5.
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The third, Collapse series, contains 56 collapse events under isotropic consolidation
spanning a wide range of triggering stress σ′trig from 32 to 476 kPa. One additional
series B is introduced with 13 CID tests having a wide range of Skempton coefficient B
to investigate the effect of saturation on the frequency of pore pressure (section 4.4.2.1).
Two tests Dmix01 and Dmix02, structured by a mixture of granular, are added to study
the effect of grain size to the signature frequency of the granular structure (chapter
6); and special test HD2 with double slenderness of the sample to explore the factors
affecting the frequency of pore pressure (chapter 5).
Table 3.3: Testing program within the thesis.
Test N p0, σ
′
trig Loading B
(kPa)
CIDNC Series
N500 1 500 CID 0.98
N400 1 400 CID 0.86
N200 1 200 CID 0.99
N120 1 120 CID 0.97
N50 1 50 CID 0.95
Liquefaction Series
IL01-IL17 1-2 30-418 isotropic 0.88-1.00 IL03 (d=0.4 mm)
SL01-SL02 1-2 50-200 CID 0.89-0.97
UL01-UL02 1 50-100 CIU 0.97-0.98
BL01-BL02 1 32-42 application of back pressure
WL01 1 30 water imbibition
FL01 1 12 water flushing
Collapse Series
Coll01-Coll56 1 32-476 isotropic 0.86-1.00
Additional Series
B01-B13 1-3 50-500 CID 0.71-1.00
Dmix01 1 500 CID 0.95 50% d0.4+50% d0.7
Dmix02 1 500 CID 0.82 50% d0.4+50% d0.7
HD2 1 500 CID 0.98 slenderness H/D=2
In addition to these main series, an in-depth verification of the pore fluid pressure is
performed with a new set of static and dynamic pore pressure sensors. The unexpected
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pore pressure outburst in isotropic and triaxial compressions under drained condition
is measured synchronously at sample top and bottom. The results and their analyses
are in the appendix.
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4Time-resolved study of drained
compression stick-slip on
normally consolidated state
4.1 Introduction
Following the unexpected presence of pore fluid development in isotropic collapse and
isotropic liquefaction, and the discovery of very large and regular stick-slip in drained
triaxial compression on model granular materials, the main objective of this chapter is
triple. First, obtain a precise description of the stick-slip instability in triaxial com-
pression including an unambiguous response of pore fluid pressure with the help of
additional static and dynamic pore pressure sensors. Second, understand the dynamics
of granular stick-slip, especially the still unknown slip phase and help clarify as far
as possible the physical triggering mechanisms using high time-resolved data. Third,
identify the common parameters underlying the three kinds of granular instability since
the compression stick-slip is not the only one in granular mechanics; we need to include
isotropic collapse as well as isotropic liquefaction.
This chapter is based on a comprehensive series of drained triaxial compression
on loose and fully saturated model granular materials under constant confining pres-
sure from 50 kPa up to 500 kPa, and under constant prescribed axial strain rate of
0.0048 %/s. This series is designed to probe finely the stick-slip dynamics on triax-
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ial machine, without forgetting the mandatory and often overlooked drained isotropic
compression prior to the drained triaxial compression. Specifically, this chapter will
explore the stress-strain relationships, including the volumetric counterpart, the com-
bined effects of initial void ratio at the beginning of compression shearing and confining
pressure.
4.2 Experimental information and notations
This study report a series, named CIDNC for drained triaxial compression on isotrop-
ically and normally consolidated sample, conducted under drained condition with con-
fining pressure of 50, 120, 200, 400 and 500 kPa, using virgin CVP beads whose average
diameter, d50, is 0.723 mm (see figure 3.2). All tests are under fully saturated condition
verified by Skempton coefficient B≥0.95 (67), except for test N400 having a lower B of
0.86. During the isotropic consolidation phase, the cell pressure is applied at constant
stress rate around 1 kPa/s. In the next triaxial compression, the axial force is imposed
at constant axial strain rate of 0.0048 %/s (0.2 mm/min) to respect the full drainage
during shearing phase. In table 4.1, SS is abbreviated to stick-slip, e20 is void ratio at
the beginning of isotropic consolidation phase at 20 kPa, ec void ratio at the beginning
of shearing phase, Dr20 (Drc) the relative density at the beginning of isotropic con-
solidation phase (at the beginning of shearing phase), φ the internal frictional angle of
the material estimated averagely at the plateau of stress-strain curve. Void ratio e is
popular in soil mechanics which is defined by the volume of void divided by the volume
of solid while relative density Dr is related to void ratio e by Dr = emax − eemax − emin
, emax
and emin are the maximum and minimum void ratio of a cohesionless soil in its loosest
and densest states.
The parameters used in this study are described on figure 4.1 and defined as:
σ′3 = p
′
0 : constant effective confining pressure (kPa)
σ1 : vertical stress (kPa)
q = σ1 - σ3 : deviatoric stress (kPa)
qtrig : triggering deviatoric stress at the beginning of slip event (kPa)
qvib : minimum deviatoric stress of the slip phase (kPa)
qstable : stabilised deviatoric stress after the slip phase (kPa)
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Table 4.1: Summarized characteristics of studying tests.
Test σ
′
3
B Number of Number e20 ec φ Brief description
(kPa) isotropic of SS (Dr20 ,%) (Drc ,%) (◦)
collapse
N500 500 0.98 1 44 0.676 0.651 30.77 wide range of SS amplitude,
(9.26) (31.25) ±0.99 2 very large SS
N400 400 0.86 3 18 0.687 0.643 30.88 periodic large SS
(-0.78) (38.64) ±0.44
N200 200 0.99 2 57 0.685 0.656 28.99 wide range of SS amplitude
(1.19) (26.79) ±0.49
N120 120 0.97 0 80 0.684 0.677 31.57 wide range of SS amplitude
(1.45) (8.04) ±2.71
N50 50 0.95 0 114 0.680 0.680 29.43 small to medium amplitude SS
(5.59) (5.36) ±0.53
∆q
qtrig
qvib
qstable
logt
Ustable
Umax
q, U, ε1, εv
U0
∆Ustable
(εv)
∆ε1
ε1
(∆εv)
ttrans
t5
t50
t95 ≈ tdiss
t
q
drop
tdelay
t
waiting
slip
Figure 4.1: Schematic diagram of measurements of typical isotropic collapse and triaxial
compression stick-slip.
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∆q = qtrig - qstable : deviatoric stress drop (kPa)
∆qnorm =
∆q
qtrig : normalised deviatoric stress drop or normalised amplitude of SS
qnorm =
q
qtrig : normalised deviatoric stress
U0 : constant back pressure (kPa)
Umax : pore pressure at the peak of vibration phase (kPa)
Ustable : stabilised pore pressure (kPa)
∆Ustable = Ustable - U0 : stabilised excess pore pressure (kPa)
∆Umax = Umax - U0 : maximum excess pore pressure (kPa)
∆Unorm = ∆U∆Ustable
: normalised excess pore pressure
∆Unormstable =
∆Ustable
p0 : normalised stabilised excess pore pressure
∆Unormmax =
∆Umax
p0 : normalised maximum excess pore pressure
∆ε1 : incremental axial strain (%)
∆εv : incremental volumetric strain (%)
ttrans : duration of the transient vibration phase of pore pressure counted from the
origin of pore pressure development (s)
t05, t50, t95 : duration from the origin of pore pressure to the moment when excess
pore pressure dissipates the amount of 5%, 50%, 95% of ∆Ustable (s). The amount of
5%, 95% are recommended due to their acceptable errors while at 1%, 99% are difficult
to identify.
t100 = tdiss : duration of excess pore pressure to totally dissipate (s), in soil me-
chanics tdiss≈t95
twaitingslip : duration from the drop of deviatoric stress qtrig until the beginning of
stick phase (s), or the slip duration revealed by low sampling rate data.
tdelay : time delay between deviatoric stress q and excess pore pressure ∆U (ms)
tqdrop : drop time of deviatoric stress q from qtrig to qvib (ms)
p′ : effective mean pressure (kPa)
p′stable = p
′
0 +
qstable
3 - ∆Ustable : effective mean pressure at stabilised state of U
(kPa)
p′crit, qcrit : effective mean pressure and deviatotric stress at the plateau of stress-
strain relation q-ε1 (kPa), in which p
′
crit = p
′
0 +
qcrit
3
p
′norm
stable =
p′stable
p′crit
: normalised effective mean pressure at stabilised state
qnormstable =
qstable
qcrit : normalised deviatoric stress at stabilised state
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4.3 Experimental results
The core series, CIDNC, will be presented in this section. First, the global behaviours
including isotropic phase and drained shearing phase are introduced with low sampling
rate confirming the results of previous work (32). Then, a time-resolved study of a
typical SS event is shown which reveals details and new aspects of the behaviour. Fol-
lowing one SS event, detailed mechanical measurements at high temporal resolution of
all SSs at different confining pressures p′0 are shown. The observations of these global
behaviours provide useful qualitative assessments which direct the quantitative analysis
in the next section.
In this work, isotropic collapse and triaxial compression stick-slip are de-
fined as local failure with limited strains, while preserving the geometrical sample shape
and the continuity of the test. In contrast, liquefaction is global failure with extreme
large strains, associated with a complete destruction of the grain structure and of the
cylindrical shape of the sample. The test simply stops.
The definition of a stick-slip (SS) event is introduced in figure 4.2. In granular liter-
ature, each SS in stress-strain plane (q-ε1) consists of an abrupt deviatoric stress drop
∆q (called as slip phase from A to B) from an uncontrolled triggering stress qtrig and a
gradual hardening (stick phase) up to the previous level (from B to C). Accompaniying
with the stress drop is the jump of both volumetric strain ∆εvol and axial strain ∆ε1.
Furthermore, sudden generation of pore pressure is detected simultaneously within the
stress drop and strain jump AB. These portions AB are marked by dashed line since
they are constructed by only two data points (A and B). This description results from
low sampling rate data which is not sufficient to describe the real slip phase and its
dynamics.
4.3.1 Global behaviour
This section describes the global behaviour of 5 tests within the series to introduce
the isotropic collapses and stick-slip events which interrupt the traditional behaviour
of granular soils in figures 4.3 and 4.4. Remind that the isotropic consolidation of
traditional granular soil in soil mechanics is just the packing evolution in porous media
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ε1
ε1
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K
stick
Figure 4.2: Definition of triaxial compression stick-slip event in schematic diagram.
community. That is a continuous evolution of void ratio e with the imposed pressure p′,
illustrated by red curve in figure 4.3a. It is characterised by a constant, compressibility
coefficient Cc, which is the slope of the curve. It is necessary to show all 5 tests to
see the uncontrollability and unrepeatability of the dynamic events within one test and
between tests.
4.3.1.1 Drained isotropic compression collapse
Figure 4.3 presents the compressibility behaviour of the void ratio e as function of
the mean effective pressure p′ for five samples of the series. The logarithm of p′ is
commonly used in soil mechanics to emphasise low confining range below 100 kPa.
The sample is isotropically compressed from 20 kPa to the targeted effective confining
pressure p′0. The compressibility starts at uncontrolled void ratio, e20, which cannot
be fully controlled as in the case of sands. This is due to the unexpected collapses
during the imbibition and saturation phase of the sample preparation (appendix A).
Instead of a smooth packing evolution of real geomaterial as the expected red curve in
figure 4.3a, the behaviour is interrupted by many collapses occurring at unanticipated
triggering stress σ
′
trig. Each collapse is characterised by an unexpected drop of void
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ratio ∆e and a synchronous outburst of excess pore pressure revealed as in the insets
of figure 4.3a to c. The release of the effective stress σ′ of grain skeleton is deduced
by Terzaghi’s principle σ′ = σ - U , σ is the total confining pressure, U the recorded
pore pressure. Under drained condition with appropriate constant axial strain rate, the
pore pressure should dissipate correctly with no excess value. In our study, systematic
and unexpected surge of pore pressure U is measured at the top and bottom of sample.
After the drop ∆e and the loss of effective stress, the stress recovers gradually its level
prior to the collapse event. The isotropic stage of test is completed at uncontrollable
ec, due to the unpredictable number of isotropic collapses.
The maximum number of collapses is fairly small, only 3, within the studied range
of confining pressure, only up to 500 kPa. In case of no collapse, the compressibility of
test N500 would have been smooth and characterised by a compressibility coefficient
Cc = 0.01815, and finished at point A with slightly higher void ratio, eA = 0.657
(Dr = 25.9%) instead of 0.651 (Dr = 31.25%). The isotropic compression of tests
N120 and N50 without any collapse does not mean no collapse occurring below 120
kPa. Isotropic collapse do happen below 120 kPa as for tests N200, N400 and N500.
Both the arbitrary number of collapses and arbitrary triggering stress underlie the
uncontrollability nature of isotropic collapse phenomenon. This observation means the
exact repeatability with identical results of isotropic and triaxial compression can not
be guaranteed.
These above global responses of collapses confirmed already known information (30),
briefly reminded here, that cell pressure is not the cause of the instabilities since it is
constant within ± 0.1 kPa for the whole duration of the event. High sampling rate
data also showed the negative mean effective pressure p′ and multiple collapse events
(double, triple, quintuple ones). Audible crackling noise was detected accompanying the
collapses which led to the acoustic investigation in this current study. During collapse,
the geometry shape of the specimen still maintains contrary to liquefaction event which
will be studied in chapter 5. Unloading collapse (collapse during isotropic unloading for
overconsolidated materials) was also acknowledged and thickened the mysteriousness of
the mechanisms. Dry collapses of our previous work (30) at the same designed isotropic
compression test can give a good reference and comparison to saturated case of this
study.
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Figure 4.3: Global behaviour in isotropic consolidation phase to reach different effective
confining pressure p′0 from 50 up to 500 kPa.
4.3.1.2 Drained triaxial compression stick-slip
Now the global behaviour of the CIDNC series during the subsequent shearing phase
is presented. Starting at the targeted confining pressure p′0, the sample undergoes
drained triaxial compression test (i.e. axial compression shearing with the addition of
deviatoric stress). The shearing response is described by the stress-strain relation (q-ε1)
and the additional volumetric strain-axial strain (εvol-ε1) in figure 4.4. Basically the
CIDNC series shows the globally contractive stress-strain behaviour equivalent to the
high ec of loose material obtained at the end of previous isotropic phase (left column
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of figures 4.4). Again, instead of a smooth conventional shearing behavior like the
dashed red curve in figure 4.4a until deviatoric stress q reaches the plateau at large
strain as the usual behavior of loose granular materials, the behavior is interrupted
by SS events occurring irregularly. Each SS, for instance the SS25 in the rectangular
region, includes two phases as previously defined in figure 4.2. Coupled with the stress-
strain behavior is the volumetric strain behavior (the right column of figures 4.4) with
strong corresponding stick-slip characterized by a volumetric contraction in slip phase
and a dilation in stick phase. Some large SSs make noticeable jumps of volumetric
strain. Ignoring the SS during volumetric strain behavior, the mean curve (red dashed
curve) conforms to the conventional contractant behavior of loose material towards the
constant critical state of void ratio. Once again, similar to collapse event, during SS
events, the buildups of pore pressure, represented by magenta curve, are also detected
and reminded in the inset of figure 4.4b. Since the inset exhibits low sampling rate
data as in previous works then it only captures the major outbursts of pore pressure.
This study will show the whole detailed coupled behaviour to improve the results and
fulfill the missing gap in the understanding in section 4.3.2.2.
Among 5 tests, only test N500 begins the compression shearing stage as medium
dense (Dr = 31.25%), thus a strain softening between large stick-slip events (SS10, SS16,
SS25, SS33, SS42) in figure 4.4a and a lightly dilatancy globally of volumetric strain εvol
by dashed red envelop in figure 4.4b. It still remains coherent with the conventional
shearing behaviour of initially loose cohesionless soils. The global shearing behaviour is
divided into two stages consisting of (i) an initial stage during which stress-strain curve
(q-ε1) gradually moves up approaching a plateau and (ii) a critical stage during which
stress-strain curve stabilises. In the critical stage, the average of maximum amplitudes
of SSs seems to decrease with decreasing confining pressure p′0. The amplitude of
volumetric strain, εv, also shares similar decreasing features as those of deviatoric
stress drop ∆q when confining pressure p′0 gets lower.
Neglecting the first SSs with ∆q dropping down to isotropic stress level, the occur-
rence of SS appears to be quasi-periodic for the group of largest SSs in each test. The
number of generated SS events within the range of 25% axial strain exhibits the basic
trend that the lower the confining pressure p′0 is, the more SS events occur. Test N400
(fig 4.4c) does not comply this trend with particularly few number of SSs. Thus, the
occurrence of SS seems to depend not only on the confining pressure p′0, but also on
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Figure 4.4: Global drained compression stick-slip behaviour in drained shearing phase at
different confining pressure p′0.
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additional parameters such as void ratio e. This observation will be taken into account
in section 4.4.1.
In all cases, the first SS often is the largest SS in terms of axial and volumetric
strains. In the rare case of test N500, two very large SSs marked as SS01 and SS04 in
figure 4.4a are detected, associated with two very large contractive volumetric strains
in figure 4.4b. Test N500 is the only test having two very large SSs in our collection and
we still ignore the reason of their appearance. Remind the first SSs with null deviatoric
stress q at the end of slip phase, leading to some rare liquefactions, named as stick-
slip liquefaction. Within 120 tests of this thesis even including past work, stick-slip
liquefaction has never been observed beyond the first SS. Furthermore, very large SS
with axial strain jump of more than 5% also has never been occurred in the plateau of
stress-strain curve. It can be inferred that the largest SS has much probability to occur
only at a void ratio lower than the critical void ratio during the plateau and only the
first SS has the potential to liquefy.
So far, the global view of collapses and SSs under isotropic compression and drained
shearing has been introduced. The way they appear is unexpected and unanticipated
in each test. The confining pressure p′0 qualitatively impacts on the amplitude and the
occurrence of SS events as concluded in previous studies. The uncontrolled void ratios
e20 and ec can contribute some effects together with p
′
0.
In summary, there are 5 features needed to be considered: (i) the amplitude of SS,
(ii) the recurrence of SS, (iii) the existence of first very large SSs potentially liquefied,
(iv) the coupled volumetric behaviour, (v) the uncontrolled initial void ratio ec. Points
(i), (ii) and (v) are going to be analysed in section 4.4.1, point (iv) in section 4.4.4.1
and point (iii) in section 5.5.1.
4.3.2 Detailed behaviour
The global view of SS phenomenon, shown in previous subsection, revealed the coupling
volumetric behaviour and raised one logical question concerning the surge of pore pres-
sure in drained condition. This counter-intuitive pore pressure measurement should
not exist for complete free drainage when sheared axially in a constant axial strain rate
of 0.2 mm/sec. We will now explore the slip dynamics of SS events.
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4.3.2.1 Anatomy of typical stick-slip behaviour
The first single stick-slip event (SS01) of test N500 in figure 4.4a is going to be inspected
as a typical behavior. Figure 4.5 gives the temporal evolution of the relevant measuring
parameters including additional passive acoustic measurements, over five time decades.
From top to bottom, this figure gives successively the deviatoric stress q, vertical top cap
acceleration, lateral sound pressure, lateral vibration, normalised excess pore pressure
∆Unorm, incremental axial strain εvol and incremental volumetric strain εvol for this
SS01. In isotropic collapses, without local device to capture the stress of the grain
skeleton, the buildup of pore pressure might be attributed to the local failure of the
granular structure. This led to the idea of using vertical accelerometer on the sample
top cap to acquire some signals happening before the pore pressure changes. The
structural anisotropy during isotropic drained compression led to additional lateral
acoustic sensors.
The origin of time is shifted to the beginning of deviatoric changes ± 0.1 ms, which
is the current time resolution. A logarithmic scale of time is employed to emphasise
the fast change of these parameters below one second in the transient phase. The addi-
tional mechanical measurement in this stick-slip study, compared to previous works on
isotropic collapses, is the deviatoric stress q which suddenly drops from qtrig to a resid-
ual stable value qstable at 0 kPa. A transient phase of q is noticed with a small number
of oscillations with small magnitude during 10 ms before attaining the constant qstable.
It remains at the constant level of qstable for more than 10 seconds. The deviatoric
stress evolves abruptly from a steady state of qtrig to another steady state of qstable.
The triggering stress qtrig is identified manually since the automatic identification is far
more difficult than expected. The drop duration of stress tqdrop is defined as the time
difference between the beginning of qtrig and the occurring of the minimum of q, qvib
in the transient phase as shown schematically in figure 4.1. In this case, tqdrop of the
first SS01 of test N500 equals 1.7 ms. This reveals an extremely short drop duration
compared to previous works (32, 57, 110).
The problematic pore pressure evolution is shown below the deviatoric stress q using
the same time scale. Similar to our previous works (30), the parameter ∆Unorm = ∆U∆Ustable
was introduced to remove the potential dependency on the short-lived ∆Ustable. In this
study, under drained triaxial compression shearing, the pore pressure of SS01
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Figure 4.5: Temporal evolution inside a typical stick-slip SS01 at 500 kPa (test N500) :
Deviatoric stress q, vertical top cap acceleration, lateral sound pressure, lateral vibration,
normalised pore pressure Unorm, incremental axial strain ∆ε1, incremental volumetric
strain ∆εvol.
shows the same dynamic characteristics to isotropic collapses which includes only 2
phases. The first phase I is an underdamped free oscillation at the same frequency re-
gardless of ∆Ustable. That first transient phase is very brief within 200 ms and followed
by a relatively longer dissipation phase III at the order of second. The stabilised phase
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II of ∆U is only valid in case of liquefaction (30). During the event due to the difference
between pore pressure at the top and bottom of the sample, a brief non homogeneous
stress state remains in the granular medium (88). The measured deviatoric stress drop
of this study always finishes the drop before the surge of pore pressure.
Similarly to collapse in isotropic loading, the axial strain ε1 and volumetric strain
εvol develop nearly as the last consequences and rapidly during only some seconds. ε1
freely develops from an initial stable state to another stable state without any kinematic
constraints. Both ε1 and εvol do not show the transient phase that are not physically
consistent to the vibration of deviatoric stress q and of excess pore pressure.
The complementary measurements in this work consisting of acoustic measurement
in lateral sound pressure, lateral vibration and top cap vertical acceleration are also pre-
sented in the appearance order in this figure. The top cap vertical acceleration changes
very rapidly, nearly at the same time as the change of q, then vibrates and settles down
quickly within the first transient phase I of U . The amplitude of acceleration is up to
50 m/s2 = 5 g for less than 1 ms. Identically, the lateral sound pressure and the lateral
vibration show some vibrational changes prior to the pore pressure development and
slightly later than the vertical top cap acceleration. Other acoustic characteristics will
be exploited in chapter 6. These synchronised passive acoustic measurements strongly
suggest some modifications occurring inside the granular body prior to the generation
of pore pressure in the following temporal order in table 4.2.
Table 4.2: Time delay (± 0.1 ms) of essential measurements counted from the origin of
deviatoric stress drop of stick-slip SS01 of test N500.
Deviatoric Acceleration Sound Lateral Excess pore Axial Volumetric
stress q G pressure M vibration V pressure ∆U strain ε1 strain εvol
0 ms 0 ms 0.4 ms 1.3 ms 1.6 ms 13 ms 41 ms
With high time-resolved data inside one single stick-slip event, the triggering time of
different measurements helped to reach one conclusion that the excess of pore pres-
sure U is not the cause of the stick-slip instability. The deviatoric stress drop
∆q and the vertical top cap acceleration always precede the pore pressure development,
by 1.6 ms in this first SS01. This conclusion is equally valid for all drained stick-slips
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in this study. The existence of stick-slip in dry and wet conditions also supports this
assessment.
4.3.2.2 Temporal behaviour at different confining pressures
To examine the systematic repetition and possible distinctions of the whole CIDNC
series, all stick-slip events at different confining pressure p′0 are exploited. The temporal
evolution of qnorm, ∆Unorm, ∆εv, ∆ε1 respectively of the whole stick-slip events are
exhibited in figures 4.6 to 4.9, in which deviatoric stress q is normalised by qtrig to join
all SSs at the beginning of the drop. The index of studied SS is denoted by colour bar in
the right of each subfigure. This index is approximately proportional to the increasing
axial strain ε1 at the beginning of stick-slip event.
The temporal development of deviatoric stress q of around 300 SS events of all
tests within CIDNC series in figure 4.6 exhibits the same features of the typical SS01 in
figure 4.5 with very averagely brief dynamic slip time tqdrop less than 3 ms. Instead of the
monotonic drop of deviatoric stress q reported in previous works due to low resolution
data as illustrated by black curve in figure 4.2, the drop of stress actually consists of
two stages in this study. The first stage is an extremely brief dynamic slip time, as the
duration counted from the beginning of the stress drop to the first local extremum of
qnorm, and this slip time seems to depend on the normalised amplitude of stick-slip. It
can be conjectured that smaller SSs favour the mode of gradual deformation of grain
skeleton with longer slip time while larger ones are relevant to the sudden failure of grain
contacts. The second stage is a stable phase in which qnorm vibrates and approaches
a constant value. The transient phase of q almost occurs within 10 ms at all confining
pressure p′0. The first SSs represented by the darkest blue curves always maintain the
longest stable stage at zero effective stress (isotropic effective stress state) in all tests
for more than 10 seconds. It means a separation of the loading ram from the top platen
of the specimen and a different nature of deformation. The axial strain for these SSs
must be very large. In all tests there are two largest normalised drops of q (dark blue
curves), excepting test N400 with only one large first stick-slip at the lowest void ratio
among the series (densest sample). Note that these largest normalised drops of q have
the potential to liquefy. This leads to a conjecture that initial void ratio affects the
possibility of liquefaction.
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Figure 4.6: Time evolution of normalised deviatoric stress qnorm during stick-slip events
at (a) 500 kPa of confining pressure, (b) 400 kPa, (c) 200 kPa, (d) 120 kPa and (e) 50 kPa.
∆Unorm in figure 4.7 behaves consistently following two phases like isotropic collapse
without any stabilised phase. The phase II of liquefaction in which ∆Ustable remains
constant for more than 1 s is completely absent. Hence the stick-slip response, like
collapse, can be considered as a local instability. In the first transient phase I, it
fluctuates at almost the same frequency in each test. Two tests N400 and N50 with
abnormal low frequency of pore pressure are explored in section 4.4.2.1. One noticeable
feature of ∆Unorm is the negative ∆Unorm after the dissipation phase of test N200
(figure 4.7c). Though some specific ∆Unorm decline to almost -3 but the magnitude
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Figure 4.7: Time evolution of normalised excess pore pressure ∆Unorm during stick-slip
events at (a) 500 kPa of confining pressure, (b) 400 kPa, (c) 200 kPa, (d) 120 kPa and (e)
50 kPa.
without normalisation (in kPa) is only -2 kPa equivalent to back pressure of 198 kPa.
This apparently large reduction of ∆Unorm is due to the normalisation of relatively low
value of stabilised excess pore pressure. This negligible loss of pressure compared to
permanent back pressure U0 = 200 kPa still ensures the condition of fully saturation
for the granular assembly.
The evolution of axial strains in figure 4.8 reveals the extensions at the beginning
of slip phase termed as intermediate extension, which are quite common in all tests.
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Figure 4.8: Time evolution of incremental axial strain ∆ε1 during stick-slip events at (a)
500 kPa of confining pressure, (b) 400 kPa, (c) 200 kPa, (d) 120 kPa and (e) 50 kPa.
The remarkable amplitude of extension ∆ε1 especially in the case that deviatoric stress
does not drop to zero meaning that the loading ram still contacts with the top plate
of the specimen and plays as a constraint. Consequently the maximum upward axial
strain of SS48 in test N120 at 0.88% (figure 4.8d) is impossible because it exceeds the
elastic strain of the loading ram. One plausible explanation has been obtained for these
extension strains that the top cap is tilted due to the inhomogeneous deformation of the
media resulting in an upward movement of top cap at the installed position of LVDT.
The overall ∆ε1 is still in the contraction side with some exceptions for intermediate
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Figure 4.9: Time evolution of incremental axial strain ∆εvol during stick-slip events at
(a) 500 kPa of confining pressure, (b) 400 kPa, (c) 200 kPa, (d) 120 kPa and (e) 50 kPa.
extension as in SS48. While the incremental volumetric strain ∆εv (figure 4.9) is always
in contraction and the largest ∆εv corresponds to the largest ∆ε1. Both axial and
volumetric strain do not exhibit the transient phase of vibration.
The magnitude of all peak of normalised stabilised excess pore pressure ∆Unormmax ,
incremental volumetric strain ∆εv, and incremental axial strain∆ε1 declines with de-
creasing confining pressure. Within this each test, the largest incremental strains are
always obtained at the first stick-slip.
Concerning the time delay of measurements referenced to the time origin of devi-
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atoric stress q, irrespective of confining pressure p′0 in the range of 50-500 kPa, the
sudden generation of pore pressure is 2-5 ms later than the drop of q (see the time
delay denoted in figure 4.7). Subsequently, the axial strain ε1 begins to develop at 16-
47 ms (figure 4.8) within the transient phase of U long before the gradual development
of volumetric strain εvol which is the latest modification (figure 4.9). Since these fea-
tures are very similar to those of isotropic collapse, they point to the same triggering
mechanisms inside the granular body; termed as the structural instability hypothe-
sis (4, 58, 73). The late development of the axial strain ε1 after the deviatoric stress
q exposed a problem on the estimated modulus during dynamic slip phase, in which
modulus is the fraction of ∆q and ε1. But ε1 = 0 during dynamic drop of q means infi-
nite modulus. Associated with foregoing noticeable large extension axial strains, it can
be seen that LVDT technology should be taken with caution in this kind of instabilities.
In brief, the detailed behaviour of all SSs at different confining pressure p′0 has raised
some preliminary conclusions as (i) very short slip time is independent of confining
pressure p′0, (ii) coupled SSs in axial strain and volumetric strain are consistent to
SSs in stress drop, (iii) the first SS always drops to zero with largest strains, (iv)
the existence of extension axial strains implies the inhomogeneous strain state in the
granular media during dynamic instabilities, (iv) the difference in the frequency of pore
pressure needs to be explored.
4.4 Analysis and discussion
The view on the global and detailed behaviour of stick-slips contributed qualitative
aforementioned assessments. This section is devoted to a quantitative analysis of the
obtained data to establish some empirical relations between key parameters.
4.4.1 Effect of confining pressure and void ratio on global behaviour
of stick-slip
As the preliminary observations aforementioned, it can be stated that the means of
stick-slip amplitude (both < ∆qnorm > and < ∆q >) have no clear relation to p′0 as
demonstrated in appendix B. The mean <∆q > of test N400 which is out of linearly
increasing trend, can be linked to additional observation of void ratio ec in table 4.1.
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This test, N400, has the lowest ec among the series. So, the confining pressure p
′
0
is not the only factor affecting maximum SS amplitude as stated by many previous
studies (2, 22, 93, 125). Therefore, the role of ec is investigated to explore its effect on
the amplitude of stick-slip.
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Figure 4.10: Effect of void ratio ec at the beginning of shearing phase on the magnitude
of deviatoric stress drop ∆q.
Figures 4.10 confirms the empirical relation with high correlation coefficient R2 =
0.96 that the looser the granular, the smaller the magnitude of stick-slip ∆q. It is well
known in soil mechanics that the final ec decreases with increasing p
′
0 (fig 4.3) but here
the impact of void ratio ec is greater which can be interpreted by many unexpected
collapses occurring before shearing state. Actually both ec and p
′
0 are supposed to
govern on stick-slip amplitude.
Normalised deviatoric stress drop ∆qnorm =
∆q
qtrig is introduced in this study to
remove the possible dependency of qtrig and to facilitate the graphical exploration
of SS, independently of qtrig. It will be presented in most relations in subsequent
sections. Since <∆qnorm> does not exhibit a clear relation to ec, the importance and
representativeness of this parameter need to be examined. Additionally, it should be
reminded that the maximum possible amplitudes ∆qmax are affected by p′0 and all these
maximum amplitudes belong to the plateau of stress strain curve when the SS behavior
is quasi-periodic and stable. For instance in test N500 (figure 4.4a) the maximum
amplitude is the SS event numbered by SS10. For this reason, it is more appropriate
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to only investigate the maximum ∆qnorm in the plateau in relevance to p′0 and ec. As
illustrated for test N500, the group of largest SSs in the plateau is SSs marked as SS10,
SS16, SS25, SS33, SS42 in figure 4.4a. In two following subfigures 4.11a,b, only the
collections of largest SSs within the plateau are taken into account.
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Figure 4.11: Effect of void ratio and confining pressure on the global behaviour of stick-
slip.
Now, the < ∆qnorm > exhibits strong relation both to p′0 and ec (figure 4.11).
Lower void ratio ec generates larger normalised amplitude < ∆q
norm >. Conversely,
lower confining pressure p′0 leads to smaller < ∆q
norm >. Therefore p′0 still impacts
on normalised amplitude of SS and it proves that ∆qnorm is a comprehensive quantity
representing the size of SS event instead of the usual amplitude ∆q as in most previous
studies. The inverse impacts of p′0 and ec are understandable since it complies with
their traditional relation in compressibility of isotropic consolidation phase for soil. This
relation describes the smooth red curve in figure 4.3a by the equation e = f(e20, p
′).
Increasing p′0 always results in denser state of material. But in case of model granular
material, the combined effects of p′0 and ec are missing due to the unexpected collapses
occurring during the isotropic consolidation step and during the fabrication phase.
The density of SS during shearing, ec, is the key parameter that influences the
occurrence of SSs implying that the looser the media, the more SSs experienced during
axial shearing (figure 4.12). The recurrence of SS is evaluated by the average number
of events happening within a unit interval of axial strain of 1% for the whole testing
range of ε1 = 25%. This quantity is estimated by the number of all SS events generated
within the studied range of ε1 = 25% divided by the total ε1. The relation of ec and
recurrence of SS can be considered as linear with high correlation coefficient R2. It
may be partially explained by our hypothesis (34) on the ejection of particles to the
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possible surrounding void space, thus the denser state corresponds to a less possibility
of ejection of particles equivalent to less SS events.
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Figure 4.12: Effect of void ratio ec and confining pressure p
′
0 on the global behaviour of
stick-slip.
To summarise, some conclusions can be drawn below:
(i) both ec and p
′
0 (2, 13, 22, 32, 93), impact on the global SS behaviour due to the
unpredictable isotropic collapse,
(ii) ec has more significant influences on the magnitude of stress drop ∆q, on the
normalised amplitude ∆qnorm and on the occurrence of SS, particularly for loose ma-
terials,
(iii) p′0 still maintains its key role in controlling the maximum amplitude which can
be generated within the plateau of stress-strain behaviour.
4.4.2 Characterization of pore pressure behaviour
In saturated granular assembly, previous works (30) show the presence of sudden ex-
cess pore pressure ∆U during collapse and stick-slip events, and the behaviour was also
depicted with two phases. Our detailed measurement shows similarity to realistic mea-
surement on site during an earthquake (9), especially the stabilised state. Moreover,
our data depicts a vibration not observed in these field measurements probably due to
too low sampling frequency. In this section, the response of pore pressure will be succes-
sively characterised by the first transient phase associated with the dominant frequency
fU , by the amplitude at stabilised state ∆Ustable and at the first peak ∆Umax. The
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response of pore pressure in the second phase will be characterised by the traditional
dissipation process.
4.4.2.1 Frequency of pore pressure
The first transient phase I of pore pressure is characterised by a dominant frequency,
extracted by Fast Fourier Transformation (FFT). Figure 4.13 shows the vibration fre-
quency of pore pressure during both stick-slip and collapse events gathering in two
highly separate groups: one at 81.13 ± 3.57 Hz for 120, 200, 500 kPa and a second one
at 16.50 ± 0.41 Hz of confining pressure of 50 and 400 kPa.
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Figure 4.13: Effect of stabilised excess pore pressure ∆Ustable on the frequency of pore
pressure.
During collapse event, the frequency of U also consistently distributes in two similar
groups in the whole CIDNC series and exhibits a slightly increasing tendency of fre-
quency belonging on ∆Ustable. This reveals that the effect of confining pressure on the
frequency actually exists. Its significance needs to be examined further. The agreement
of frequency in both stick-slips and collapses in each individual test of the whole series
means that the frequency is not dominantly impacted by the confining pressure but
depends on the initial parameter as saturation or void ratio. Note that test N400 has a
low Skempton’s coefficient B = 0.86, representing the saturation of granular assembly,
and test N50, having high Skempton’s coefficient B of 0.95.
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Therefore, an investigation to explore the effect of saturation represented by Skemp-
ton’s coefficient B and confining pressure p′0 is conducted. A set of 13 tests is added and
combined with current CIDNC series. In table 4.3, N is the number of re-use of glass
beads, N = 1 means virgin material, N = 2 material which was liquefied or sheared
once before, B the Skempton’s coefficient, CID the standard drained shearing test,
CIDOC the drained shearing test with the material at overconsolidated state, CIUOC
the undrained shearing test with the overconsolidated materials, fU the estimated fre-
quency of U in the first transient phase.
Table 4.3: Summarized characteristics of additional tests on the effects of B on the
frequency of pore pressure.
Test N p′0 Loading B fU
(kPa) (Hz)
Additional Series
1 P50B1 2 50 CID 0.97 19.45
2 P400B2 2 400 CID 0.98 83
3 P400B3 1 400 CID 0.91 9.42
4 P100B4 1 100 CIDOC 0.71 21.1
5 P200B5 1 200 CIDOC 0.89 17.65
6 P50B6 1 50 CIU 0.92 12
7 P100B7 2 100 CIU 0.90 16.9
8 P100B8 3 100 CIU 0.99 75
9 P200B9 2 200 CIU 0.91 17.48
10 P400B10 3 400 CIU 0.98 82.87
12 P200B11 1 200 CIU 0.95 18.8
11 P50B12 1 50 CIUOC 1 85
13 P400B13 1 400 CIUOC 0.95 86
CIDNC Series
14 N500 1 500 CID 0.98 81.68
15 N400 1 400 CID 0.86 16.34
16 N200 1 200 CID 0.99 82.18
17 N120 1 120 CID 0.97 83.17
18 N50 1 50 CID 0.95 16.84
These tests are under various conditions for the material (virgin beads or re-
used beads), the loading history (normally consolidated or overconsolidated), and the
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Figure 4.14: Variation of frequentcy of pore pressure in relevance to Skempton’s coeffi-
cient B.
drainage (drained or undrained) with different initial saturations (B) resulting in dif-
ferent frequencies of pore pressure. From this table, it can be seen that the dominant
frequency of pore pressure is independent on the time of re-use of material or drainage
condition as well as the overconsolidated state of material. Figure 4.14 presents the
evolution of the pore pressure frequency as function of B for different p′0 represented by
different colors. Solid circles are special tests at the lowest p′0 = 50 kPa. The results
show two distinct groups of frequency. A threshold is achieved for B = 0.95, lower
than this threshold, irrespective of confining pressure p′0 pore pressure vibrates in low
frequency less than 20 Hz, excepting for the tests at low p′0 = 50 kPa, specifically test
P50B1. B is the stronger factor controlling the frequency of U since a special blue dot
P50B12 at B = 1 with p′0 = 50 kPa and fU = 85 Hz proves that B is the prerequisite
condition to ensure the consistency of frequency. With low B, there is the presence of
a certain amount of gas resulting in air-water mixture.
In the literature, many relations between saturation Sr and measured Skempton’s
coefficient B were suggested (84, 118). At constant back pressure U0 = 200 kPa, the
variation of surveyed B from 0.86 to 1 corresponds to saturation Sr from 0.997 to
0.999 estimated for average sands with void ratio around 0.6 (67). Additionally that
study pointed out that higher B results in higher Sr. Associated with studies on the
speed of sound in two-phase mixture, they showed that the presence of air bubbles
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in water can have a dramatic effect on the speed of sound compared to individual
constituent phase, gas or liquid (16, 60, 72, 79). In particular, the speed of sound
in fresh water is around 1480 m/s, in air about 331 m/s but in the mixture of air-
liquid phase the speed sharply drops to 50 m/s with the void fraction only at 1%,
corresponding to Sr= 0.99. This can explain the drop of frequency of pore pressure
depending on Skempton’s coefficient B in figure 4.14. Furthermore, the slight effect of
confining pressure on the increasing frequency of pore pressure in figure 4.13 can be
explained, since stabilised excess pore pressure ∆Ustable is almost linearly correlated
to confining pressure (figure 5.39a). For example test N400 (black squares and circles)
exhibits the obvious increasing tendency in the frequency with the increase of ∆Ustable.
Furthermore, both Kieffer (60) and McWilliam (79) stated that gas-liquid mixture is
strongly dependent on the pressure. More specifically, the depression of vibration speed
is much less if the pressure is increased. Hence at the same saturation within a single
test, larger ∆Ustable leads to higher sound speed, meaning higher frequency.
Besides, at confining pressure larger than 50 kPa, among 120 tests conducted
throughout 3 years only approximately 5.8% has low frequency of pore pressure. Thus
the predominated frequency within the testing program on saturated granular medium
is around 80 Hz. The effect of the group of low frequency will be noticed in subsequent
analysis on the time characteristics of U.
4.4.2.2 Relation between ∆Ustable and ∆Umax
∆Ustable and ∆Umax, normalised by confining pressure p
′
0, are presented in figure 4.15.
The first stick-slips represented by solid squares located on the upper right corner of
the plot, their abscissae ∆Unormstable =
∆Ustable
p0 cannot exceed 1. When ∆U
norm
stable = 1, it
is possible to reach the liquefaction for the first stick-slip. All tests present a linear
relation between the peak and the stabilised excess pore pressure that can be fitted by
the following equation:
∆Unormmax = 2.262 ∆U
norm
stable (4.1)
This strong linear relation means that ∆Umax, the first local peak of U in the transient
phase I, seems to govern the magnitude of ∆Ustable. Even though test N400 and N50
are at low frequency of U (20 Hz), the correlation coefficient R2 remains high. That
indicates the independence of amplitude of pore pressure irrespective of the vibration in
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Figure 4.15: Maximum and stabilised excess pore pressure normalised by p′0 in a linear
relation.
the first transient phase I. Further measures of the decaying vibration of pore pressure
need to be conducted to capture the full behaviour of the transient phase.
4.4.2.3 Dissipation phase
After the first transient phase I, the dissipation phase III is characterized. Upon ignor-
ing the lateral deformation, the observed excess pore pressure can be approximately
governed by one dimensional (vertical) consolidation, equation (4.2), originally devel-
oped by Terzaghi (116):
∂U
∂z
= Cv
∂2U
∂t2
(4.2)
with the vertical consolidation coefficient Cv =
k
mvγw , k the permeability, mv the
oedometric compressibility, γw the fluid unit weight. With the boundary conditions of
no pore pressure at drainage surface (z = H) and U = Um at the impermeable
surface, this consolidation equation has an analytical solution in a Fourier series:
U(z, t) = Um
∑
m=0
2
M
sin(M
z
H
)exp(−M2Tv) (4.3)
with M = pi(2m+1)/2 and the dimensionless time factor Tv =
Cvt
H2
. An approxi-
mated solution consists of using only the first term of this Fourier series, equation (4.4),
giving a straight line having slope (−pi
2Cv
4H2
) in the logarithmic plot of U versus time:
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U(z, t) = Um
4
pi
sin(
piz
2H
)exp(
−pi2Cv
4H2
t) (4.4)
Alternatively, Cv can be determined by the traditional Casagrande logarithm of time
(Taylor square root of time) method using the theoretical time factor Tv = 0.197 (0.848)
at 50 (90)% of pore pressure dissipation. Figure 4.16 shows the effects of normalised
stabilized excess pore pressure ∆Unormstable on Cv using Casagrande method. At low p
′
0,
Cv appears to be a constant at a specific p
′
0. While at larger confining pressure p
′
0 of
500 kPa, a strong evolution is observed.
Ignoring the evolution of Cv with ∆Ustable at high confining pressure p
′
0, Cv at each
p′0 is represented by the mean value. Figure 4.17 presents the variation of Cv with
increasing confining pressure p′0. Basically larger confining pressure p
′
0 leads to higher
Cv. However test N400 is out of the increasing trend.
Globally this nonlinear evolution complied the nonlinear relationships between per-
meability k, the compressibility mv and consolidation coefficient Cv (107) as the ex-
tensive modification of Terzaghi’s consolidation theory. In which, instead of Terzaghi’s
assumption of constant permeability k and compressibility mv, Samarasinghe (107)
suggested that permeability k is a power law function of void ratio e, k = k0(1+ e)
κ. κ
is identified by experiment dependent on specific soil. For normally consolidated soil,
void ratio e can be written as the function of compressibility mv and pressure p as
e = e0 - mv.p, in which e0 is the initial void ratio. Equivalently, Cv can be rewritten as
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Figure 4.17: Mean of consolidation coefficient <Cv > in relation to confining pressure
p′0.
Cv =
k0(1 + e0 −mv.p)
κ
mvγw which is a nonlinear monotonic increasing function of pres-
sure. This explains the power law function of the fitting curve, Cv = 5.95∗10
−12∗p′3.470 .
But for model granular material, the compressibility curve under shear of material is
interrupted by uncontrolled stick-slips and the evolution of void ratio e is unpredictable
from the effective pressure. Thus Cv is affected by both pressure p and void ratio e. It
explains the low value of <Cv> although at high pressure of 400 kPa. This is due to
the particularly low void ratio ec of test N400.
So far, the pressure p′0 still maintains the nonlinear influence on consolidation coef-
ficient Cv of model granular material as previous study for soils. The combined effects
of confining pressure p′0 and void ratio ec on Cv have not been established. However
this qualitative analysis gives a direction for further study.
4.4.3 Time-resolved analysis
One of the advantages of this study is to have high resolution data. Figure 4.18a shows
one single stick-slip event, including a dynamic slip phase and a quasi-static stick phase,
for two sampling rates of 0.2 Hz and 10 kHz. It shows a conventional fast slip phase
from point A to C in stress-strain curve (blue) in which the granular structure looses
the strength. The loss of stress coincides with a contraction of volumetric strain from
point A’ to C’ (red). After the slip phase, the skeleton gradually supports additional
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loading after the rearrangement of the contact network and accumulates energy in a
quasi-static stick phase from C to further stress.
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Figure 4.18: Typical stick-slip behaviour in drained triaxial compression at 400 kPa with
stress-strain and volumetric strain behaviours acquiring of (a) 0.2 Hz and (b) 10 kHz.
At higher sampling rate of 10 kHz, a significant distinction in behaviour of slip
phase is revealed in figure 4.18b. Instead of jumping directly from A to C, the drop
of deviatoric stress suddenly takes place from A to B while the axial strain has not
yet responded. Therefore the modulus of the slip process can be considered as infinite.
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This raises a question concerning the capability of LVDT in capturing the dynamic
strain during the stress drop AB. After dropping, the deviatoric stress q maintains a
stable state at constant level from B to C before moving up in the next stick phase.
All possible time characteristics of deviatoric stress q and excess pore pressure U
are going to be analysed in this section including drop duration of q, tqdrop, duration of
the transition phase I ttrans and other characteristic times of dissipation phase III t05,
t50, tdiss.
4.4.3.1 Duration of deviatoric stress drop tqdrop
One of the most useful information to depict the dynamics of stress drop is the drop
duration of q, tqdrop (figure 4.1). Under isotropic loading the effective stress of the
skeleton is inferred from the pore pressure buildup by the equation σ′ = σ - U. The
actual temporal evolution of the effective stress release is the subtraction of a constant
total stress σ and a function of time U(t). Under shearing, the drop of deviatoric stress
q showed a short duration tqdrop which is investigated in the relation to normalised
deviatoric stress drop ∆qnorm in figure 4.19. It seems that the drop duration is a
constant of around 2 ms, consistent to other works (86). At very few particular small
SSs with low ∆qnorm, the drop duration tqdrop increases up to 8 ms.
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Figure 4.19: Duration of deviatoric stress drop tqdrop in relevance with normalised devia-
toric stress drop ∆qnorm.
Moreover, since deviatoric stress q always finishes the drop before the pore pressure
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buildup ∆U thus the dynamic drop duration tqdrop is not impacted by the subsequent
response of U. The magnitude of stabilised excess pore pressure ∆Ustable is also explored
and has no effect on the drop duration tqdrop. The remaining parameter, the frequency
of U, is controlled by the saturation.
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Figure 4.20: Duration of deviatoric stress drop tqdrop in relevance with Skempton’s coef-
ficient B.
Figure 4.20 presents an investigation of tqdrop of CIDNC series with the variation of
saturation represented by Skempton’s coefficient B. The difference of their means are
not significant; they fluctuate around the unique mean value of 2.07±0.74 ms. tqdrop is
independent of saturation Sr and confining pressure p
′
0. It only depends on the way of
rearrangement of grain contacts. The conclusions are also enhanced and verified by the
addition of test P200B5 on overconsolidated sample. It seems that tqdrop is independent
of loading history.
4.4.3.2 Time delay between deviatoric stress and excess pore pressure tdelay
In presence of pore fluid, the time delay between deviatoric stress and pore pressure
tdelay (defined in figure 4.1) appears to be impacted by the own response of U resulting
in two distinct groups irrespective of the magnitude of the stress drop ∆q (figure 4.21).
One group includes tests N50 and N400 (blue and black squares) at low saturation
and the other group is the remaining tests with high saturation. The mean of the former
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Figure 4.21: Time delay between deviatoric stress q and the buildup of pore pressure
∆U in relevance with deviatoric stress drop ∆q.
group is 5.036 ± 1.370 ms and the one of the latter is lower of 2.613 ± 1.101 ms. Their
means and standard deviations are statistical significant. It can be conjectured that
the saturation condition influences the propagation of vibration from the stress drop
of the grains to the pore fluid, resulting in the buildup of pore pressure at different
speeds. It is suspected that pore pressure can initiate the instabilities. Indeed, in
dry granular media, small fluctuations were found as the probable consequences of the
rearrangement of the force chains (117). This systematic time delay between ∆U and
∆q is another strong proof that excess pore pressure always occurs after the stress drop,
thus it is not the cause of SS instability in saturated media.
4.4.3.3 Duration of the transient phase I ttrans
Here we explore the dependency of ttrans on the stabilised effective mean stress p
′
stable.
In figure 4.22, ttrans is plotted as function of the amplitude of stabilised effective mean
pressure p′stable.
This function approaches and crosses the ordinate axis at a specific representative
ttrans of a dynamic instability having p
′
stable = 0. That is equivalent to liquefaction
under shear (named SSLiq in chapter 5). Increasing p′stable corresponds to smaller
SS event and diminished ttrans. Orange diamond represents the average ttrans of all
collapse events at any frequency of U which is < tColltrans > = 0.1835 ± 0.0918 seconds
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Figure 4.22: Relation between duration of the first transient phase of U, ttrans, and
stabilised effective mean pressure p′stable.
and cyan diamond the mean ttrans for all isotropic liquefaction events at any frequency
of U which is < tLiqtrans > = 0.2956 ± 0.1705 seconds. It is observed a separation of test
N400 from the main trend of the series and test N50 showing the considerably extended
ttrans compared to the one of liquefaction t
Liq
trans. Both these two distinct tests are at
lower saturation (low B). Targeting only full saturated media, the group of test N120,
N200, N500 at high B and high dominant frequency of U around 80 Hz is separately
investigated.
The most interesting finding of this chapter is the evolution from stick-slip to lique-
faction indicated by the comparison of measurements of stick-slip to those of liquefac-
tion. In other chapters the evolution of most parameters from collapse to liquefaction
is established. Finally key parameters of liquefaction are measured and characterised.
From the referenced measurements of liquefaction it is deduced all related parameters
of stick-slip and collapse. Thus the parameters of stick-slip and collapse are normalised
by those of liquefaction and are used throughout this study.
On the main stream of exploitation of normalised parameters to see the evolution
from stick-slip to liquefaction, figure 4.23 shows the relation of normalised duration
of the transient phase of stick-slip and the normalised stabilised effective mean pres-
sure p′normstable. This quantity points out the position of stabilised stress state on surface
boundary (section 4.4.7). The evolution is a nonlinear monotonic curve crossing two
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mandatory points (1,0) and (0,1). At point (1,0), p′stable = p
′
crit there is no SS then
ttrans = 0 and t
norm
trans = 0. Within the range that p
′
stable < p
′
crit, low p
′
stable equivalent
to large SS, it is shown that pore pressure vibrates in longer transient phase. Until
p′stable = 0 corresponding to the largest SS with the largest drop to q = 0 (isotropic
state) so ttrans approaches exactly the mean < t
Liq
trans > of isotropic liquefaction. The
accuracy of data is enhanced by a special rare collapse event which almost liquefied,
named test Coll49 in chapter 5, having measured t
Coll
trans = 0.192 seconds. In the other
hand < tLiqtrans(80Hz)> = 0.199 s (figure 5.27), thus t
norm
trans = 0.192/0.199 = 0.997. As
presented, this orange diamond of Coll49 very close to cyan diamond represented liq-
uefaction, appreciably improves the quality of data. This fitting curve is suggested by
following equation:
tnormtrans =
tSStrans
<tLiqtrans>
= (1−
p′stable
p′crit
)0.371 (4.5)
with
p′
norm
stable =
p′stable
p′crit
=
p0 +
(qtrig −∆q)
3 − p0 ∗∆U
norm
stable
M ∗ p0
Since only tests N500, N200, N120 having high Skempton’s coefficient B are inves-
tigated, to enhance the reliability of data, two additional tests T2, T3 on 500 kPa of
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effective confining pressure are explored (black and blue triangles). Although the cor-
relation coefficient R2 is quite low, the addition of tests T2 and T3 greatly confirmed
the tendency of evolution. By this equation, ttrans could be predicted from p
′
stable.
4.4.3.4 The intermediate duration between phase I and III
The next time characteristic is the starting point of dissipation phase of U (phase III),
t5. As illustrated in figure 4.1, there is a difference between ttrans and t05, ∆t05 = t05
- ttrans that is the phase II where U maintains at stabilised state. In case of stick-slip
events, ∆t05 is small hence the lack of phase II.
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.
Large stick-slip can keep the stabilised pore pressure longer to approach the isotropic
state of collapse (orange diamond) and if this duration expands sufficiently to reach the
threshold of liquefaction (cyan diamond) the stick-slip event can liquefy. In figure 4.24
this intermediate duration is fitted by following equation :
∆t05 = −0.06186 ln(
p′stable
p′crit
) (4.6)
This equation successfully describes the intercept condition, at
p′stable
p′crit
= 1 meaning
no drop of q, no stick-slip, no ∆t05. At very large stick-slip event with
p′stable
p′crit
moving
to 0, q totally drops to 0 moving the stress state to isotropic state. The intermediate
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phase ∆t05 extends to the value of extremely large isotropic collapse represented by
orange diamond of test Coll49 (chapter 5). This rare mostly liquefied collapse of ap-
preciably importance with ∆Unormstable = 0.9968, ∆t05 = 0.424 seconds whose the detail
is shown in chapter 5. This special collapse proved the good fitting equation despite
the low correlation coefficient R2 due to the noise in small SSs. The evidence of the
good fitting equation 4.6 at the intercept (represented by orange diamond) is proved in
section 5.5.8. The cyan diamond represents the threshold ∆tthres05 , exceeding this thresh-
old the collapse evolves to a liquefaction. As published in our previous work (34), the
threshold to occur liquefaction is tLiq,thres05 = 1 second, ∆t
thres
05 is estimated as t
Liq,thres
05
- <tLiqtrans(80Hz)> = 1 - 0.199 = 0.801 seconds.
4.4.4 Role of stabilised pore pressure
The interest of this study is saturated granular material in which the presence of pore
fluid plays the key role in controlling other stress or strain measurements. Hence, the
importance of pore pressure is quantitatively analysed in this section.
4.4.4.1 Relation of ∆Unormstable and ∆εvol
The volumetric strain has not been appropriately considered in some lately researches
(35, 125), only global volumetric strain of the whole shearing phase was captured (2),
the evolution of ∆εvol inside SS events has been missed. The pore pressure has just
been estimated qualitatively in relevant to stress drop and to the dilation in the slip
phase under undrained boundary (111). The role of pore pressure in drained stick-slip
so far is still missing. This shortcoming is fulfilled in this study.
As a function of normalised ∆Ustable in figures 4.25a to e, ∆εvol, for all confining
pressure p′0, evolves according to the same law ∆εvol = m.ln(1-∆U
norm
stable). The presence
of large ∆εvol in case of first SSs and large quasi-periodic SSs fills advantageously the
domain of high ∆Ustable. The discrepancy between curves is significant in figure 4.25f
due to the difference in parameter m. The addition of cyan diamond symboled for
the mean of ∆εvol of liquefaction cases enhanced the meaning of fitting equation. It
describes the smooth transition from SS event as a local instability to the global failure
at very large ∆εvol and the null state of effective pressure when excess pore pressure
equals confining pressure, ∆Unormstable = 1.
This parameter represents different amplitudes of generated ∆εvol even in case of
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Figure 4.25: Normalised stabilised excess pore pressure ∆Unormstable and incremental volu-
metric strain ∆εvol incorporating with the effect void ratio ec at the beginning of shearing.
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same confining pressure. Among the unknown factors affecting the shearing behaviour
of granular materials, the void ratio at the beginning of shearing ec is one of the most
significant impact on the macroscopic behaviour such as the small strain stiffness. Thus,
the void ratio ec is investigated in relevance with parameter m of fitting equation in
figure 4.25g showing a highly linear correlation as
m = f(ec) = 8.93 ec − 6.28 (4.7)
With high correlation coefficient R2 = 0.97, the correction based on f(ec) can
be used to collapse all different relationships of figure 4.25f into one single master
curve. Figure 4.25h demonstrates the uniqueness of relation of ∆εvol and ∆U
norm
stable
independent of confining pressure p′0 and of void ratio ec with very high correlation
coefficient R2 = 0.942.
∆εvol
f(ec)
= ln(1−∆Unormstable) (4.8)
The quantity ∆εvol
f(ec)
can account for the variation of void ratio ec at the beginning of
compressive shearing, regardless of the number of collapses occurring in the isotropic
consolidation phase. Equation 4.8 also shows the uncoupling effects of void ratio ec and
confining pressure p′0.
4.4.4.2 Relation between ∆Unormstable and ∆ε1
At low confining pressure, ∆ε1 seems to be constant, irrespective of ∆U
norm
stable (fig-
ures 4.26a,b,c). However very large SS events in test N500 and N400 in figures 4.26d,e
reveal the nonlinear evolution of ∆ε1. Combined with the cyan diamond representing
the mean <∆ε1> of isotropic liquefaction cases, it depicts the whole evolution of ∆ε1
by the same trend as ∆εvol. The regression equation and correlation coefficient R
2 in
the figure are estimated for compressive ∆ε1 only, since negative ∆ε1 has no physical
meaning at current knowledge.
∆ε1 = −0.689 [ln(1−∆U
norm
stable)] (4.9)
In case of ∆ε1, the master curve obtains very high R
2 = 0.961 even without the
incorporation of ec. Although there is a gap from the maximum ∆ε1 = 4.4% of SS4
in test N500 to the mean <∆ε1 > = 24.14% of isotropic liquefaction, the basis and
relation of ∆ε1 and ∆εvol still support similar fitting equation for ∆ε1.
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Figure 4.26: Relation of normalised stabilised excess pore pressure ∆Unormstable and incre-
mental axial strain ∆ε1.
Furthermore, parameter m = f(ec) in equation 4.8 varies in the range of (-0,192 ÷
-0.564) compared with parameter m = -0.689 in equation 4.9, hence the fraction
∆εvol
∆ε1
=
m[ln(1−∆Unormstable)]
−0.688[ln(1−∆Unormstable)]
=
−0.192÷−0.564
−0.689
< 3
that is consistent with the average <istat> of the whole series around 1 in figure 4.30h
thus the correctness of the constant = -0.689 of this fitting equation for ∆ε1 is verified.
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Figure 4.27: Relation of normalised stabilised excess pore pressure ∆Unormstable and nor-
malised deviatoric stress drop ∆qnorm incorporated with the effect of void ratio ec.
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4.4.4.3 Relation of ∆Unormstable and ∆q
norm
The relations between normalised amplitude ∆qnorm and ∆Unormstable are examined sepa-
rately for each confining pressure p′0 in figures 4.27a to e. They share the same form of
development, starting at the origin (0,0) meaning no stress drop then no excess pore
pressure and ending at point (1,1) (named liquefied point) meaning ∆Unormstable = 1 corre-
sponding to liquefaction state when deviatoric stress q drops to zero, ∆qnorm = 1. This
point (1,1) is the liquefaction under compression shearing state, namely SS liquefaction,
which is reported in chapter 5. Thus in figures 4.27a to e all first SSs (solid squares)
gathered near the liquefied point of the plot, indicating the possibility of the first SS
to liquefy.
The equation suggested here is a power law y = xk satisfying the liquefied point and
starting point with different exponent number k<1, written as: ∆qnorm = (∆U
norm
stable)
k.
In figure 4.27f, 5 tests exhibit a large scatter between different confining pressures.
Similar procedure is performed to investigate the relation of power parameter k and ec.
Then a linear relation is found (figure 4.27g)
k = g(ec) = 8.267 ec − 5.11 (4.10)
Subsequently the general relation of ∆qnorm and ∆U
norm
stable become
∆qnorm = (∆U
norm
stable)
g(ec) (4.11)
Although test N120 and test N50 individually have low correlation coefficient R2
(0.77 and 0.483), all tests in the series exhibit a high correlation coefficient R2 = 0.91
(figure 4.27h). The noise of data at low confining pressure can be responsible in larger
errors for tests N50 and N120.
In short, the uncoupled effects of void ratio ec and confining pressure p
′
0 have been
suggested in the unified relations between ∆Unormstable, ∆qnorm and ∆εvol, confirming the
conclusions of their impacts on macroscopic stress-strain behaviour which were pre-
sented in section 4.10. In this section a combined effect of ec and p
′
0 has not been found
due to the strong interruptions of uncontrollable isotropic collapses before shearing.
So far, the void ratio ec not only controls the global behaviour but also the detailed
behaviour inside individual SS event. Note that the relation between ∆ε1 and ∆U
norm
stable
presents a strong correlation without any normalisation by void ratio.
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Nevertheless, the macroscopic void ratio parameter ec is not sufficient to explain
the appearance feature of SS events, for example the statistical distribution of the size
of SSs. It should be suggested that microscopic measurement as surface roughness of
glass beads can be worth studying.
4.4.5 Anisotropy
Anisotropy of granular materials is understandable under anisotropy loading like com-
pression shearing due to the forming of strong force chain along the direction of prin-
cipal stress. Weak force chains are thus mainly perpendicular to the strong one (53).
The model materials used in our works behave surprisingly anisotropically even under
isotropic loading (30, 34). This anisotropy has been proposed as one of the two neces-
sarily requirements for the appearance of the instability. In this study, the anisotropy
characteristics in dynamic regime are examined during stick-slip events under triaxial
compression loading in comparison with isotropic loading.
∆ε1
∆εv
ε1
slipεv
sampling rate
stick
low sampling
i
stat
i
Dyn
A
B
high
rate
Figure 4.28: Static and dynamic anisotropy coefficients for instability.
A simplified scheme 4.28 illustrates a typical SS event in the axes of volumetric
strain εvol and axial strain ε1. The static anisotropy coefficient i
stat is estimated by
∆εvol
∆ε1
. It is also the slope of the SS in low sampling rate behaviour. The magenta curve
corresponds to high time-resolved data and represents the dynamic behaviour of stick-
slip. Then dynamic anisotropy coefficient iDyn is the largest slope of this behaviour.
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Figure 4.29: Evolution of incremental volumetric strain ∆εvol in accordance with incre-
mental axial strain ∆ε1 at different confining pressures.
The detailed evolution of incremental volumetric strain ∆εvol and incremental axial
strain ∆ε1 with high temporal resolution is presented in figure 4.29 for the whole CIDNC
series. There is a time delay in the developments of ∆εvol and ∆ε1 thus the evolution
is nearly bilinear. The first segment is almost horizontal when only ∆ε1 increases and
the second with larger slope, namely iDyn, when ∆εvol climbs up at nearly constant
∆ε1. It depends on the dynamic behaviour of the strains. In figure 4.29, both dark
blue curves representing very first SSs of all tests show noticeably large magnitudes
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Figure 4.30: Static and dynamic anisotropy coefficients at different confining pressures.
and steepnesses.
In figures 4.30a to e, istat is often lower than iDyn except for some abnormal first SSs
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with higher istat. Albeit during dynamic development iDyn is too high, when the strains
reach the stable state istat is lower than 3 which is the anisotropy coefficient for isotropic
materials. The mean < iDyn> and < istat > as well as their standard deviations are
presented in figures 4.30g,h. However no direct relation between <iDyn> and confining
pressure p′0 is identified, then they are represented by their mean at 13.15 ± 7.15.
< istat> is a constant around 1.14 ± 0.37. The standard deviations of istat are much
less than those of < iDyn> due to the unknown complexity of the dynamic evolution
of the strains before jumping to the stable state of the stick phase. The same situation
happens to isotropic collapses in test N200, N400, N500 with large<iDyn> and<istat>
≈ 3 due to strong effect of isotropic loading. Tests N50 and N120 have no isotropic
collapse event.
Further explorations are necessary to examine the variation of iDyn. Figure 4.30f
unveils that iDyn seems to linearly related to ∆Ustable and the effect of confining pres-
sures p′0 also exhibits in controlling the slope of this linear relation. The lower the
p′0, the stronger the dynamic anisotropy. But the scatter of data is quite large with
R2 ≃ 0.27 ÷ 0.79. This drawback can be improved by other techniques for instance
using fast cameras to acquire high time-resolved data of strains.
4.4.6 Dynamic consolidation behaviour
In the effective stress p′-q plane of soil mechanics (fig. 4.31), where q is deviatoric stress
(q = σ1 - σ3) and p
′ is mean effective stress (p = (σ1 + 2σ3)/3, p
′ = p - U), an arbitrary
stress state is represented by a point. Thus continuous loading draws a continuous
stress path. Our tests are conducted under drained shearing, the effective stress path is
the inclined line GA with the constant slope 1:3. With drainage condition, the effective
stress path of CID test coincides with the total stress path GA.
For a typical stick-slip event, the initial state of shearing phase locates on abscissa at
a target confining pressure p′0, point G, corresponding to final stress of isotropic phase,
q = 0. When the axial loading ram applies an axial force on the top of sample resulting
in increasing deviatoric stress q, the mean effective stress p′ also increases. The stress
state goes up along linear effective stress path from G to point A. At unanticipated
triggering stress qtrig, point A, stick-slip event happens. In the very early portion
of slip phase (only 1-2 ms), while U has no variation, the deviatoric stress q drops
instantaneously along the stress path downwards to the lower level of qstable, point M,
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Figure 4.31: Description of stress path and dynamic consolidation of a stick-slip event
on q − p′ plane.
lower than qtrig depending on the magnitude of SS. The larger the SS, the closer point M
to p′ axis. Following the drop of deviatoric stress q, pore pressure starts to raise up. This
excess pore pressure causes a decline in effective pressure, hence p′ reduces at constant
q. As a result, the stress state moves horizontally apart from conventional stress path
(towards the left side of stress path oriented from M to R). In details, p′ actually has
damped vibration horizontally at constant qstable from R1 to R2 until it stabilises at
p′stable represented by point R. At point R (p
′
stable,qstable), as the pore pressure begins
the dissipation phase, Ustable decreases gradually leading to increasing p
′. During this
process q still remains at qstable, the effective stress state keeps translating horizontally
to the right, gets closer to the usual effective inclined stress path. When finishing the
dissipation phase, as U returns to the static state before the event, the effective stress
state meets the conventional CID stress path at point B. Subsequently the stick phase
takes place with increasing q and the stress state again moves up along the stress path
from B to C prior to the next slip. The projection of this behaviour on the (e-p′)
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plane is the dynamic compressibility of shearing behaviour RB, similar to the isotropic
consolidation. In isotropic phase, the compressibility is characterised by Cc in loading
and Cs in unloading and reloading. Previous publications identified these coefficients
of CVP glass beads within 500 kPa as Cc ≈ Cs = 0.012 ÷ 0.021 (33).
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Figure 4.32: Compressibility of individual test in both isotropic and triaxial compression
and relation between Cs and ∆U
norm
stable.
Figure 4.32 gives the relation between Cs and ∆U
norm
stable. Excepting for test N500
with numerous small SSs and noisy measurements resulting in large scatter of data,
the remaining tests show small fluctuations of Cs around a mean <Cs> = 0.0168 ±
0.0102, approximately close to Cs under isotropic state in the range of 0.011 to 0.02. It
can be considered that the dynamic compressibility at constant deviatoric stress qstable
is similar to the static compressibility at isotropic state. The only difference is the
duration of the process.
4.4.7 Effect of confining pressure p′0 and initial void ratio ec on bound-
ary surface of stabilised state on p′ − q plane
On p′-q plane according to soil mechanics, the critical state line (CSL) is defined by the
line q = M∗p′ where M = q/(p′+ q/3). The stabilised states of all SSs at different con-
fining pressure p′0 are presented together in figure 4.33. CSL line is the limit of all stress
paths of granular materials under various loading condition meaning every state at any
moment during both global quasi static shearing and dynamic SS events, the stress
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state of sample cannot exceed the CSL. For each p′0 the stabilised stress states deter-
mine a separate boundary representing the position of effective mean pressure created
by ∆U on the effective stress plane. The existence of this boundary surface in which
the effective stress path cannot cross implies that liquefaction (p′stable, qstable) = (0,0)
can occur only for qstable = 0 or ∆qnorm = 1 meaning only the first SS can liquefy.
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Figure 4.33: Behavior at stabilised stress state in (p′ − q) plane.
All curves share the same form with different scaling parameters. To exclude the
effect of confining pressures p′0, a normalisation method is applied again by critical
effective stress (p′crit,qcrit) at the points where the conventional CID stress path reaches
the yielding surface which are the coordinates of point A, B ,C, D, E respectively in
figure 4.33. p′crit and qcrit are written as:
p′crit = p0
3
3−M
; qcrit = M ∗ p
′
crit (4.12)
In which M is the frictional constant at critical state identified by global stress strain
behaviour.
The equation determining the boundary surface should be a power law y = xa with
power number a > 1, written as:
qstable
qcrit
= (
p′stable
p′crit
)a (4.13)
Five curves are established separately in figures 4.34a to e and show the scatter
when plotting together in figure 4.34f. The normalisation by ec is performed again to
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Figure 4.34: Boundary surface at different confining pressures p′0 incorporated with the
effect of void ratio ec.
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unify five presumably pressure-dependent behaviours in a unique master relation as a
power law with very high R2 = 0.934. So the unique boundary is identified by this
equation with the uncoupling effect of void ratio ec and p
′
0 again:
qstable
qcrit
= (
p′stable
p′crit
)h(ec) (4.14)
h(ec) = −22.34 ec + 16.91 (4.15)
4.4.8 Discussions
Commonly the global behaviors of stick-slip are characterised by the amplitude, the
recurrence time of stick-slip events, and the distribution of amplitudes. Some possible
factors affecting the global behavior of stick-slip have been assessed in this chapter
including the confining pressure p′0 and the initial void ratio ec. The effects of p
′
0,
strain rate, size of particles and other factors have been widely studied. However, the
dynamics of the slip phase is poorly understood. Consequently sensitive factor like ec
does not dominate clearly and is easily neglected. When the stick-slip is amplified as
in loose and saturated media, combined with high resolution data, the effect of void
ratio is facilitated to expose significantly. Furthermore the unexpected collapses
in isotropic compression phase result in the uncontrolled initial void ratio at the
beginning of shearing phase ec. At first this can be seen as one of the disadvantages of
the work, but with high quality data, the variation of input parameter ec unveils the
strongest effects on global and detailed behaviors.
In loose materials the impact of p′0 is less overwhelming, however the combined
and uncoupled effects of p′0 and ec are examined in this study. This uncoupled effects
of p′0 and ec are quite popular in soil mechanics such as the study of elastic modulus
at very small deformation (11, 49). The underestimated role of ec now appears as
the pronounced factor controlling mostly the functional behaviours with highly accu-
rate relations presenting quantitative predictions. It shows the throughout dominant
impacts in all quantitative relations. Anyway the factor controlling the distribution
of amplitude of stick-slip is still missing. Still in loose material the existence of very
large first stick-slips is an abnormally behavior compared to stick-slip in dry media.
Its extremely large amplitude keeps the important role to reveal the transition from
local to total failure. Its characteristics need to be inspected and compared to some
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rare liquefactions occurring during the first stick-slip events to discover the possible
controlled factors in chapter 5. The comprehensive conditions of the appearance of
instabilities will be presented in chapter 5 after exploiting the complementary isotropic
instabilities.
Regarding the dynamic aspect, the estimated inertial number I ≈ 10−3, three orders
of magnitude smaller than the value of I for the quasi-static regime (≈ 10−6) in stick
phase, indicates a real dynamic character of slip phase. The dynamic behavior of
pore pressure is an important link between local instabilities and liquefaction since
it mostly connects to the whole measurements. The expected aim is to characterise
the behaviour of pore pressure in which the first transient phase is characterised by the
amplitude of ∆Umax, ∆Ustable, the frequency, its characteristic duration ttrans and ∆t05
of the stabilised phase II. The dissipation phase III is represented by the consolidated
coefficient Cv. The effort has been spent but not completed, the characteristic time is
going to be connected to other kinds of instability in chapter 5 and the nature of the
vibration frequency of U is still mysterious.
The striking point in anisotropic property of material has been analysed both in
dynamic and static regime. It supported quantitative relations of ∆ε1 and ∆εvol. The
scatter of dynamical anisotropy coefficient iDyn and the presence of axial strain ∆ε1
in extension lead to questions on the resolution of our measuring devices which should
be improved to get new insights and explanations. In fact, a preliminary study by fast
camera has been conducted and has given some results. This reveals the real dynamic
evolution of axial strain during very brief slip phase simultaneously with deviatoric
stress drop, depicting a full stress-strain dynamics of slip phase. A global failure of
the whole granular body is recognised and a non-homogeneous stress, strain field is
observed.
Concerning the effective stress path, our new results indicated a common inside
space where the effective stress state cannot exceed, namely the stick-slip boundary in
p′-q plane, with a unified equation for all p′0 and ec.
Beside mechanical measurements, the existence of audible sound coupled with stick-
slip events and the acoustic measurements presented in one typical SS also give a
promising direction to find the still missing triggering mechanisms.
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4.5 Conclusions
A high time-resolved study was performed to provide detailed behaviour inside stick-
slip event, based on a set of drained isotropic and triaxial compression of normally
consolidated model granular materials, complemented by a new set of static and dy-
namic pore pressure sensors to eliminate as much as possible the artefacts concerning
the unexpected pore fluid pressure outburst.
The often overlooked drained isotropic compression is crucial to the precise deter-
mination of the void ratio ec at the beginning of compressive triaxial compression. The
uncontrollability of ec due to the presence of numerous isotropic collapses during
this mandatory drained isotropic compression stage simply wipes out the repeatability
of stick-slip phenomenon in the subsequent drained triaxial compression.
This new set of experiments confirms the existence of very large and regular stick-
slip in drained triaxial compression, with deviatoric stress drop down to the isotropic
stress level; as well as the presence of unexpected pore fluid pressure surge at the
beginning of every stick-slip event. As in isotropic collapse and liquefaction, this excess
pore pressure is not the main causative mechanism for the stick-slip phenomenon since
it always happens after the completion of deviatoric stress drop in the slip phase.
It merely amplifies the development of axial and volumetric strains by reducing the
effective stress. Furthermore, the similarity of pore pressure development in isotropic
and triaxial instabilities points to the same triggering mechanisms; and its development
in two-phase to the interpretation of the slip phase as dynamic consolidation at
constant deviatoric stress.
Careful measurements and analyses reveal the uncoupling effects of confining
pressure p′0 and void ratio ec on the mechanical behaviour on the level of individual
stick-slip events, leading to consistent unified empirical relations with very strong cor-
relations. Specifically, if deviatoric stress drop ∆q and triggering stress qtrig are known
then
(i) the normalised stabilised excess pore pressure ∆Unormstable can be roughly estimated
from normalised deviatoric stress drop ∆qnorm =
∆q
qtrig by equation 4.11,
(ii) the incremental axial strain ∆ε1 can be deduced by equation 4.9, based on
∆Unormstable,
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(iii) and the incremental volumetric strain ∆εvol is estimated equally from ∆U
norm
stable
in equation 4.8.
(iv) the study revealed also a unique stress boundary in the effective stress plane
by equation 4.14.
The time characteristics of dynamic pore pressure are established in quasi-static
regime by one value scalar ∆Ustable as follows:
(i) the duration of the transient phase I, ttrans, is estimated from normalised sta-
bilised mean pressure
p′stable
p′crit
by equation 4.5, in which
p′
stable
p′
crit
is function of stabilised
excess pore pressure ∆Ustable and deviatoric stress drop ∆q,
(ii) the duration of the negligible intermediate phase II, ∆t05, is estimated from
p′stable
p′crit
, by equation 4.6,
(iii) the duration of the dissipation phase III is characterised by Cv, evolving non-
linearly with confining pressure p′0. All the time characteristics and all coupling effects
of pore pressure with stress, strain measurements showed the smooth and continuous
evolution to final liquefaction failure.
Furthermore, the duration of deviatoric stress drop tqdrop is revealed as a very brief
and constant time around 2.254 ms regardless of confining pressure p′0 from 50 to 500
kPa.
Unfortunately, the physics of the pore pressure buildup, its transient oscillation and
triggering mechanisms are still missing. The current LVDT technique is also insufficient
to resolve the dynamic evolution of axial and volumetric strain. Other techniques, i.e.
fast stereoscopic cameras or laser displacement transducer can be used. Preliminary
acoustic measurements point out some controlling parameters of the slip phase, poten-
tially useful for the prediction of deviatoric stress drop ∆q and triggering stress qtrig
(chapter 6).
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5Liquefaction of model granular
material
5.1 Introduction
Beyond the well-known static and cyclic liquefaction under undrained conditions in
granular mechanics, the serendipitous discovery of isotropic liquefaction under drained
isotropic compression in our previous works (30, 34) on loose and fully saturated
model materials raises many unanswered questions, experimentally, numerically and
theoretically. Can we find new members of this family of liquefactions? With new and
complementary results, do we have some evolutionary rules capable of transforming
local instabilities (isotropic collapses and compression stick-slips) into global liquefac-
tion failure? Can the pore fluid outburst, while definitively not a causative mechanism,
specifically the short-lived stabilised excess pore pressure, be a key component con-
trolling the mechanical parameters of the newly observed instabilities, using empirical
correlations? And can we uncover the physical significance behind the three phases of
the surprising pore pressure development?
Consequently, based on a new set of well-designed drained isotropic and triaxial
compression testings, supplemented by a new set of pore pressure and passive acoustic
sensors, this chapter aims (i) to replicate the previously reported liquefactions below
500 kPa of effective confining pressure with new and better results, (ii) to extend the
unexpected isotropic liquefaction to quasi-saturated sample and (iii) to explore the
uncharted domain. In particular, we will try to understand the underlying physical
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mechanisms and the appearance conditions of these instabilities.
5.2 Notation
To follow subsequent contents, all parameters used in this chapter are described on fig-
ure 5.1. In this diagram the blue curve is the evolution of pore pressure during collapse
logt
Ustable
Umax
U, ε1, εv
U0
∆Ustable
(εv)
∆ε1
ε1
(∆εv)
ttrans
t05
t50
t95 ≈ tdiss
∆t05
phase I phase IIIphase II
collapse
liquefaction
Figure 5.1: Schematic diagram of measurements within the study.
event and the red one during liquefaction. They are two independent instabilities but
to have an intuitive comparison on the stabilised state it is simply assumed that the
collapse and liquefaction have the same transient phase I and the same magnitude of
stabilised excess pore pressure. The main difference between them depends on phase II.
The magenta curve represents the development of axial strain ε1 as well as volumetric
strain εvol. The parameters used in this study are defined as follows:
U0 : back pressure (kPa)
Umax : pore pressure at the peak of vibration phase (kPa)
Ustable : stabilised pore pressure (kPa)
∆Ustable = Ustable - U0 : stabilised excess pore pressure (kPa)
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∆Umax = Umax - U0 : maximum excess pore pressure (kPa)
∆Unorm = ∆U∆Ustable
: normalised excess pore pressure by ∆Ustable
σtrig = p : triggering total stress, the total confining stress p at the occurrence of
the instability (kPa)
σ′trig = σtrig - U : effective triggering stress (kPa)
∆Unormstable =
∆Ustable
σtrig : normalised stabilised excess pore pressure by triggering stress
σtrig
∆Unormmax =
∆Umax
σtrig : normalised maximum excess pore pressure by triggering stress
σtrig
∆ε1 : incremental axial strain (%)
∆εv : incremental volumetric strain (%)
ttrans : duration of the transient vibration phase of pore pressure counted from the
origin of pore pressure development (s)
t05, t50, t95 : duration from the origin of pore pressure surge to the moment when
excess pore pressure dissipates the amount of 5%, 50%, 95% of ∆Ustable (s). The
amount of 5%, 95% are recommended due to their acceptable errors of 5% while those
at 1%, 99% are difficult to identify.
∆t05 = t05 - ttrans : duration of stabilised phase II (s)
t100 = tdiss : duration of excess pore pressure to totally dissipate (s), in soil me-
chanics tdiss≈t95
kdiss : slope of pore pressure dissipation phase (kPa/s)
knormdiss : slope of normalized pore pressure dissipation phase (1/s).
5.3 Experimental information
This first series, called Liquefaction series, essentially consists of liquefaction events
mostly in saturated condition but under different loadings (isotropic and triaxial com-
pression) and different drainage conditions (drained and undrained). In most cases,
virgin CVP 0.7 mm beads were used excepting few rare cases with used beads or virgin
CVP 0.4 mm beads (test IL3) to provide extended assessments in various conditions.
Essential information are given in table 5.2. During very long testing procedure of a
single test, different failures are generated in various situations. The essential basic
steps at which the sample is likely to experience failures are in table 5.1. After the
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fabrication, CO2 is injected into the sample with gradient pressure of 0.2 kPa under
10 kPa of confining pressure, there has been no failure acquired. In subsequent water
imbibition to gradually raise the water level inside the specimen, it is likely to liquefy
once the sample is totally filled with desired water, namely WL for water imbibition
liquefaction. During the night of very slow flushing of water through the specimen,
the failure is called FL for flushing liquefaction. Another situation that can leads to
liquefaction is the application of back pressure U0, it is named BL for back pressure
liquefaction. During the measurement of Skempton coefficient B, no global failure has
been detected within our study. Under isotropic consolidation, the usual isotropic
liquefaction is abbreviated by IL. In the last stage of shearing, if drainage is allowed,
failure can occur at the first SS event called SS liquefaction SL. In case of undrained
condition, liquefaction is called UL for undrained static liquefaction. Consequently
liquefaction do happen in nearly all steps of the fabrication process.
Table 5.1: Nomenclatures of liquefaction corresponding to different stages of test.
CO2 Water Flushing Back Drained Drained Undrained
imbibition overnight pressure isotropic triaxial triaxial
compression compression compression
- WL FL BL IL SL UL
Note that not most tests are fully saturated, verified by Skempton’s coefficient
B > 0.95. In table 5.2, the lowest B within this series is 0.88. N is the number of re-use
of glass beads, N = 1 means virgin material, ’a’ means the beads used to experience
one global failure at very low confining stress (less than 20 kPa) at some preparation
steps before main stage of loading, such as imbibition process, application of back
pressure, etc. N = 2 means material liquefied once in main loading phase before. σ
′
trig
is triggering stress ranging from 30 kPa to 400 kPa.
Within this series, test IL03 is a rare recorded liquefaction occurring with small
beads of 400 µm. Its presence strengthened the validity of the phenomenon. The unique
stick-slip liquefactions SL01 is another special case which happened at the first com-
pression stick-slip (SS) with the material already liquefied once under drained isotropic
loading (IL09). The first liquefaction happened isotropically in test IL09 at 134.5 kPa
then the material liquefied again under triaxial drained compression shear at confining
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pressure of 200 kPa of test SL01. This very rare case of double liquefaction means that
liquefaction can occur on already liquefied soils. While the remaining liquefaction cases
in the series are the events occurring only with virgin material. The behaviours of
excess pore pressure during collapse and liquefaction are primarily distinguished by the
duration of the stabilised phase II. Therefore the basic measurements of the phase II
are introduced including t05, t50, tdiss (s) which are respectively the duration from the
origin of pore pressure to the moment when excess pore pressure dissipates the amount
of 5%, 50%, 95% of stabilised excess pore pressure ∆Ustable. The characteristics of
phase III is the slope of the pore pressure in time, kdiss is in the last column. Due to
some technical problems in the development of the acquisition system, few liquefactions
have no full data, as tests IL07 and IL13.
Additionally, the second series, namely Collapse series, including 56 isotropic col-
lapse events are added to explore the link between the local instability of the Collapse
series and the global liquefaction of the Liquefaction series. The data of stick-slip (SS)
events from CIDNC series (chapter 4) can be sometimes used to compare and prove
the link between stick-slip as local instability and stick-slip liquefaction as the global
one under shear loads. The parameters of the Collapse series are presented in table 5.3.
The last column indicates necessary information to recognize the origin of the studied
collapse. For instance, CIDNC is normally consolidated drained shearing test, N500 is
the test of the CIDNC series with confining pressure p′0 of 500 kPa which is analysed
in chapter 4. CIDOC represents the overconsolidated drained shearing tests in which
the sample experiences the fixed maximum pressure of 500 kPa then unloaded to tar-
geted effective confining pressure p′0. For example CIDOC400 means overconsolidated
drained shearing test with p′0 = 400 kPa. CIUNC500 means undrained shearing test
for normally consolidated (NC) sample at 500 kPa. CIUOC400 undrained shearing test
for overconsolidated (OC) sample at 400 kPa. IL01 means that this current collapse is
from the test isotropic liquefaction IL01 of the Liquefaction series. It can be seen all
collapses belonging to the core series of this thesis and additional collapses of other tests
are explored together. This improves the validity of the results. Though these collapses
belong to different tests under different conditions but substantially all collapse events
are under the same type of drained isotropic loading, excepting Coll49 highlighted by
red which is an extremely large collapse under unloading condition. It is very helpful
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Table 5.2: Summarized characteristics of liquefaction tests in the Liquefaction series.
Drained isotropic compression
Test B N σ
′
trig etrig e20 ttrans t05 t50 tdiss kdiss
(kPa) (s) (s) (s) (s) (kPa/s)
1 IL01 0.98 1 212 0.680 0.707 0.246 2.922 4.054 6.302 1151.79
2 IL02 0.99 1 152 0.696 0.708 0.259 7.348 8.869 12.87 1261.96
3 IL03* 0.88 1 418.2 0.728 0.745 0.428 2.53 3.333 5.617 2111.33
4 IL04 0.99 1 330.8 0.666 0.693 0.266 1.805 3.061 5.034 1447.93
5 IL05 0.94 1 252 0.672 0.686 0.148 1.308 2.778 5.725 912.35
6 IL06 0.99 1 315.7 0.678 0.699 0.170 2.424 3.823 6.861 1529.48
7 IL07 0.9 1 98.26 0.695 0.702 0.532
8 IL08 0.99 1 203.4 0.675 0.696 0.243 2.278 4.033 8.849 1091.75
9 IL09 0.88 1 134.5 0.680 0.700 0.493 2.306 3.83 8.922 579.18
10 IL10 0.98 1a 154.1 0.672 0.683 0.224 2.985 4.67 8.991 818.77
11 IL11 0.98 1a 69.67 0.677 0.682 0.142 9.221 12.21 21.68 444.50
12 IL12 1.00 1 47.54 0.685 0.688 0.202 38.94 50.665 81.19 312.30
13 IL13 0.92 1 52.7 0.691 0.695 0.617 29.99
14 IL14 0.94 1a 71.73 0.609 7.391 10.27 24.37 382.32
15 IL15 0.97 1 29.88 0.698 0.697 0.115 36.34 43.14 56.67 263.25
16 IL16 0.99 1 35.78 0.686 0.687 0.132 18.61 24.42 42.63 230.16
17 IL17 0.99 1a 383.9 0.666 0.695 0.202 1.502 2.742 8.918 1302.98
Drained triaxial compression shearing (CID)
Test B N p0 etrig e20 ttrans t05 t50 tdiss kdiss
1 SL01 0.89 2 200 0.672 0.694 0.489 1.691 2.871 8.698 562.76
2 SL02 0.97 1 50 0.708 0.711 0.151 141.2 191.8 359.6 241.87
Undrained triaxial compression shearing (CIU)
Test B N p0 etrig e20 ttrans t05 t50 tdiss
1 UL01 0.98 1 100 0.674 0.679 0.144
2 UL02 0.97 1 50 0.673 0.676 0.365
Application of back pressure
Test B N σ
′
trig Uback e20 ttrans t05 t50 tdiss
1 BL01 1 32 31 0.717 0.485
2 BL02 1 42 52 0.677 0.500
Water imbibition
Test B N σ3 ∆Ustable efabric ttrans t05 t50 tdiss
1 WL01 1 20 0.5 0.714 0.198
Water flushing
Test B N σ3 ∆Ustable efabric ttrans t05 t50 tdiss
1 FL01 1 12.3 6.75 0.733 3.100
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Table 5.3: Summarized characteristics of isotropic collapses.
Test N B e20 etrig σ
′
trig ∆Ustable Information
(kPa) (kPa)
1 Coll01 1 0.99 0.682 0.673 108.2 35.4 CIDNC. Test T1. no V. M. G
2 Coll02 1 0.99 0.682 0.666 187.7 104.5 CIDNC. Test T1. no V. M. G
3 Coll03 1 0.99 0.682 0.644 446.8 305.8 CIDNC. Test T1. no V. M. G
4 Coll04 2 0.95 0.700 0.691 108.2 70.5 CIDNC. test T2
5 Coll05 2 0.95 0.700 0.681 133.7 73.5 CIDNC. test T2
6 Coll06 2 0.95 0.700 0.647 475.6 391.5 CIDNC. test T2
7 Coll07 3 0.99 0.696 0.689 79.7 33.3 CIDNC. test T3
8 Coll08 3 0.99 0.696 0.684 101.8 70.9 CIDNC. test T3
9 Coll09 3 0.99 0.696 0.667 140.9 61.2 CIDNC. test T3
10 Coll10 1 0.87 0.663 0.660 55.4 25.1 CIDNC. test T5
11 Coll11 1 0.87 0.663 0.651 137.2 2.6 CIDNC. test T5
12 Coll12 1 0.87 0.663 0.649 195.4 154.0 CIDNC. test T5
13 Coll13 1 0.98 0.676 0.669 95.7 67.0 CIDNC. N500
14 Coll14 1a 0.86 0.687 0.684 51.3 31.5 CIDNC. N400
15 Coll15 1a 0.86 0.687 0.673 160.0 110.0 CIDNC. N400
16 Coll16 1a 0.86 0.687 0.655 292.9 220.1 CIDNC. N400
17 Coll17 2 0.98 0.687 0.683 52.0 30.7 CIDNC
18 Coll18 2 0.98 0.687 0.677 68.6 45.8 CIDNC
19 Coll19 2 0.98 0.687 0.663 147.6 97.4 CIDNC
20 Coll20 2 0.98 0.687 0.659 146.0 104.0 CIDNC
21 Coll21 2 0.98 0.687 0.646 255.3 157.0 CIDNC
22 Coll22 1a 0.99 0.685 0.679 77.2 51.2 CIDNC. N200
23 Coll23 1a 0.99 0.685 0.664 138.1 102.7 CIDNC. N200
24 Coll24 1a 0.98 0.684 0.681 85.4 67.9 CIDOC400
25 Coll25 1a 0.98 0.684 0.670 101.9 80.0 CIDOC400
26 Coll26 1a 0.98 0.684 0.659 170.4 144.6 CIDOC400
27 Coll27 1 0.91 0.725 0.718 88.7 73.8 CIDOC200
28 Coll28 1 0.91 0.725 0.705 158.4 117.7 CIDOC200
29 Coll29 1 0.99 0.678 0.673 65.8 48.6 CIDOC100
30 Coll30 1 0.99 0.678 0.660 186.9 179.1 CIDOC100
31 Coll31 1 0.96 0.686 0.683 41.6 24.4 CIDOC50
32 Coll32 1 0.96 0.686 0.677 60.7 39.6 CIDOC50
33 Coll33 1 0.96 0.686 0.671 82.1 56.6 CIDOC50
34 Coll34 1 0.96 0.686 0.658 241.1 200.5 CIDOC50, no V,M,G
35 Coll35 1a 0.98 0.686 0.679 90.1 64.7 CIUNC500, no V,M,G
36 Coll36 1 0.95 0.677 0.670 88.7 69.5 CIUNC400, no V,M,G
37 Coll37 1 0.95 0.677 0.660 141.4 133.1 CIUNC400, no V,M,G
38 Coll38 1 0.95 0.677 0.640 344.5 271.5 CIUNC400, no V,M,G
39 Coll39 1a 0.98 0.678 0.670 124.1 110.4 CIUOC200
40 Coll40 1a 0.98 0.678 0.651 360.1 321.2 CIUOC200
41 Coll41 2 0.99 0.687 0.682 58.5 45.4 CIUOC100
42 Coll42 2 0.99 0.687 0.679 52.4 40.9 CIUOC100
43 Coll43 2 0.99 0.687 0.673 56.3 36.3 CIUOC100
44 Coll44 2 0.99 0.687 0.664 92.6 70.2 CIUOC100
45 Coll45 2 0.99 0.687 0.654 129.5 75.1 CIUOC100
46 Coll46 2 0.99 0.687 0.643 308.8 240.2 CIUOC100
47 Coll47 1a 1.00 0.674 0.669 74.2 52.8 CIUOC50
48 Coll48 1a 1.00 0.674 0.662 102.4 87.5 CIUOC50
49 Coll49 1a 1.00 0.674 0.644 440.9 439.5 CIUOC50, extremely large unloading collapse
50 Coll50 1 0.98 0.707 0.702 57.1 42.4 IL01
51 Coll51 1 0.98 0.707 0.693 92.6 66.8 IL01
52 Coll52 1 0.99 0.693 0.682 126.7 102.8 IL4
53 Coll53 1 0.99 0.699 0.697 31.6 13.1 IL6
54 Coll54 1 0.99 0.696 0.693 42.7 33.4 IL8
55 Coll55 1 0.99 0.696 0.688 43.2 26.7 IL8
56 Coll56 1 0.88 0.700 0.692 127.8 103.8 IL9
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to identify the transition from local instability to a global liquefaction in forthcoming
sections.
5.4 Testing results
5.4.1 Global behaviour
5.4.1.1 Isotropic liquefaction (IL)
In isotropic consolidation, the compressibility behaviour is delineated in the conven-
tional compressibility e-log(p) plane as in figure 5.2. One typical test IL01 is presented
in figure 5.2a, the sample is isotropically compressed from 20 kPa following the blue
arrow up to particular targeted confining pressure p′0. Generally on the way to reach
p′0, instead of a continuous evolution of void ratio e in decreasing with stress like the
realistic geo-materials, the behaviour is interrupted by numerous collapses and occa-
sionally a final liquefaction can occur at unpredictable triggering stress σ′trig. The
existence of isotropic liquefaction is unanticipated for a slowly compressed experiment
of about 1 kPa/s under full drainage condition. For over hundreds of test, only 17
isotropic liquefactions have been collected. Each collapse such as Coll50 or Coll51 in
test IL01 is characterised by a sudden surge of pore pressure resulting in the release
of effective stress accompanied by a drop of void ratio ∆e. The dashed blue curve is
the behaviour acquired by slow data acquisition system. The superimposed red curve
is the one acquired by fast acquisition system which is globally coherent with the slow
data. Furthermore, adequate acquisition system also reveals the complex behaviour of
effective stress σ′ during collapse events including the oscillation of σ′ at constant void
ratio. Subsequently the effective stress σ′ gradually recovers to reach the level prior to
the collapse event.
Separately, the different features of the liquefaction event IL01 are depicted by
an extremely large drop of void ratio ∆e, a negative peak of effective stress and a
vanishing effective stress, illustrated by zero mean effective pressure in the linear scale
(appendix C2).
Other collapse and liquefaction events in 17 tests of the series are presented individ-
ually in figures 5.2b to q. Only slow data is introduced since the purpose here is to have
a global view on the random appearance of liquefaction and collapse. The initial void
ratio e20, the triggering stress σ
′
trig and the number of collapses preceding liquefaction
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Figure 5.2: Compressibility behaviour in isotropic liquefaction from Test IL01 to IL08.
are all uncontrolled. Specifically, the triggering stress σ′trig distributes in a wide rage
of magnitude within the investigated range of confining pressure up to 500 kPa. The
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Figure 5.2: Compressibility behaviour in isotropic liquefaction (cont, from test IL09 to
IL16).
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Figure 5.2: Compressibility behaviour in isotropic liquefaction (cont, test IL17).
minimum σ′trig is 30 kPa and the maximum σ
′
trig is 418 kPa. The distribution of σ
′
trig
is far away from normal gaussian distribution (see appendix C1). This is due to the
insufficient number of liquefaction events to get significant statistics. One observation
on the number of collapse events within a single test is that there are no more than
five isotropic collapses happening before liquefaction. This leads to a notice on the
triggering void ratio etrig of liquefaction which will be explored in section 5.5.1.
Among 17 isotropic liquefactions, one rare event, IL3, happens with glass beads
of 0.4 mm of diameter in figure 5.2c. One typical picture of the sample experienced
liquefaction failure is presented in figure 5.2r. During collapses, smaller drop of void
ratio ∆e results in the maintaining of the cylindrical shape of the sample. While during
liquefaction, the distinct large ∆e is equivalent to the global failure of the sample as in
figure 5.2r with the destruction of the sample shape.
5.4.1.2 Drained stick-slip liquefaction (SL)
After isotropic consolidation phase, if no liquefaction happens the sample undergoes
drained triaxial shearing phase and in some rare cases, instead of experiencing numerous
successive SS events, the sample liquefies right at the first stick-slip, named stick-slip
liquefaction SL.
Figure 5.3a shows the traditional stress strain behaviour under drained compression
shear in which SS01 occurs at triggering deviatoric stress of 127 kPa with total drop of
stress to zero and creates a very large jump of axial strain up to ε1 = 17.4%. Coupling
with the stress drop is a single jump of volumetric strain εvol (figure 5.3b) up to 2.2%
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Figure 5.3: Global behaviour in stick-slip liquefaction: Stress-strain behaviour and volu-
metric strain behaviour of test SL01 at confining pressure p0 = 200 kPa (a,b), test SL02 at
p0 = 50 kPa (c,d), illustration of the failure deformation after stick-slip liquefaction SL01
(e).
corresponding to the liquefaction state. In test SL01 at 200 kPa of confining pressure,
after stick-slip liquefaction event, instead of the normal response, the sample totally
falls down as in isotropic liquefaction (figure 5.2r). The sample still maintains the
upright configuration but generates many pockets full of water or bellies around the
circumference (figure 5.3e). The top cap is titled, the lower position of the top cap is
touched by the LVDT, the higher one is opposite. Then the loading ram keeps moving
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downward and gradually distributes the deformation of the top cap to balance it again.
Therefore, the lower part of top cap rises up creating the extension axial strain in some
subsequent SS events.
In test SL02 at confining pressure of 50 kPa (figure 5.3c,d), when stick-slip liquefac-
tion occurs at the first stick-slip with triggering deviatoric stress of 14.0 kPa, the sample
does not keep its cylindrical geometry. The test has been stopped at the axial strain
ε1 = 14.4%. Only two stick-slip liquefaction events SL01 and SL02 are examined, other
SSs after SL01 are ignored. In both tests SL01 and SL02, the deviatoric stress totally
drops to zero similar to many first large SSs within CIDNC series. The forthcoming
detailed behaviours will reveal the differences.
5.4.1.3 Undrained static liquefaction (UL)
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Figure 5.4: Static liquefaction of soil in the literature.
In undrained shearing the effective stress path for soil is illustrated in figure 5.4.
Point A in q-p′ plane represents the ending state of previous isotropic consolidation
phase at a specific effective confining pressure p′0 = p
′
A and q = 0. This ending point A
is also the starting one for undrained compression shearing phase. In case of very loose
material, the material contracts leading to positive excess pore pressure equivalent to
the decrease of p′ to the deviatoric peak B with small axial strain ε1. At point B the
sample reaches the unstable state located on the instability line, the shearing strength
of sample declines sharply, p′ moves from B toward the origin of q-p′ plane. At point F
the sample reaches the steady state of deformation and, in some rare cases, ε1 quickly
develops from around 1% to more than 20% as the pore pressure approaches the initial
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effective confining pressure p′0. Point F exhibits the static liquefaction in the literature.
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Figure 5.5: Global behaviour in static liquefaction of test UL01 (a,b) and UL02 (c,d).
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Figure 5.6: Scheme of the time evolution of deviatoric stress q, pore pressure U and axial
ε1 during undrained stick-slip.
For model granular material, the smooth undrained behaviour is also interrupted by
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SS events. Specifically in figures 5.5a,c the well-known effective stress path still globally
moves backward from p′0 at point A, to the origin of the q-p
′ plane but both two tests
UL01 and UL02 experienced the first large SS creating a drop of q from the peak B to
point C representing the slip phase of SS1, followed by the stick phase from point D to
E. After these two large SSs, the sample keeps undergoing shear load from E to F with
plenty of subsequent smaller SS events on the traditional effective stress path moving
close to the origin. At point F of the steady state of deformation (figures 5.5b,d), axial
strain ε1 fastly jumps up to 25%. The behaviour at point F represents the traditional
static liquefaction and will be analysed while ignoring other undrained SS events within
the portion EF. The distinction of static liquefaction UL and SS liquefaction SL as well
as isotropic liquefaction IL is the low magnitude of triggering stress σ′trig in case of
static liquefaction UL. Particularly, σ′trig in test UL01 and UL02 is only 2.12 and 3.85
kPa respectively. Similar to the drained condition in which liquefaction can happen
in the first slip due to σ′ = 0 and its long duration of phase III, liquefaction can also
happen in the first slip at point C in undrained condition. At this point, it provides the
equalisation of confining pressure by stabilised excess pore pressure ∆Ustable at the end
of the transient phase I (figure 5.6). The undrained condition inhibits the dissipation of
pore pressure in phase III. However, for our very limited undrained series, the dynamic
undrained liquefaction at the first slip has never been observed since the stabilised
excess pore pressure ∆Ustable never approached the confining pressure p
′
0 resulting in
a positive mean effective pressure p′ at point D and undrained stick-slip behaviour
afterwards at point E.
Note the wrong effective stress path ABB’D from the usual slow data acquisition
system of 0.5 Hz in figures 5.5a,c, since the ephemeral point B’ gives an inconsistently
large frictional angle φ′ as in the case of drained loading. The correct effective stress
path ABCD is obtained by the adequate sampling rate above 1 kHz. The slow data
missed the dynamic behaviour of pore pressure resulting in differences in the effective
mean pressure. The insets in the stress-strain behaviour are provided in figures 5.5b,d to
show the detailed stress-strain relation from the beginning A to the static liquefaction
state F in which test UL01 exhibits the extension axial strain in the first SS event.
Similar to other drained SSs in chapter 4, the extension axial strain during undrained
SS can be explained by the inhomogeneous strain state within the assembly leading
to the unbalance of the sample top cap after the event. These insets also show the
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traditional smooth stress-strain response BF of soil (figure 5.4) is interrupted by large
first SS and numerous subsequent small SSs.
5.4.2 Anatomy of typical liquefaction and collapse behaviour
After this global view on the occurrence of various kinds of liquefaction, the detailed
remaining measurements are presented for each kind of liquefaction, showing the dif-
ferences and similarities between them.
5.4.2.1 Isotropic liquefaction (IL)
Figure 5.7 shows, for an individual drained isotropic liquefaction event, IL5, the tem-
poral evolution of normalised stabilised excess pore pressure ∆Unorm, incremental vol-
umetric strain ∆εv, incremental axial strain ∆ε1, vertical top cap acceleration G and
lateral sound pressure M as well as lateral vibration V.
As stated in previous works, ∆Unorm has a 3-phase behaviour with special long
phase II that distinguishes liquefaction from other local instabilities (stick-slip and
collapses). The inferred liquefaction point (red solid circle) indicates the amplitude of
stabilised excess pore pressure ∆Ustable reaching an effective confining pressure p
′
0 at
252 kPa. Consequently at this liquefaction point and for the whole stabilised phase II,
∆Unorm equals 1 and σ′ ≈ 0. The incremental volumetric and axial strain ∆εv, ∆ε1
develop rapidly after ∆Unorm as usual with extremely large amplitudes. The occurrence
of vertical acceleration G at 2 ms prior to ∆Unorm suggests some perturbations of grain
skeleton as a plausible cause of the liquefaction. The negative G is consistent with
contractive ∆ε1, as well as three subsequent signals of G coincide the three aftershocks
of ∆Unorm taking place around 1 to 3 seconds. To complement the measurement of
G, the signals of microphone (M) and laser vibrometer (V) occur before the evolution
of pore pressure in approximately 1 ms. The time delay of the measurement of G, M,
V, U permits to identify the time sequence of measurements. Other characteristics as
magnitude and frequency of passive acoustic measurements will be exploited in next
chapter. The small variation of acceleration G from 0.02 to 0.04 seconds correlates with
the vibration of pore pressure but is not captured by V and M. They are not coherent
to other signals from pore pressure, microphone and vibrometer.
All liquefaction events of the series are investigated in figure 5.8 with the colour bar
representing the ascending index of test in the series. Irrespective of triggering stress,
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Figure 5.7: Detailed behaviour in typical isotropic liquefaction event IL05 at 252 kPa.
they show the same features including 3 phase-response of ∆Unorm but the duration
of phase II is significantly different. The first transient phase also exhibits remarkable
varying frequencies in figure 5.8a. The duration of the stabilised phase II varies signifi-
cantly between isotropic liquefaction events, from 0.2 to more than 100 seconds for the
longest. The axial extension after the peak at large compression state (figure 5.8b) is a
measurement error, since the steel core of the internal LVDT moves outside the recom-
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Figure 5.8: Detailed behaviour in isotropic liquefaction series.
mended measurement of linear range. The large deformation of the specimen creates
the out-of-range displacement of the moving core on LVDT. Thus, the actual ∆ε1 in
some liquefactions cannot be estimated, here they are assumed to be the peak values.
The temporal evolution of incremental axial strain ∆ε1 happens simultaneously despite
different magnitudes; they almost raise up together at around 0.02 s similar to that
of SS events in chapter 4. The starting time of the incremental volumetric strain ∆εv
is significantly dependent on the duration of phase II of pore pressure in figure 5.8a.
For example in figure 5.8c blue curves (∆εv) rise first corresponding to the shortest
durations of phase II of pore pressure while the red or orange curves develop later cor-
responding to longer duration of phase II. This observation indicates that volumetric
strain develops as the consequence of the dissipation process. The relations of incre-
mental volumetric strain ∆εv and incremental axial strain ∆ε1 exhibit the strongest
anisotropy compared to collapses and SS events.
In some cases, isotropic liquefaction events, IL07 and IL13, without dissipation phase
or with unfinished very long stabilised phase due to the inappropriate manipulation
which will be rejected in some specific analyses.
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5.4.2.2 Drained stick-slip liquefaction (SL)
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Figure 5.9: Detailed behaviour in drained stick-slip liquefaction event SL01 at confining
pressure of 200 kPa.
The detailed temporal evolution of essential measurements of one typical stick-slip
liquefaction SL is presented in a more compact form on figure 5.9. This rare SL event is
characterised by a total drop of deviatoric stress q, transferring the deviatoric shearing
state before stick-slip to isotropic stress state during the variation of pore pressure and
axial strains.
After the drop of deviatoric stress, the responses occur in the same temporal se-
quence as in isotropic liquefaction. ∆Unorm vibrates at low frequency (14.21 Hz) and
stabilises for more than 1 second before dissipating. The measurement G (red curve in
figure 5.9b) reaches very large amplitude up to 1.8 g, 2 times larger than the largest of
G in isotropic liquefaction (IL) event. The variation of G almost is simultaneous with
the drop of deviatoric stress q and both are sooner than ∆Unorm. All measurements
of G, M, V obtain higher amplitudes than isotropic liquefaction IL due to the presence
of deviatoric stress q. Similar to isotropic liquefactions IL, the measurements of micro-
phone M and vibrometer V also are coherent to the signal of acceleration G, especially
at the aftershock of pore pressure at 3.3 seconds. They also support the appearance of
G before the surge of pore pressure.
The series of drained SL includes two rare tests, SL01 (blue) at 200 kPa and SL02
(red) at 50 kPa, in figure 5.10. Some features are revealed including the total drop
of deviatoric stress q, the uncontrolled frequency of pore pressure and the significant
distinction in the duration of phase II. Mostly simultaneous development of ∆ε1 (fig-
ure 5.10c) but clearly delay evolution of ∆εv between two SL events (figure 5.10d)
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Figure 5.10: Detailed behaviour in drained stick-slip liquefaction events: (a) tempo-
ral evolution of normalised deviatoric stress qnorm, (b) normalised excess pore pressure
∆Unorm, (c) incremental axial strain ∆ε1, (d) incremental volumetric strain ∆εvol and
(e) evolution of ∆εvol in accordance with ∆ε1 (e), (f) time history of vertical top cap
acceleration.
strongly suggest that volumetric strain ∆εv is coherent to the duration of phase II while
axial strain ∆ε1 is independent of phase II. The remarkable distinction in amplitude
of acceleration G in figure 5.10f noticed further exploration in absolute magnitude of
deviatoric stress drop q and stabilised excess pore pressure Ustable instead of normalised
quantities.
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5.4.2.3 Static liquefaction (UL)
As described above in section 5.4.1.3, only the behaviour of static liquefaction at point
F close to the steady state of deformation in effective stress path is analysed. The
temporal evolution of deviatoric stress q, pore pressure U , acceleration G, axial strain
ε1 during the failure at point F with small mean effective pressure, p
′ = 2.12 kPa, of
test IL01 is presented in figure 5.11a.
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Figure 5.11: Detailed behaviour in static liquefaction event UL01 at initial confining
pressure of 100 kPa.
The pore pressure exhibits completely different behaviour. It gradually rises from
a stable state to reach the confining pressure without the first transient vibration and
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dissipation phase due to undrained condition. The whole variation occurs in around
the same duration (200-300 ms) as phase I of dynamic liquefaction. The development
of incremental axial strain ∆ε1 is still the latest. The variation of acceleration G is
significantly small in figure 5.11a, only 0.2 g, with very low frequency representing the
static regime of phenomenon. The evolution of pore pressure U and acceleration G
implies a different mechanism. In static liquefaction UL, at point F in effective stress
path, since the pore pressure is nearly equal to confining pressure, and the effective
stress state is adjacent to the origin of the effective space, very small pertubation is
sufficient to release the contact network of grains, separate the particles. The sample
totally collapses in less than 1 second which is attributed to the slow and small accel-
eration G, 1.7 m/s2, compared to the noise level of G signal during undrained shearing
before liquefaction, 0.06 m/s2. The modifications of microphone signal M, vibrometer
V are not clear to identify, hence the gentle destruction of grain skeleton.
The second typical static liquefaction IL02 at confining pressure of 50 kPa in fig-
ure 5.12 even exhibits no variation of acceleration G although the drop of deviatoric
stress q is more obvious. Similarly, the variations of V, M are negligible. The whole
series of static liquefaction UL are plotted together in figure 5.13 showing the same
features of static liquefaction. The drop of deviatoric stress q takes place in longer
duration of 4 ms compared to only 1 ms of dynamic liquefaction, the pore pressure
does not fluctuate and does not dissipate. There is only phase I without vibration.
Note the infinite duration of phase II. The acceleration G is lower than 2 m/s2.
5.4.2.4 Isotropic liquefaction during application of back pressure (BL)
To highlight and verify some relations afterwards, some global failures in different
loading conditions are considered to add new aspects. During the stage of applying back
pressure, some liquefaction events have been acquired. After the flushing stage using
de-aired water throughout one complete night under constant σ
′
3, (σ3,U0) = (20,0),
and under constant stress gradient of 5 kPa between the top and bottom platens, a
constant and stable effective stress state was created (σ3,U0) = (40,20). This initial
back pressure U0 of 20 kPa was imposed as the minimum value by the back pressure
regulator. Then the back pressure U0 and the total cell pressure σ3 were simultaneously
and manually increased slowly to keep σ
′
as constant as possible at 20 kPa. The final
level will be (220,200) with σ3 = 220 kPa, U0 = 200 kPa.
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Figure 5.12: Detailed behaviour in static liquefaction event UL02 at initial confining
pressure of 50 kPa.
Two back pressure liquefaction events BLs happened at the lowest effective trig-
gering stress σ′trig, 31 and 42 kPa, are examined. These triggering stress states corre-
sponding to back pressure of the sample is gradually increased at level of 32 kPa and
52 kPa, total cell pressure are 63 kPa and 94 kPa respectively. Although the procedure
of back pressure application designs to keep the constant effective confining pressure of
20 kPa, meaning at back pressure of 32 kPa and 52 kPa, the total cell pressure should
be 52 and 72 kPa. But this process was manually conducted in this study thus the
simultaneous increase of pore pressure and cell pressure was not well employed result-
ing in unexpected large effective confining pressure up to about 40 kPa. The detailed
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Figure 5.13: Detailed behaviour in static liquefaction events.
behaviour is in figures 5.14 and 5.15.
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Figure 5.14: Detailed behaviour in liquefaction event BL02 at effective confining pressure
of 42 kPa during application of back pressure.
Pore pressure shows a gradual rising and a lack of phase III. The first transient phase
I still remains at low frequency. The phase II is not exactly the constant stabilized state
due to the manual manipulation but it should be constant. In this case the duration of
phase II also is unidentified since the manual action cannot control strictly the constant
effective confining stress. The acceleration G drops much sooner than pore pressure
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Figure 5.15: Detailed behaviour in liquefaction event BL01 at effective confining pressure
of 32 kPa during application of back pressure.
with amplitude of 0.1 g, the same order as isotropic liquefaction. But other abnormal
large peak of acceleration G of 14.17 m/s2 is detected at 0.5 s, long after the end of
the development of axial strain. The fast development of incremental axial strain ∆ε1
is mostly concurrent with the generation of pore pressure while incremental volumetric
strain ∆εvol as usual varies very little of about only 0.1% after the first transient phase
of pore pressure. If the effective confining pressure is strictly kept constant at 20 kPa, no
∆εvol is obtained. But as previously described, the manual operation leads to the rising
of effective confining pressure then the volumetric strain slightly changes. Moreover,
the complicated physics with the presence of remaining gas CO2 might attribute to the
small negative volumetric strain of about 0.1% in figure 5.15a. Note that the saturation
in these two tests has not been estimated at this step, thus the unknown Skempton’s
coefficient B. Figure 5.14b confirms the variations of M, V after G but much sooner
than pore pressure. The large peak of G is consistent with the sound pressure peak of
M of 0.2 Pa at around 0.5 s and the peak of lateral vibration V of 0.8 ∗10−4 mm/s.
This might be due to the manner that the sample falls down. In reality, the way and
the form of the sample after liquefaction is different. Sometimes the sample falls down
totally (as in figure 5.2)r so that the moving core of LVDT drops out of the device,
sometimes the specimen shape after failure is nearly a cylinder but experienced very
large strain with the bellies around the surface (figure 5.3e). This response leads to
complicated signals after the end of the axial strain.
To check this interpretation, test BL02 is presented in figure 5.15. The modification
of acceleration is even sooner, 18.5 ms, than the surge of pore pressure. The develop-
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ment of axial strain still takes place no later than pore pressure. It can be suggested
that this is one of the signature of BL compared to SL and IL. In this liquefaction case,
it seems that axial strain is not the consequence of the pore pressure build up. In this
case, no additional large peak of G, M or V are detected after the axial strain jump.
Therefore that large abnormal peak of G in test BL01 can be ignored. This spike is
expected to be an artificial interference.
5.4.2.5 Flowing liquefaction during imbibition (WL)
Another liquefaction during imbibition process is introduced to add some observations
under unsaturated inhomogeneous medium with the existence of the pressure of flowing
fluid. In this process, since water is injected slowly by the bottom valve under constant
pressure of 3.5 kPa, the water level rises gradually inside the sample and sometimes the
specimen totally collapses which is named WL for liquefaction during imbibition. The
material is partially dry at the top and immersed in water at the bottom. The signal
of static pore pressure sensor at the top of sample (dry part of sample) is only 0.5 kPa
although the total confining pressure is 20 kPa. Because the sample top connects to
the atmosphere, the excess air pressure detected at the top pore pressure sensor is very
small, mostly negligible. Accordingly, the pore pressure gradient between the top and
bottom of sample is estimated as 0.5 kPa/cm. The detailed behaviour is exhibited in
figure 5.16.
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Figure 5.16: Detailed behaviour in liquefaction event during imbibition at effective trig-
gering stress of 0.5 kPa.
In this case, the pore pressure also does not show the full 3-phase behavior (fig-
ure 5.16a). It has only a first vibration phase then a long stable state. The duration of
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phase II can be considered as infinite. The acceleration G, sound pressure M, lateral vi-
bration V are all modified prior to the generation of excess pore pressure (figure 5.16b).
The magnitude of G is the same order of that of isotropic liquefaction IL and back pres-
sure liquefaction BL.
5.4.2.6 Isotropic collapse (Coll)
The series of 56 isotropic collapses in figure 5.17 differs from other dynamic liquefactions
by the lack of phase II. Additionally, among 56 studied collapses, some of them are
double or triple events thus they exhibit the subsequent surge of pore pressure mostly
in the phase III as in figure 5.17a. Some appreciably long stable states of ∆Unorm
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Figure 5.17: Detailed behaviour in isotropic collapse events.
are also acknowledged. The frequency of pore pressure seems not to be a constant.
Although, the pore pressure shares the same feature of 2-phase behaviour, the axial
strain ∆ε1 shows some distinct responses. One significant large extension axial strain
of test Coll06 as other cases of SS was attributed to the unbalance of the sample top
cap. The extremely large axial strain ∆ε1 of test Coll49 is a special case which is an
extremely large collapse under unloading condition from 500 kPa at one of the largest
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triggering stress, σ′trig = 440.5 kPa, within the whole series. In this test Coll49, the
stabilised excess pore pressure ∆Ustable nearly reaches the confining pressure p
′
0 to
liquefy thus both ∆ε1 and ∆εvol are notably larger than other collapses of the series
(figures 5.17b,c). Specifically ∆εvol of Coll49 reaches the range of magnitude of isotropic
liquefaction around 1% to 4%.
5.5 Analysis and discussion
5.5.1 Threshold of void ratio ethres
As in our previous works, the void ratio e was explored to see how it controls the oc-
currence of instabilities. Figure 5.18 draws a picture of the distribution of the initial
void ratio e20 (e30 in case the confining pressure of the fabrication process is 30 kPa)
in relation to the induced incremental axial strain ∆ε1. Essentially, liquefaction series
including 6 kinds of liquefaction (isotropic liquefaction IL, stick-slip liquefaction SL,
static liquefaction UL, imbibition liquefaction WL, flushing liquefaction FL, back pres-
sure liquefaction BL) located in the region of high void ratio e20 and large ∆ε1. The
threshold of initial void ratio ethres,Liq20 is identified. Below this threshold no liquefaction
is observed. The published data (30, 34) of isotropic liquefactions (magenta solid cir-
cles) are added to show the old threshold ethres30 = 0.690 (Dr = -3.6%). New threshold
ethres20 = 0.682 (Dr = 3.57%) is established as the improvement of current study with
35 liquefactions of all kinds. The presence of new types of liquefaction located on the
same region with isotropic liquefaction IL well improved the result. Moreover, one rare
isotropic liquefaction with 0.4 mm glass beads (red solid circles) also strengthens the
validity of this new threshold.
Isotropic collapses are distinguished by significant small range of axial strain ∆ε1.
The old series of collapse (magenta circle) helped pointing out the lower threshold of
void ratio around 0.608 (Dr = 69.64%) for saturated sample.
In figure 5.19, the triggering void ratio etrig instead of initial void ratio e20 is
investigated in accordance with ∆ε1. Imbibition liquefaction WL, flushing liquefaction
FL, back pressure liquefaction BL are excluded in this figure since etrig cannot be
estimated for these liquefactions. Because etrig is always lower than the initial void
ratio e20 in isotropic compression then it creates lower threshold e
thres,Liq
trig = 0.665
(Dr = 3.57%). It means that if the current void ratio of the medium is lower than
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Figure 5.18: Location of initial void ratio e20, e30 of studied liquefaction, collapse and
large first stick-slip events in relation to incremental axial strain ∆ε1.
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Figure 5.19: Location of triggering void ratio etrig of studied liquefaction, collapse and
large first stick-slip events in relation to incremental axial strain ∆ε1.
this threshold liquefaction is impossible. A group of first large SSs of CIDNC series is
also added (orange solid square). Note that those first SSs are most likely to liquefy.
There is a special SS event with the triggering void ratio etrig = 0.624 lower than the
threshold even though with very large ∆ε1 = 4.34% this event is still a local failure, not
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total failure. Its presence confirms the reliability of ethres,Liqtrig . However the presence of
other large SSs (green diamonds) and unloading collapse which is mostly liquefied but
they still do not move to the zone of liquefaction means the void ratio is not the unique
parameter governing the occurrence of liquefaction.
5.5.2 Effect of saturation and pressure on the frequency of pore pres-
sure
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Figure 5.20: Impact of saturation of granular medium on the vibration frequency of pore
pressure for all collapses and liquefaction events.
Due to the existence of two separated groups of pore pressure frequency in the set
of isotropic liquefactions (fig 5.8), an investigation is performed to find the impact of
saturation on low frequency group in figure 5.20.
Similar to CIDNC series, the threshold B = 0.95 emerges as the sensitive limit where
the frequency of pore pressure fU sharply increases. Low saturation, B < 0.95, results
in low frequency of pore pressure, around 20 Hz. Flushing liquefaction FL and back
pressure liquefaction BL are not included since B cannot be estimated at those cases.
The diversification of dynamic instabilities under various loadings strengthens the con-
clusion. As aforementioned in section 5.20, pressure can be a parameter influencing
the frequency of pore pressure fU . Additionally, the presence of both liquefactions and
collapse with the frequency in the range between 20 and 80 Hz confirms the assessment
that confining pressure has some effects on the frequency of pore pressure. Hence, an
investigation of the effects of triggering stress σ′trig on the frequency fU is conducted
in figure 5.21.
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Figure 5.21: Impact of triggering stress σ′trig of granular medium on the vibration
frequency of pore pressure for all collapses and isotropic liquefaction events.
In this figure, isotropic instabilities are separated in 5 groups of B from 0.95 to
1.00, marked by different colours. At a specific saturation, the increasing tendency
of frequency is observed depending on the increase of triggering stress σ′trig. That
tendency is exhibited qualitatively by dashed curves in the figure. Within the rectangle
with high B ≥ 0.99, the frequency of pore pressure fU seems to saturate at a constant
frequency around 80 Hz. This result points out the combined effect of saturation and
pressure.
The saturation Sr is inferred from the measured Skempton’s coefficient B according
to the following relation of B and Sr suggested by Black and Lee (7, 67) for the case
of stiff sands with void ratio around 0.6.
B =
∆U
∆σ3
=
Cd
Cd + n.Sr.Cw + (1− n).Cg + n.
1− Sr
u2
(5.1)
with n the porosity related to void ratio e by n= e / (1+e). Cd the compressibility of
the soil skeleton (1.45∗10−5(m2/kN) for glass beads). Cw the compressibility of water,
approximately 4.8∗10−5(m2/kN). Cg the compressibility of gas, in case of adiabatic pro-
cess, at atmospheric pressure, Cg the inverse of bulk modulus Eg = 1.01325∗10
5(N/m2).
u2 the sum of the absolute pressure in the pore fluid before the pressure increment and
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the increment in cell pressure during the procedure of measuring B coefficient of the
test. In our test, u2 = 200 + 100 = 300 kPa. All performed tests are quasi-saturated
with Sr larger than 0.998 and figure 5.20b shows the effects of Sr on fU with the
translated threshold Sr = 0.999.
The computed variation of velocity c of vibration of pore fluid with the increasing
of Skempton’s coefficient B is shown in figure 5.22 for a set of isotropic liquefactions
and collapse series using the development of D. MacWilliam (79) and Kieffer (60) for
bubbly fluid.
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Figure 5.22: Variation of velocity of vibration of pore fluid in the relation to Skempton’s
coefficient B.
Note that velocity c of the vibration of gas-water mixture is proportional to the
vibration frequency by the wavelength λ which is not measured in this study. However
it is the proportional parameter, thus frequency of pore pressure fU = c / λ. A
referenced value λ = 1 m for the range of low frequencies ≈ 10-100 Hz is suggested by
R. Delannay (26) using passive acoustic probing. Figure 5.22 exhibits the decrease of
velocity c from 120 m/s at B = 1 to around 15 m/s at lower B, approximately 8 times of
the decrement. Theoretically it corresponds to the same drop of frequency. Compared
to the decrement of frequency in experiment data of figure 5.20 with the decrease of 5
times, it shows an appropriate estimation of the theory. The theory can well predict
the frequency at low B < 0.95. In the range of high B up to 1, there is a discrepancy.
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However, the theory also shows the variation of frequency depending on pressure which
explains the range of experimental data between 20 and 80 Hz. The discrepancy of
experiment and theory in the range of high B > 0.95 is due to the resolution of the
measured B. In this study, the error of the measured stress is ± 3 kPa for low range
which impacts the resolution of measured B. The relation (5.1) is very sensitive in the
range of 0.95 up to 1 since when B approaches 1 the function Sr = f(B) is asymptotic to
1 (67). In other words, the error of measured B is quite significant in the range above
0.95. Because in the step of measuring B during testing procedure, the initial purpose
is just to ensure B above 0.95. The sensitiveness of B was underestimated.
5.5.3 Effect of the slenderness of sample on the frequency of pore
pressure
On the purpose to find the mechanisms at the origin of vibration of pore pressure
in phase I, one verification test is introduced in this section. This test is conducted
with slender sample (H/D = 14/7). When doubling the sample height, unfortunately,
the inside space is not sufficient to install the internal LVDT. Consequently, the void
ratio at different stages is unknown, excepting the initial void ratio at fabrication stage
of 0.809 (extremely loose, Dr = -110%). As usual, CVP virgin glass beads 0.7 mm
are used with the same fabrication method. Skempton’s coefficient B is 0.98. The
traditional CID testing procedure is applied comprising isotropic consolidation stage
up to confining pressure p′0 = 500 kPa, followed by drained triaxial shearing. The
sampling rate is increased up to 20 kHz on two 4472B acquisition boards instead of 10
kHz as usual. The most important measurement is pore pressure, still detected at the
top and bottom of sample by static and dynamic pore pressure sensors. Furthermore,
vertical accelerometer G, lateral vibrometer and microphones are still maintained.
First, the isotropic compressibility of figure 5.23 shows three isotropic collapses
A, B, C at 36, 61 and 121 kPa respectively. In the next stage of drained shearing,
figure 5.24 bottom shows the traditional drained compression stick-slips at 500 kPa
of confining pressure with external axial strain, up to only 15%. The stress-strain
behaviour of the first stick-slip is incorrect due to the use of external LVDT. This test
gives globally a marked softening behaviour in stress-strain curve with large deviatoric
stress drops, a clear localised shear band at the end of test and a loose character
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in volumetric behaviour. Note the first two unusual stick-slips with relatively large
incremental external axial strain, of about 0.5%.
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Figure 5.23: Compressibility behaviour during isotropic consolidation of slender sample
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Figure 5.24: Global behaviour of stick-slip during triaxial compression of slender sample
H/D = 2.
The core content is the exploration of the behaviour of pore pressure within a single
dynamic instability. Figure 5.25 gives the typical isotropic collapse C, with fU of 75.8
Hz, nearly in the range of 80-100 Hz in the case of short sample (L = 7 cm); and typical
drained compression stick-slip SS02 of 83.8 Hz. The remaining collapses and stick-slips
are also analysed to identify fU which are in the range of 70 to 76 Hz for collapse and
77 to 84 Hz for stick-slip. This indicated that doubling the sample slenderness has
no effects on the frequency of pore pressure fU . If the vibration in the first transient
phase I is due to the structural vibration of granular assembly, doubling the height will
reduce the dominant frequency by half.
The stacking plot of SS02 confirms previous findings on short sample (H/D = 1.0):
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Figure 5.25: Detailed temporal evolution of measurements vertical acceleration, devi-
atoric stress, lateral sound pressure, lateral vibration, normalised excess pore pressure
∆Unorm during stick-slip SS02 and collapse C.
the presence of isotropic collapse and drained compression stick-slip with volumetric
coupling, the outburst of pore pressure in two phases, the stress drop duration of
about 1 ms, the sequence of dynamic event (modification of granular structure with
vertical top cap acceleration and deviatoric stress drop, lateral sound pressure and
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radial vibration, pore pressure, axial strain and finally volumetric strain), the differences
between isotropic collapse and drained compression stick-slip.
Briefly, this verification test consistently validates the dynamic instabilities and
paves the way for the physical feasibility of isotropic liquefaction on slender sample. It
contributed a complementary evidence to the prevail effect of saturation and pressure
to the frequency of pore pressure. It also means the fluctuation of pore pressure seems
not to be related to the vibration of the grain skeleton.
5.5.4 Effect of grain size on the frequency of pore pressure
Further verification tests are added in an attempt to discover the controlling parameters
of the vibration of pore pressure. One short series D including three tests is introduced
to investigate the effect of the grain size and the fabrication process on the frequency
of pore pressure. Table 5.4 presents three tests in which glass beads composed by the
same material but different fabrication processes. To compare to the usual series with
glass beads of 700 µm of diameter, other diameter are explored including test D1000
with Sili beads of 1000 µm and two mixtures constituted from half of 400 µm beads
and half of 700 µm beads. The confining pressure p′0 = 500 kPa and drainage condition
are the same for the whole series. The measured Skempton’s coefficient B is significant
low, B = 0.82, only for test Dmix02.
Table 5.4: Summarized characteristics of series D on the effects of grain size on the
frequency of pore pressure.
Series D Test N Material d p′0 Loading B fU
(mm) (kPa) (Hz)
1 D1000 1 Sili 1000 500 CID 0.98 81.68
2 Dmix01 1 CVP 50%d400+50%d700 500 CID 0.95 72.28
3 Dmix02 1 CVP 50%d400+50%d700 500 CID 0.82 14.6
The aim of this investigation is to identify the frequency of pore pressure in fig-
ure 5.26. Consider two tests D1000 (red curve) and Dmix01 (blue curve) at the same
saturation with high B, the effect of saturation is excluded. Their frequencies of pore
pressure are indicated directly in the figure that both the granular material of large
size (1000 µm) or the mixture vibrates at the range of 80 Hz similar to the referenced
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material throughout the thesis (CVP 700 µm). In the preliminary tests, the composi-
tion of the material, Sili or CVP, and the grain size (1000, 700, 400 µm) does not affect
the frequency of pore pressure. Test Dmix02 is very meaningful to compare with test
Dmix01 due to the low B. Its low frequency of pore pressure fU = 14.6Hz confirmed
previous conclusion that saturation is the strongest factor influencing fU .
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Figure 5.26: Temporal behaviour of pore pressure during instabilities within different
assembly of various grain size.
So far, the dominant frequency of pore pressure fU of 80 Hz is unaffected by the
variation of the sample slenderness and the grain size, during various kinds of instability,
under different loadings and drainage conditions. This results in the mechanisms of the
vibration of pore pressure being still unknown. Only two parameters, saturation degree
and pressure, impact on the frequency of pore pressure.
5.5.5 Time-resolved analysis
In this section, some time characteristics of pore pressure are measured and the links
between collapse and liquefaction explored.
5.5.5.1 Time characterisation of pore pressure during liquefactions
Since the frequency of dynamic instabilities evolves according to saturation basically
gathering in two groups, lower than 20 Hz and around 80 Hz, the first characteristics
on the first transient phase of pore pressure, ttrans (defined in figure 5.1), is explored
in accordance with frequencies of events in figure 5.27a. It is understandable that the
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time of the transient vibration ttrans evolves according to the frequency since the speed
of vibration is explained as the function of saturation and pressure. For Liquefaction
series, the data of ttrans separates into 2 groups of high and low frequency in figure 5.27b
independent of stabilised excess pore pressure ∆Ustable. This is similar to two separate
curves of ttrans in CIDNC series in figure 4.22.
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Figure 5.27: Evolution of duration of transient phase according to ∆Ustable during
isotropic liquefaction events.
Since the objective of this study is on fully saturated medium, in figure 5.27b within
this referenced group including 13 tests of high frequency, ttrans is reasonably constant,
characterised by the mean value < ttrans > = 0.199 ± 0.0534 s. The other group of
only 6 tests of low frequency yields at a large value of 0.536 ± 0.080 s
Next, the duration of stabilised phase II represented by ∆t05 = t05 - ttrans is ex-
plored. Figure 5.28 reveals that the duration of phase II extends with the decline of the
magnitude of stabilised excess pore pressure ∆Ustable. Among 17 isotropic liquefactions,
test Il7 and IL013 do not have the full data. Stick-slip liquefactions SL01 (magenta)
and SL02 (black) are also added to the comparison. Then the results are presented in
figure 5.29 with the decreasing trend when ∆Ustable increases meaning the larger the
triggering stress (the media is denser), the shorter the phase II. But it still requires the
minimum value of one second (inset figure) to liquefy as in previous works.
In summary, in looser media or with lower excess pore pressure, the required time to
propagate the global failure is longer. This trend is verified by back pressure liquefaction
BL and flushing liquefaction FL which are introduced previously with their t05 being
considered as infinite listed on table 5.2. These cases of BL and FL at low confining
pressure less than 30 kPa, exhibited the behaviour without phases II and III. In other
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Figure 5.28: Dissipation phase of isotropic liquefaction events.
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Figure 5.29: Evolution of the stabilised phase according to ∆Ustable during isotropic
liquefaction events.
words t05 is infinite. These infinite points cannot be denoted in the plot. The addition
of two stick-slip liquefactions SL (magenta circle) helps to enhance the evolution of
t05 depending on ∆Ustable. But these two SL events are not taken into account in the
fitting equation due to their low frequencies (fSL01U = 14.2 Hz, f
SL02
U = 51.2 Hz). It
can be suggested here a regression equation with vertical and horizontal asymptote to
approach the ordinate axis and the horizontal line at t05 = 1s. The following fitting
equation is found with good correlation coefficient R2 = 0.85.
t05 = 1 + 3454.1(∆Ustable)
−1.298 (5.2)
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With constant ttrans, the duration of phase II can be estimated from equation 5.2
qualitatively. The experimental dependence of t05 on ∆Ustable gives the first strong
indication toward a better understanding of this still mysterious stabilised phase II.
The remaining question is what are the real causes generating this stabilised excess
pore pressure ∆Ustable?
Lastly the dissipation phase III is clearly seen in figure 5.28. Qualitatively, it seems
that the slope of the dissipation process relates to the amplitude of stabilised excess pore
pressure ∆Ustable which is also the effective triggering stress σ
′
trig in case of liquefaction.
A quantitative exploration is conducted to measure the slope of this phase, kdiss. In
figure 5.30, the pore pressure dissipation rate is linearly related to the effective triggering
stress σ′trig:
kdiss = 4.59 σ
′
trig (5.3)
This fitting equation included two stick-slip liquefactions regardless of different fre-
quencies fU . The duration of dissipation phase III is much longer compared to that of
the first transient phase I. The frequency of pore pressure fU , radically dependent of
the sensitive influence of saturation, only impacts the time characteristics of dynamic
regime within the transient and stabilised phase.
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Figure 5.30: Slope of the dissipation phase III, kdiss as function of triggering stress σ
′
trig.
5.5.5.2 Time characterisation of pore pressure during collapses
The time-resolved characteristics of liquefaction need to be improved by a set of collapse
events to explore the transition of local failure to global one. The analysis is carried
out respectively in phase I, II, III of pore pressure U. Firstly the whole Collapse series
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is explored to get the variation of the first transient phase ttrans in relevance with the
frequency of pore pressure fU in figure 5.31a. It can be seen that similar to liquefac-
tion series, the time characteristics are strongly affected by the vibration frequency of
pore pressure. To keep the same reference to liquefaction series, only collapse at high
frequency (larger than 80 Hz) are extracted and analysed in figure 5.31b. The analysis
in section 5.5.2 already pointed out the very sensitiveness of the frequency depending
on the very narrow variation of saturation. It means all time characteristics relevant
to this vibration response of pore pressure is so sensitive with frequency. Therefore,
only high frequency collapse are collected. The first transient phase ttrans exhibits the
independence of stabilised excess pore pressure ∆Ustable. The vibration time of pore
pressure in collapse or liquefaction share the same mechanism thus ttrans is represented
by the mean value <tColltrans> = 0.1512 ± 0.0243 seconds, totally similar to Liquefaction
series, <tLiqtrans> = 0.199 ± 0.0534 seconds (figure 5.27b).
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Figure 5.31: Time characteristics of phase I during collapse events.
Next, in the quasi-static stabilised phase II, similar analysis of t05 and ∆U
norm
stable
is introduced with collapse events in figure 5.32. The quantity ∆Unormstable is of impor-
tance since it denotes the transformation from local instabilities to global failure when
∆Unormstable goes from 0 to 1. t05 evolves from the state of smallest collapse ∆U
norm
stable ≈ 0
where t05 ≈ < t
Coll
trans > represented by green diamond, to the largest state as isotropic
liquefaction symboled by cyan diamond, at which ∆Unormstable = 1 and t05 should extend
to the threshold of 1 second. The equation satisfied these conditions is written as
t05 = < t
Coll
trans > −0.0773 ln(1−∆U
norm
stable) (5.4)
Subsequently, figure 5.33 gives the preliminarily observations on the slope of dissipa-
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Figure 5.32: Time characteristics of phase II during collapse events.
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Figure 5.33: Evolution of excess pore pressure ∆U in time within dissipation phase III.
tion phase. The investigation was conducted and no correlation was obtained between
the slope and stabilised excess pore pressure ∆Ustable in figure 5.33a. After normali-
sation by ∆Ustable, the dissipation process of normalised excess pore pressure ∆U
norm
is characterised by the normalized slope of phase III, knormdiss . It is clear to see the
slope still varies independently of ∆Ustable. Figure 5.34 shows the evolution from low
knormdiss of small collapse to large k
norm
diss which nearly liquefies and approaches lique-
faction events (cyan diamond). With the existence of very large unloading collapse
Coll49, ∆U
norm
stable = 0.997, this relation as a logarithmic function is established with high
correlation coefficient R2 = 0.841.
knormdiss = −0.72126 ln(1−∆U
norm
stable) (5.5)
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Figure 5.34: Slope of dissipation phase II during collapse events.
5.5.6 Pore pressure in relation to strains
5.5.6.1 Stabilised excess pore pressure ∆Ustable and incremental axial strain
∆ε1
The incremental axial strain ∆ε1 of all liquefaction events is presented in figure 5.35a. It
appears to be independent of the magnitude of generated excess pore pressure ∆Ustable.
Among the own collection of liquefaction events, liquefaction at high frequency and low
one have ∆ε1 fluctuating around the same mean value. The frequency of pore pressure
seems not to notably affect the amplitude of strain during this kind of eventually global
failure. The stick-slip liquefaction SL and and static liquefaction UL also locate on the
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Figure 5.35: Incremental axial strain and stabilised excess pore pressure of liquefaction
and collapse.
average range of ∆ε1 regardless of drainage and loading condition. All liquefaction
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events show very large ∆ε1, the mean is estimated as <∆ε
Liq
1 > = 24.14 ± 7.02 %.
Similarly to SS instabilities under shear, all collapses irrespective of frequency of U are
investigated. Parameter ∆Unormstable =
∆Ustable
σtrig is introduced to show the evolution of
local isotropic collapse (0 < ∆Unormstable < 1) to the global failure (∆U
norm
stable = 1). The
established relation is the logarithmic function as below.
∆ε1 = −0.61364 ln(1−∆U
norm
stable) (5.6)
The discrepancy in frequency did not impact the relation with high correlation coeffi-
cient R2 = 0.946 in figure 5.35b. Missing data occurs in the range 5-10% of ∆ε1 to fill
the gap of fitting curve. In reality, these large events indeed occurred but being lost
due to some organisational problems and computer glitches.
5.5.6.2 Stabilised excess pore pressure ∆Ustable and incremental volumetric
strain ∆εvol
The volumetric strain ∆εvol is explored in the same way as ∆ε1 in figure 5.36a. The
evenly spread and concentration around a constant of ∆εvol of liquefaction events is
disclosed. If liquefactions at low frequency are rejected; the mean is not much affected
with < ∆εLiqvol > = 2.864 ± 0.753 %. Static liquefaction UL is not included due to
constant volume under undrained shearing, ∆εvol = 0. For Collapse series, ∆εvol also
evolves as logarithmic function to develop into a total failure in figure 5.36b. The
exclusion of low frequency collapses improved the correlation coefficient R2 to 0.882
while with all collapses R2 = 0.673.
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Figure 5.36: Incremental volumetric strain and stabilised excess pore pressure of lique-
faction and collapse.
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Finally, the evolution of ∆εvol of collapse to liquefaction is fitted by following equa-
tion
∆εvol = −0.31036 ln(1−∆U
norm
stable) (5.7)
5.5.6.3 Stabilised excess pore pressure ∆Ustable and maximum excess pore
pressure ∆Umax
Quasi-static parameter ∆Ustable showed its controlling role in relation to macroscopic
strains ∆εvol and ∆ε1 and it also is the intermediate state of the dynamic response in
phase I and static one in phase III. The link between dynamic maximum excess pore
pressure ∆Umax and quasi-static ∆Ustable is exploited in figure 5.37.
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Figure 5.37: Maximum and stabilised excess pore pressure during liquefactions and col-
lapses.
A unique linear relation 5.8 with very high correlation, R2 = 0.932, has been estab-
lished among isotropic liquefactions IL and all collapse events. The addition of static
liquefaction UL and stick-slip liquefaction SL enhances this relation irrespective of the
loading and drainage condition.
∆Umax = 1.965 ∆Ustable (5.8)
In spite of the differences in frequency of pore pressure U, all liquefactions and collapses
are surveyed in figure 5.37. In another way, the frequency appears to affect significantly
on time characteristics but does not impose the influences on stress and strain mea-
surements for both CIDNC, Liquefaction and Collapse series. The consistency between
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collapse and liquefaction series emphasises again that the same mechanisms governs
the first transient phase I of collapse and liquefaction phenomenon.
5.5.7 Anisotropy
As indicated in previous works, anisotropy is one of the requirements for the appearance
of dynamic instabilities. This characteristic is upgraded in this study with a large
number of liquefaction events, a diversified new subtypes of liquefaction, and with
high resolution data. The same method of determination (figure 4.28 of section 4.4.5)
of dynamic anisotropy coefficient iDyn and static one istat is applied. The results
are presented in figure 5.38. Firstly for liquefactions in figure 5.38a, the dynamic
anisotropy coefficient iLiqDyn distributes sparsely in relevance with ∆Ustable, some isotropic
liquefaction events show extremely high iLiqDyn which can be considered as infinite since
the evolution of ∆εvol and ∆ε1 is mostly vertically (figure 5.8d). While the static
anisotropy coefficient iLiqstat in figure 5.38b is remarkably smaller than 3 since ∆ε1 in
global failure is too large up to 30%, an order of magnitude larger than ∆εvol around
3%.
For collapse series in figure 5.38c,d, the situation is totally different, iCollDyn is larger
than iCollStat but both of them are larger than 3 and their amplitudes are not too much
dissimilar. In both series of collapse and liquefaction and in both dynamic or static
regime, and irrespective of the isotropic loading, the material exhibits strong anisotropy
characteristics.
The statistics of istat and iDyn are estimated by the whole data regardless of the
frequency of pore pressure U since the group of low frequency events (blue circle and
square) does not considerably affect the scatter of data. No quantitative relation is
established for istat and iDyn with the key measurement ∆Ustable due to the com-
plexity of detailed evolution of ∆ε1 and ∆εvol. However, istat and iDyn confirm the
strong anisotropy of material like other previous works in shear under both drained
and undrained condition, as well as in isotropic loading.
5.5.8 Disscussion
In this study, high resolution data in various loadings and drainage conditions as well as
the saturation, the size of glass beads, the range of stresses, highlighted the occurrence
of local and global instabilities. Within the studied range of 20-500 kPa, it appears
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Figure 5.38: Dynamic and static anisotropy coefficients during liquefactions and col-
lapses.
that larger triggering stress σ
′
trig leads to larger generated ∆Ustable (figure 5.39a). A
specific very large collapse Coll49 (∆Ustable = 439.5 kPa ≈ σ
′
trig = 440.9 kPa), mostly
lying on liquefaction line (solid magenta squares) has not liquefied due to the lack of
time condition of ttrans less than 1s. Combined with the evolution of triggering void
ratio etrig and ∆Ustable (figure 5.39b) for isotropic collapse, one can see that denser
material at higher pressure creates larger ∆Ustable. This is coherent to CIDNC series
that higher confining pressure results in larger stick-slip with higher generated stabilised
excess pore pressure ∆Ustable, excepting the precursor events which are out of scope of
this work.
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Figure 5.39: Triggering state in relevance with generated ∆Ustable.
One of the most important parameters controlling the frequency of pore pressure is
the saturation of sample. The second parameter is the pressure which well explained
the variation of frequency between 20 and 80 Hz. This analysis filled the missing point
in CIDNC series which only has the frequency at either 20 or 80 Hz. Through all
analyses on time, stress and strain, it can be stated that the frequency of pore pressure
U, more radically the degree of saturation, only notably impacts on time characteristics
of phase I and II for example ttrans, t05. It interprets the independence of frequency on
the relations, (∆Unormstable∼∆ε1), (∆U
norm
stable∼∆εvol), (∆U
norm
stable∼∆q
norm), of macroscopic
amplitudes of other stress or strain measurements.
The link between local instabilities and global ones is very strong from stick-slip to
collapse and finally liquefaction in stress, strain and time characteristics. Remind the
boundary surface of stick-slip in stress path plane (figure 4.33), in which normalised
parameter,
p′stable
p′crit
, is of importance to control the behaviour of stick-slip. This param-
eter presents in all equations of time characteristics of stick-slips. Consider a very large
stick-slip SS01 but not liquefied, where qstable = 0, p
′
crit turns to p0 (M goes to 0), the
shearing state translates to isotropic state,
p′
stable
p′
crit
is rewritten as:
p′stable
p′crit
=
p0 +
qstable
3 −∆Ustable
p0
3
3−M
=
p0 −∆Ustable
p0
= (1−∆Unormstable) (5.9)
Thus the controlling parameter of stick-slip transforms to ∆Unormstable which is the con-
trolling parameter in most equations of collapse series. Subsequently collapse event con-
nects to liquefaction when ∆Unormstable evolves to the limit of 1 of the liquefied state. Lastly
within the variation of liquefaction events, the controlling parameter is ∆Ustable(= σ
′
trig).
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It can be stated that pore pressure plays the key role in saturated granular medium.
Additionally, even in case of deviatoric stress q totally dropping to zero, it does not
mean ∆Unormstable = 1 to create a stick-slip liquefaction SL, thus ∆Ustable is still uncon-
trolled in the zone of transition from solid to fluid state.
Back to equation 4.6
∆t05 = −0.06186 ln(
p′stable
p′crit
)
in which the smooth evolution of duration of phase II, ∆t05, from a stick-slip event with
nonzero deviatoric stress q to the largest stick-slip event transforming to isotropic state
is described at the intercept where
p′stable
p′crit
= 0. At that state the behaviour of pore
pressure U must approach a very large collapse and nearly liquefaction as test Coll49:
p′stable
p′crit
= (1−∆Unormstable) = 1− 0.9968 = 0.0032
The prediction for this Coll49 by equation 4.6 is ∆t05 = -0.06186 ln(0.0032) = 0.3554
seconds, which is in well agreement to the measured ∆t05 = 0.424 seconds of Coll49.
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Figure 5.40: Time delay between acceleration G and excess pore pressure U of all kinds
of liquefaction and collapse.
The presence of different liquefactions like back pressure liquefaction BL, flushing
liquefaction FL, static liquefaction UL at very low confining pressure elucidates the
tendency of t05 that under low pressure it takes longer to propagate the ∆Ustable = p
′
0
throughout the sample to liquefy. Especially the distinction in amplitude, frequency
and time development of vertical acceleration G, lateral sound pressure M, lateral vi-
bration V, pore pressure U measurements of static liquefaction UL implies different
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mechanisms of dynamic liquefaction and static one. To be more specific, in undrained
shearing the pore pressure globally rises in a static regime as the response to the con-
tractive behaviour of grains. Only high time-resolved data exposed the detail at the
unstable state namely static liquefaction, in which pore pressure climbs up gradually
and statically without any significant modification of lateral vibration V and lateral
sound pressure M. When pore pressure U reaches the confining pressure p′0, the effec-
tive stress supported by grain contact vanished, consequently the soil fails with large
deformation. The sample cannot sustain itself without any contact-network and falls
down with very small amplitude of acceleration G and low frequency of pore pressure U
as the consequence of static regime. This indicates probably a gentle destruction of the
granular structure with weak contacts. On the contrary, in dynamic stick-slip liquefac-
tion SL, the drop of deviatoric stress q happens simultaneously with large amplitude
of acceleration G, indicating a rapid and brutal destruction of granular structure with
strong contacts. This abrupt drop is confirmed by microphone signal M, vibrometer
V a little later, then pore pressure suddenly surges up and vibrates. The systematic
positive time delay detected between acceleration G and pore pressure U is presented
in figure 5.40 as the evidence that pore pressure is not the cause of liquefaction. It
merely accelerates and facilitates the liquefaction process. Specifically for stick-slip
liquefaction, it requires three conditions to liquefy: (i) The deviatoric stress q must
drop to zero (q = 0), the shearing state returns to isotropic stress state. However there
are many first stick-slips having zero deviatoric stress and no liquefaction. (ii) The
pore pressure U must cancel the confining pressure p′0, hence the vanishing case of the
effective stress between grains σ′ = 0. And (iii) the duration of the stabilised phase t05
must exceed 1 second.
The detailed behaviour highlighted the fact that liquefaction phenomenon always
happens in isotropic stress state. With the presence of shear stress, it still moves to
isotropic state to liquefy.
One hypothesis suggested here to explain the liquefaction is a sudden rearrangement
of the grain skeleton resulting in the drop of acceleration signal within only 1-2 ms.
The grain structure actually deforms creating volumetric strain of the grain frame,
but the whole volume of two phases, grains and fluid, is still constant. It means the
volume of the pore inside the grain structure decreases leading to the increase of pore
pressure. The dominant vibration of pore pressure in the first phase I is left aside
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without any explanation, but the excess pore pressure indeed surges up to reach the
stabilised value ∆Ustable. This amplitude of ∆Ustable is controlled by the amplitude of
G (chapter 6). Within the duration from the drop of acceleration G until the stabilised
state of pore pressure, around 200 ms, the assembly responses as an undrained system.
Then the pore pressure maintains at the stabilised state. Note that the value of ∆Ustable
reaching confining pressure p′0 is detected at the top of sample and it is a dead end.
The pore pressure at the bottom is always lower since it is the unique drainage way of
the sample. The maintaining state of ∆Ustable = p
′
0 at the top needs to propagate to
a certain sufficient region inside the sample to create the total failure, not necessarily
∆Ustable = p
′
0 at every point in the sample. The duration of this phase II is impacted
by the triggering moment of the dissipation phase. The dissipation is delayed compared
to the extremely fast response of the skeleton and it also occurs at the bottom first
(the top is a dead end). The water goes out of the sample with the beginning of pore
pressure dissipation and the volumetric strain is detected. The dissipation takes place
stronger at the bottom and propagates upwards to release the excess pore pressure
and save the sample. The other process is the maintaining of ∆Ustable = p
′
0 at the top
and propagate downwards. The competition between these two processes governs the
level of failure. The larger generated ∆Ustable = p
′
0 at the top corresponds to a larger
gradient of pore pressure between top and bottom. Thus a stronger dissipation process
with Darcy’s law. This can explain the relation of the duration of phase II, t05, as a
function of ∆Ustable (equation 5.4) in which at low ∆Ustable t05 is longer prior to the
decreasing of pore pressure at the top. The competition between these two processes
also explains some collapse events with very large ∆Ustable = p
′
0 (e.g. Coll49) with no
liquefaction. Because large magnitude of ∆Ustable means large gradient, the dissipation
phase at the bottom is sufficiently strong to release the excess pore pressure faster in a
larger region compared to the zone keeping ∆Ustable = p
′
0 at the top. As a result, the
sample only locally collapses.
5.6 Conclusions
This study provides a comprehensive analysis of all new kinds of liquefaction with the
support of collapse series to identify the connections between local and global failures,
triaxial compression shearing and isotropic loading. Associated with the CIDNC series
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in chapter 4, it draws a global and detailed picture of instabilities. New never seen
before subtypes of liquefaction are investigated including isotropic liquefaction IL,
stick-slip liquefaction SL, static liquefaction UL, back pressure BL, flushing liquefaction
FL, imbibition liquefaction WL. Basic distinctions of various kinds of liquefaction are
listed in following table 5.5 with essential parameters.
Table 5.5: Recapitulation on fundamental characteristics of liquefactions.
IL SL UL BL FL WL
Dynamic/Static behavior D D S D S S
Pore pressure frequency (Hz) 80 80 0 - 0 0
Vertical top cap acceleration (g) 10 10 0 0.01 0.1 0.01
The presence of vertical top cap acceleration detected in all dynamic liquefactions
prior to the surge of pore pressure strongly suggests that pore pressure is not the cause
of the phenomenon. The most striking distinguished points are the magnitude of ac-
celeration G and the vibration regime of the pore pressure. Isotropic liquefaction IL
and stick-slip liquefaction SL, despite the presence of deviatoric stress q in the first
stick-slip, have the largest acceleration G at the range of 10 g, three orders of magni-
tude larger than back pressure liquefaction BL, flushing liquefaction FL and imbibition
liquefaction WL. Specially, the strong distinction between dynamic liquefaction and
static liquefaction is that in static regime no acceleration is acquired and there is no
vibration of pore pressure.
Additionally, this study also provided the proof of liquefactions even in not fully
saturated media (Skempton’s coefficient B = 0.85-0.95). On the objective of fully sat-
urated medium, at the dominant frequency of 80 Hz consistent with the CIDNC series,
all time characteristics of collapses are estimated from the key parameter ∆Unormstable. The
first transient phase I is characterised by a constant < tColltrans >. The stabilised state
t05 is estimated from ∆U
norm
stable by equation 5.4. The duration of the dissipation phase
is identified by knormdiss in equation 5.5. The magnitude of excess pore pressure ∆U
norm
stable
relates to other strain measurements which are respectively incremental axial strain
∆ε1, incremental volumetric strain ∆εvol by equations 5.6 and 5.7. It means that the
key parameter ∆Unormstable helped to recover the remaining measurements.
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Similarly for isotropic liquefactions, substantial relations are constructed by the
key parameter ∆Ustable. The duration of the first transient phase I t
Liq
trans is represented
by a constant mean value. The intermediate transient phase II t05 is estimated from
∆Ustable by equation 5.2. The dissipation phase III is characterised by the slope kdiss
linearly proportional to effective triggering stress σ′trig by equation 5.3. At the end of
liquefaction events, the magnitude of incremental axial stress ∆ε1, incremental volu-
metric strain ∆εvol are considered as constants. The same relation between quasi-static
pore pressure ∆Ustable and dynamic one ∆Umax in equation 5.8 is a quantitative proof
of the same mechanisms controlling the vibration of pore pressure in the first transient
phase.
However like stick-slip instabilities, the unknown determination of the drop of devi-
atoric stress ∆q and of the triggering deviatoric stress qtrig prevents a full understand-
ing of stick-slip behaviour. In isotropic instabilities the generated excess pore pressure
∆Ustable and triggering stress σ
′
trig are still unpredictable.
The triggering mechanisms leading to the drop of acceleration G are still uncovered,
but the void ratio can be considered as the initial parameter showing the potential of
liquefaction with the new threshold established in this study. The long maintaining of
stabilised phase II is found as a function of stabilised excess pore pressure ∆Ustable but
the mechanism is still mysterious. The cause of the vibration of pore pressure U in
phase I is still unknown but an advanced step is revealed that the transient fluctuation
of pore pressure is not the acoustic resonance of pore fluid with the grains, since it is
independent of the slenderness of sample and of the grain size. The degree of saturation
and pressure are two main parameters governing the frequency of pore pressure in that
phase I.
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6Acoustic signature of the
instabilities on saturated
granular material
6.1 Introduction
Distinct audible crackling noises were systematically emitted and heard for every gran-
ular instability, regardless of loading (isotropic or triaxial compression), of drainage
(drained or undrained), of saturation (dry, wet or saturated), of shearing conditions (tri-
axial or annular apparatus) and even particle size distribution (mono or poly-dispersed
particles). Equipped with a new set of passive acoustic sensors (vertical piezoelectric
accelerometer, lateral prepolarized microphones) complemented with a lateral laser vi-
brometer, this chapter deals with passive measurements of acoustic emission (AE) in
low frequency range, below 5 kHz, of isotropic collapse, compression stick-slip and
even different kinds of liquefaction failure (static and dynamic, especially the isotropic
liquefaction) in triaxial environment.
The primary objective of this chapter is to relate quantitatively some macroscopic
stress and strain parameters of the instability event (stress drop, effective triggering
stress), excess pore pressure, incremental axial and volumetric strain) to passive acous-
tic measurements (event magnitude and acoustic energy). This chapter also explores
the low-frequency vibrational mode of the granular structure with the help of Fast
Fourier Transformation (FFT), Continuous Cauchy Wavelet Transform (CCWT) and
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numerical analyses of computational model using Comsol. Some elastic parameters of
a homogeneous structure can be identified using dominant frequencies.
6.2 Experimental information
In this study, previous series are exploited including CIDNC, Liquefaction and Collapse
series in which Coll01 to Coll03, Coll34 to Coll37 lacking of lateral sound measurements
are excluded in some analyses. One additional test with mixed material is added to
give some insights into the factors influencing the frequency content. The material
comprises 50 % of 0.7 mm and 50 % of 0.4 mm of glass beads. The testing procedure is
similar to the standard CID test. Essential information of previous series are already
introduced, excepting the test for mixed beads as table 6.1.
Table 6.1: Summarized characteristics of a full CID test for binary mixture of 0.7 and
0.4 mm beads at 500 kPa.
Test σ
′
3 Number of Number e20 ec φ Brief description
(kPa) isotropic of SS (◦)
collapse
Dmix01 500 4 33 0.643 0.609 31.04±3.1 wide ranged amplitude SS,
B = 0.95
Figure 6.1 presents the global behaviour of collapse during isotropic compression and
SS during drained triaxial compression shearing. The compressibility of test Dmix01
has five collapse events before reaching the targeted confining pressure of 500 kPa with
Cc in the range of 0.0098 to 0.0170, not too different from mono disperse beads of 0.7
mm (Cc = 0.018). The internal frictional angle is 31.04 ± 3.1 degrees, consistent to
the case of 0.7 mm beads.
Under triaxial compression the stress-strain behaviour still have stick-slips with de-
viatoric stress drop down to zero. Globally, though the initial void ratio of shearing
stage, ec = 0.605, is lower than other studied tests in CIDNC series, the global be-
haviour during shearing is similar to that of 0.7 mm beads.
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Figure 6.1: Global behaviour in (a) isotropic compression and drained shearing (b,c) of
a binary mixture.
A brief notation on the parameter of AE signal is introduced in figure 6.2 in which
the representative fluctuation of vertical top cap acceleration G begins at the stable
state prior to the instability. Then G signal varies with the first peak of which the
amplitude is named G01 (similarly M01, V01 for lateral sound pressure and lateral
vibration). The positive extremum is Gmax (Mmax, Vmax) and the negative minimum
is Gmin (Mmin, Vmin).
6.3 Testing results
6.3.1 Global time series of stress associated with G, M, V
One concern of the application of acoustic measurement is the correlation of acoustic
signal and other mechanical measurements. Accordingly, figure 6.3 shows the synchro-
nised time series of deviatoric stress q, pore pressure U, vertical top cap acceleration
G, lateral sound pressure M and lateral vibration V during a series of stick-slip events
in test N120 (CIDNC series). At any time, q, U, G, M, V are synchronously recorded
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Figure 6.2: Notations of acoustic measurements.
together. There are some bursts of AE signal before the large SS event, considered as
precursors. The resolution of acquired data is inspected by progressively reducing the
time scale of a typical large SS event (in black rectangle in figure 6.3).
The detailed temporal evolutions of AE measurements in a representative collapse
(Coll21), isotropic liquefaction (IL17) and large SS (SS01-N50) are separately presented
in figure 6.4 to show the potential links between mechanical and acoustic measurements.
All of them are systematically consistent, significant, coherent to each other. This
representation provides valuable information but the primary significance is represented
by 3 characteristics : the amplitude, the frequency content and the duration of the
motion. Basically in liquefaction, collapse and stick-slip event, the top cap acceleration
G drops first then the lateral sound pressure M and lateral vibration V signals vary
subsequently after the same range of time delay. The maximum amplitude of G, M, V
in collapse event is smallest, larger in isotropic liquefaction and largest in SS event with
the presence of deviatoric stress. The time origin of the variation of G is determined
manually by eyes with the resolution of 0.1 ms. The strong vibration of G briefly takes
place within 10 ms. This very large SS exhibits the pulse-like feature of G while in
collapse and liquefaction G response like damping vibration. Subsequent analysis on
frequency content is helpful to give further information.
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Figure 6.3: Mechanical and acoustical measurements within 1000 seconds of test N120-
CIDNC series.
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isotropic collapse Coll21 at triggering stress of 255.3 kPa (a to d), isotropic liquefaction
IL17 at 383.9 kPa (e to h) and one large SS01 of test N500 at confining pressure of 500 kPa
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Figure 6.5: Detailed temporal evolution of G, M, V measurements of isotropic liquefaction
series.
6.3.2 Times series of G, M, V in drained compression, liquefaction
and collapse series
In all cases, the top cap vertical acceleration shows a peak of one single cycle being
remarkably large compared to other quickly damping cycles. Within this study the
feature of single-cycle peak is dominant, then the maximum peak amplitude is sufficient
to characterise the dynamic motion.
For isotropic instabilities in figures 6.5 and 6.6, the maximum amplitude of G is 15
g for liquefaction. The isotropic collapse reaches lower G excepting the extreme large
unloading collapse at triggering stress of 441 kPa reaching acceleration G up to 27 g.
The average duration of acceleration signal is within 20 ms followed by some aftershocks;
this should be noticed to localise the length of signal in calculation of frequency and
to assess and recognise the dominant frequency. The larger peak amplitude of G is
on negative direction corresponding to downward motion and it is not always but
frequently the first drop of G. The measurement of lateral sound pressure M is quite
symmetric and the duration of signal is longer than G. The lateral vibration V shows
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Figure 6.6: Detailed temporal evolution of G, M, V measurements of Collapse series.
significant larger amplitude in positive direction meaning the sample mostly bulges
out. One difficulty when using vibrometer is that the incident ray must be orthogonal
to the surface to capture correctly the reflecting ray and deliver the clearest signal.
But during long time testing the lateral displacement of sample is quite large and
not homogeneous along the height of the cylindrical sample, the generator of cylinder
surface is not exactly vertical. Therefore the incident ray of vibrometer is no longer
orthogonal to the surface, creating a disturbance of V signal during testing procedure.
Sometimes, careful manually adjustment is needed during the testing procedure.
For stick-slip events, the maximum of G is one order of magnitude larger than that of
isotropic instabilities. The presence of axial stress amplified all responses in magnitude
and duration of all signals of V, M, G. The representative behaviour of G looks like an
underdamped system with the first largest peak then the decaying vibration towards the
equilibrium state. Distinct from acceleration G, measurement M shows the response
with the gradually initial growth in amplitude, reaching the peak then a decreasing
stage. Since the microphone was installed outside the triaxial chamber, the growing
stage of M signal is due to the wave propagation process. Some rare abnormal features
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Figure 6.7: Detailed temporal evolution of G, M, V measurements of stick-slips at con-
fining pressure of 500 kPa.
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Figure 6.8: Detailed temporal evolution of G, M, V measurements of stick-slips at con-
fining pressure of 400 kPa.
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Figure 6.9: Detailed temporal evolution of G, M, V measurements of stick-slips at con-
fining pressure of 200 kPa.
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Figure 6.10: Detailed temporal evolution of G, M, V measurements of stick-slips at
confining pressure of 120 kPa.
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Figure 6.11: Detailed temporal evolution of G, M, V measurements of stick-slips at
confining pressure of 50 kPa.
of G are observed (figures 6.7a and 6.8a): after the abrupt variation within 10 ms, G
stabilises at non zero value then gradually turning back to the equilibrium state after
one second.
6.4 Method of analysis
One of the main assignments is to extract the dynamic parameters from the mechanical
and acoustical measurements and show how they relate to each other in different con-
ditions. The essential parameter of a multi degrees-of-freedom system is its frequency.
First, a common Fast Fourier Transformation (FFT) method is employed; then a com-
plementary Continuous Wavelet Transformation (CWT) is applied to recognise the
most energetic frequencies and to localise them within the initial transient duration of
signals.
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Figure 6.12: Frequency analysis by FFT of acceleration G (a,d), lateral vibration V (b,e),
lateral sound pressure M (c,f) of the noise of 10 s prior to isotropic liquefaction event IL01.
6.4.1 Fast Fourier Transformation (FFT)
A typical liquefaction IL01 of about 10 seconds is analysed together with the noise
(Noise1) of 10 seconds prior to liquefaction IL01. The 50 Hz of power-line noise is
removed from the lateral vibration signal (figure 6.12b) using Butterworth notch fil-
ter, prior to analysis. Figure 6.12 shows the frequency content up to 5 kHz since the
measurements were acquired at 10 kHz. Figures 6.12a,b,c in the left column show the
possible frequencies above 300 Hz while the right column are the ones at low frequency
below 50 Hz. The shape of Fourier amplitude spectrum may be narrow like a pulse
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Figure 6.13: Frequency analysis by FFT of acceleration G (left), lateral vibration V
(middle), lateral sound pressure M (right) of isotropic liquefaction event IL01.
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or broad. A pulse-like shape indicates the predominant frequency, inversely the broad
shape implies the vibration containing multiple frequencies. In figure 6.12c, the lateral
sound pressure has its first significant frequency at 322.5 Hz then an array of the mul-
tiple of this frequency as 645, 967.4, 1290, 1612, 1935 Hz. Other dominant frequencies
are 516, 830.2 and 2453 Hz (as well as the multiple, 4905 Hz). For the lateral vibration,
two frequencies are recognised, 830.2 and 2435 Hz (4905 Hz = 2435 Hz ∗ 2). The most
reliable measurements, the top cap acceleration G, in figure 6.12a contains significant
frequencies at 322.5, 516, 830.2, 2453 Hz and multiples of these main frequencies. In
low frequency range, three dominated frequencies around 8, 11 and 15 Hz are detected
by vibrometer V and less significantly by microphone M. These results implied the
three independent techniques captured consistent dominant frequencies.
Furthermore, to verify these spikes of frequency, a different section of noise is anal-
ysed. This noise is the signal of 10 s before the collapse event Coll50 presented in
figure 5.2a. Detailed results are presented in appendix D. The similarity of dominant
spikes between these two noises confirmed the consistence and reliability of the data.
Figure 6.13 superimposes the results of liquefaction (red) on those of noise (blue) at
different ranges of frequency. The first row, figures 6.13a,b,c, are the whole FFT plots
for acceleration G, lateral vibration V, and lateral sound pressure M respectively with
different and complicated shapes. G owns the wide distribution but the peak amplitude
of G locates at low frequency range less than 2000 Hz. The significant peak is around
820 Hz. Noticeable distinguished response is observed for vibrometer and microphone
measurements. They exhibit a narrower shape with many sharp spikes distributed
throughout the examined range of frequency up to 5 kHz. Blue dots represent the
extracted dominant frequencies of noise identified in figure 6.12. Globally, acceleration
G has the greatest variability with exceedingly large amplitude of FFT and varied
peaks of frequency. However, lateral sound pressure and lateral vibration basically
keep the essential feature of FFT results similar to the noise, since the blue dots still
coincide with the peak of the phenomenon signal. During liquefaction, these coincident
frequencies are still included in the signals but their sustainable existence in the noise
(figure 6.12) without the liquefaction proved that they are absolutely not the natural
frequency of the phenomenon.
A closer inspection (figure 6.13e) reveals two rounded groups of frequency at 314
and 673 Hz in the FFT spectrum of lateral vibration. In figure 6.13f, beyond the
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dominant frequencies coinciding with the noise, a rounded peak of frequency at around
696 Hz is also shown. Those implies the difference of the noise and the liquefaction
phenomenon.
Continuing the next range from 1000 to 2000 Hz, figures 6.13g,h,i reveal another
broaden group of frequency around 1200-1500 Hz, another difference between the li-
quefaction and the noise. The lowest range below 50 Hz is exhibited in figure 6.13k with
three low frequencies of 7, 11, 14 Hz. They are pronounced with vibrometer. Although
the microphone misses this group of frequency (figure 6.13l) but the accelerometer still
depicts two small peaks at 4 and 8 Hz despite intensively changes during liquefaction
phenomenon (figure 6.13j).
The remaining dominant frequencies are explored such as 516, 830.2 and 2453 Hz.
They are still maintained during liquefaction but only vibrometer and microphone can
captured them (figures 6.13 o,q,r,t,u). It is due to the implication of these peaks in the
largely broad peak of G during liquefaction.
Briefly, the vertical vibration is the direct measurement revealing several dominant
frequencies and being completed by additional lateral measurements. They comple-
ment as well as confirm each other to produce a full picture on the frequency content of
phenomenon. Their permanent presence of dominant peaks in both noise and liquefac-
tion implies that they are likely the eigenfrequencies of the assembly. The differences
between liquefaction and the noise are the rounded peaks which are significant in ac-
celeration signal and being confirmed by lateral vibrometer as well as microphone,
pointing out they are the natural frequencies of the phenomenon.
In summary, the possible detected common frequencies are harmonic frequencies
belong to the audible range. They are divided in 3 groups in table 6.2: the first group
is the low frequency less than 50 Hz, the second is the sharp spikes ranging from 322
to 4900 Hz, the third group is the rounded peaks only present in liquefaction event.
In which various colors represents different arrays of harmonic frequency with the first
excited mode is the lowest frequency among them. Then the second group includes
four colors representing four dominant frequencies at 322.5, 516, 830 and 2453 Hz.
The dominant frequency at 322.5 Hz is very close to note E4 above middle C4, in
the audible range. This is the characteristic sound of granular instability.
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Table 6.2: Detected frequencies during iso liquefaction IL01 at 212 kPa from vertical
acceleration, lateral vibration and lateral sound pressure.
Isotropic liquefaction IL01 at 212 kPa, 0.7 mm beads, analysed by FFT
f, Hz Group 1 (below 50 Hz)
Noise1 7.3 12.1 15.9 – – – – – –
Noise2 7.7 11.4 14.9 – – – – – –
Liq 7.2 11.4 15 – – – – – –
f, Hz Group 2 (300-5000 Hz)
Noise1 322.6 516.2 645.3 833.9 967.9 1291.0 1936.0 2452.5 4905.0
Noise2 322.5 516.0 645.0 830.2 967.4 1290.0 1935.0 2452.7 4905.2
Liq 322.5 516.0 644.9 829.8 967.5 1290.0 1935.2 2452.6 4905.1
f, Hz Group 3 (rounded peaks)
Noise1 – – – – – – – – –
Noise2 – – – – – – – – –
Liq 314 673 1200÷1500 – – – – – –
6.4.2 Wavelet analysis
By application of FFT, the AE measurements can be decomposed into frequency and
amplitude of Fourier coefficient which are independent of time. In another way, that
frequency composition is considered to be stationary with time while in this situation
the measurements are indeed transient signals. Continuous Cauchy wavelet transform
(CCWT) can supplement the previous FFT method in analysing the temporal evolution
of the frequency content of a non-stationary time series. Consequently, the duration of
dominant frequencies can be identified more precisely in CCWT spectrogram, which is
an advantage of CWT method over the traditional FFT.
The efficiency of CCWT is going to be assessed with signals from V, M, G respec-
tively. Firstly, the global continuous wavelet analysis for V in a segment of noise before
liquefaction event is presented in figure 6.14a. It shows the scaleogram (time-frequency
contour plot) of the wavelet power spectrum of lateral vibration. The colorbar on the
right gives the absolute value of the wavelet coefficients. No clear and sustained fre-
quency above 2000 Hz is observed. It is not available to identify all natural frequencies
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as by FFT listed in table 6.2, the dominant frequency of membrane is 11 Hz and main-
tains nearly continuously throughout the duration of signal. The point here is that in
noise signal the maximum CCWT amplitude is 3∗10−5 at 11 Hz, all of the remaining
eigenfrequencies (in group 1 and group 2) have much lower CCWT amplitudes. The
amplitude of CCWT is independent of type of wavelet or the number of steps of calcu-
lation. CCWT amplitude is the convolution of mother Cauchy wavelet and the Fourier
transformation of signal. Intuitively its geometrical meaning can be described as the
intersection area when sliding the wavelet along the signal at a specific scale. Therefore
with the same Cauchy mother wavelet function and the same range of investigated
scales, among the spikes of eigenfrequencies, due to the same form of sharp spike with
mostly equal widths, the CCWT amplitude relates to the area of the spikes. It ex-
plains the highest CCWT amplitude of the spike at 11 Hz of the noise signal because
of its largest FFT amplitude. This result of CCWT for noise is consistent to the FFT
method.
The spectrogram of lateral vibration V during liquefaction event is shown in fig-
ure 6.14b. Only some sparse vertical marks are exhibited; one at around the 5th second
is equivalent to the aftershock of V (M, G, U also). It should be highlighted that the
dynamic behaviour only lasts within the first 30 ms thus a close examination is provided
in figure 6.14d. In case of liquefaction signal, the first peak of 691 Hz occurs at 5.2 ms,
prior to the second one of 313.6 Hz at 6.8 ms. The peak at 313.6 Hz in figure 6.14d has
CCWT amplitude of 1.98∗10−4, 7 times larger than the maximum amplitude of 3∗10−5
at 11 Hz of noise signal. Remind that, for the noise, the amplitude of 3∗10−5 with the
darkest red is certainly remarkably larger than any other remaining eigenfrequencies
(group 2). Although group 1 and group 2 are still included in the signal of liquefaction
(table 6.2), only the peaks at 313.6, 691 Hz are captured in CCWT plot of liquefaction.
It is understandable since group 1 and group 2 have too far low CCWT amplitudes to
denote in the range of 0.5∗10−5 to 5∗10−5. The analogy indicated the existing peaks
of liquefaction signal (in the right column) representing the frequencies which only oc-
cur in liquefaction but absent in the noise signal, that should be group 3 in table 6.2.
CCWT also helps to find the rounded peaks around 1200 Hz (figure 6.13h) which is
not too pronounced in FFT of vibrometer so it was underestimated.
The exploration is repeated with lateral sound pressure in figure 6.15. In the global
CCWT spectrogram for noise signal, several frequencies as 322, 645, 967 and 1290
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Figure 6.14: CCWT spectrum of lateral vibration V for noise signal (left) and isotropic
liquefaction IL01 (right).
Hz do not truly continuously persist throughout the signal duration. They fade in
and out but nearly form discontinuously horizontal bands within 10 s. The maximum
CCWT amplitude for noise signal is 1.8∗10−5 at 9 Hz (figure 6.15e). Considering the
CCWT of liquefaction event in figure 6.15b, the mark at very low frequency happening
around the 4th second corresponds to the frequency of 7 Hz in noise signal with the
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identical CCWT amplitude. Similarly to lateral vibration, other frequencies of group
1 and group 2 are not included in this plot due to substantially low amplitudes. Closer
exploration within 300 ms in figure 6.15d depicts the dominant frequencies of dynamic
response with several peaks as 696 Hz, and a group of rounded peaks from 1200 to 1500
Hz (in details they are 1376 and 1416 Hz). Compared to the FFT, these frequencies
probably relate to the broad peaks in figures 6.13f,i.
Figure 6.15: CCWT spectrum of lateral sound pressure M for noise signal (left) and
isotropic liquefaction IL01 (right).
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Here the quantitative estimation of CCWT amplitude is suggested to recognise the
peaks on CCWT spectrogram and assign them to the peaks on FFT. Since in FFT
of microphone M (figure 6.13f), the sharp spike at 645 Hz (group 2) of liquefaction is
quite close to the frequency of rounded peak at 696 Hz which can cause the mistaken
recognition. The elimination is useless since both the spike and broad peak are acquired
by microphone. The additional figure 6.16 is illustrated for the approximate CCWT
amplitude as the area under FFT plot within the spike and rounded peak. This figure
is the FFT spectrum of studied liquefaction IL01 as the inset of figure 6.13f from 500
to 800 Hz. The CCWT amplitude of the spike of 645 Hz is approximately equal the
area A1 = 3.7∗10−6. That of the broad peak of 696 Hz is A2 = 7.86∗10−5 which is
well equivalent to CCWT amplitude (7.75∗10−5) of the peak in yellow at 696 Hz in the
scaleogram denoted in figure 6.15d. Similarly, the upper peaks at 1200 to 1500 Hz are
recognised as the group of rounded peaks in figure 6.13i.
Area A1=3.7.10−6
Area A2=7.86.10−5
Figure 6.16: Approximate estimation of CCWT spectrum of microphone M for spike
frequency and round frequency during isotropic liquefaction IL01.
Shortly, CCWT is effective to recognise the frequency having the large energetic
power spectrum which corresponds to broad peaks rather than very sharp spike. In
this study those large power spectra are in the third group. This CCWT tool provides
the method to identify the distinct frequencies only occurring during the liquefaction.
The most challenging measurement to identify dominant frequency by FFT concerns
the vertical acceleration due to the wide distribution of frequency. For such case, CCWT
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Figure 6.17: CCWT spectrum of vertical top cap acceleration G for noise signal (left)
and isotropic liquefaction (right).
shows the advantage in localisation of frequency in time. The CCWT of noise signal
still exhibits the basic frequency of 322 Hz fading in and out during 10 seconds. The
CCWT modulus of the other frequencies in group 2 are not significant to identify.
By FFT (figure 6.13a), the Fourier amplitudes of liquefaction event are completely
distinguished from those of noise, thus the CCWT spectrogram of liquefaction excludes
any natural frequency of noise signal excepting the very early stage and a spot around 5
s corresponding to a small aftershock illustrated in figure 6.17b. Similarly the close-up
figure 6.17d at the early stage within the first 30 ms of the event helps identify the
most dominant frequency of top cap acceleration G during the isotropic liquefaction
IL01 at 1173.5 Hz (figure 6.17d).
The supplementary result in figure 6.18a concerns the normalised excess pore pres-
sure ∆Unorm. The frequency is 77.74 Hz with largest CCWT amplitude of 0.06 at
0.021 s and the lasting time of the peak is around 150 ms, exactly coherent to the
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Figure 6.18: CCWT spectrum of normalised excess pore pressure ∆Unorm during
isotropic liquefaction IL01.
transient vibration phase I of U recalled in figure 6.18b. Moreover the asymmetric
vibration of pore pressure is also reflected in the shape of peak of CCWT plot. The
spontaneous response of acoustic measurements are well highlighted by CCWT spectro-
gram in figures 6.14d, 6.15d, 6.17d by the sudden appearance of contours at dominant
frequencies, the sharp rising time before reaching the peak, longer fading time and the
whole short-lived of the spectrum.
As above evaluations, CCWT exhibits efficient ability to capture the brief tran-
sient vibration of the phenomenon, excludes other frequencies due to the distinction in
CCWT amplitude in our case. Furthermore its advanced capability on identifying the
duration of the dominant frequency provides a strong tool to better understanding the
phenomenon, for instance capturing the vibration mode in the time sequence.
The analyses by FFT and CCWT are also applied for a representative stick-slip
and a collapse event. A very large stick-slip mostly liquefied, SS04 of test N500 in
CIDNC series, is explored, and an average isotropic collapse at 108.2 kPa, Coll04 of
Collapse series is added on the purpose to compare with the isotropic liquefaction IL01.
The detail results for SS04 event is illustrated in appendix D.2 and those of Coll04 in
appendix D.3.
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6.5 Analysis
6.5.1 Amplitude of AE measurements
One of the most popular parameters characterising the amplitude of ground motion
is the peak acceleration which is the largest value of acceleration in accelerogram.
In engineering applications the horizontal acceleration is primarily considered due to
the natural relation to the more critical horizontal inertial force generated in civil
structures. In this study the vertical acceleration is of most importance since it is on
the direction of deviatoric stress drop during SS events. Consequently, a direct relation
between vertical acceleration and deviatoric stress drop is very useful to figure out the
factors controlling the stress drop and can be the indispensable link between mechanical
and AE measurements. This relation is established firstly for SS events in CIDNC series
as in figure 6.19. The downward and upward maximum amplitude of acceleration,
Gmax and Gmin, both show the same tendency that stronger motion of the system
links to larger stress drop, creating linear relations to deviatoric stress drop regardless
of effective confining pressure p′0 and initial void ratio ec at the beginning of shear stage.
The single parameter of linear fitting function for Gmin is higher, 1.0983, instead of
0.8044 for Gmax and since mostly the larger acceleration is downward due to the effect
of gravity. This linear relation also means no measurable G (or very small fluctuation)
in absence of SS event. So far there are two evidences on the correlation between
the stress drop and acoustic measurement. The first is the systematic accompanying
acoustic measurements detected simultaneously with the stress drop. The second is the
linear relation on the amplitude which supported the correlation between mechanical
and acoustical processes. However the correlation between Gmin and ∆q coefficient,
R2 = 0.717, is not so high but still acceptable.
Similarly, the lateral sound pressure is also linearly proportional to ∆q with higher
correlation coefficient R2 = 0.836. The supplementary measurements of lateral vibra-
tion are the confirmation of strong consistency of data in both vertical and lateral
direction. Both sound pressure M and lateral vibration V show larger amplitudes on
the positive side, equivalent to radial direction since the signals emitted from the source
to the acquiring devices. Vmax and Vmin exhibit nearly symmetrical response with low-
est correlation coefficient R2 among three measurements. One plausible interpretation
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is suggested that due to the strong anisotropy of the material and V is the speed of vi-
bration at one fixed spot on the cylinder thus it depends on the complicated generation
of vibration modes which will be analysed in coming section.
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Figure 6.19: Relation of amplitude of vertical acceleration G, lateral sound pressure M,
lateral vibration V and deviatoric stress drop ∆q during stick-slip events.
Next, the explorations for Liquefaction and Collapse series are conducted. In case
of liquefaction, a linear relation is attained between Gmax and effective triggering stress
σ′trig in figure 6.20a. For liquefaction event, the effective triggering stress equals the
stabilised excess pore pressure, ∆Ustable = σ
′
trig. The distribution of events with high
pore pressure frequency, 80 Hz (solid circles), and low frequency, 20 Hz (open circles),
obviously does not influence the relation implying the independence of amplitude of
stabilised excess pore pressure on its frequency. Static liquefaction (black) is so far
coherent to other liquefactions despite the undrained condition but it can be a bias due
to its low amplitude of G, nearly zero. Stick-slip liquefactions (green) are not included
in fitting function since the amplitude of vertical acceleration under shearing with the
addition of axial force is much larger than isotropic loading.
Liquefaction still repeats the linear relation between microphone amplitude and
triggering stress σ′trig (= ∆Ustable) with quite low R
2 = 0.362 for Mmin (figure 6.20b),
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Figure 6.20: Relation of amplitude of vertical acceleration G, lateral sound pressure M,
lateral vibration V and effective triggering stress σ′trig (= ∆Ustable) during liquefaction
events.
nevertheless Mmax representing the first variation in most cases still shows strong cor-
relation to triggering stress. As shown in chapter 5, liquefaction is the phenomenon
having the strongest dynamic anisotropic behaviour with an extremely wide range of
dynamic anisotropy coefficient from less than 1 up to thousands and no link has been
discovered to other measurements, hence there is no clear relation for lateral vibration
V and triggering stress here (figure 6.20c). Remind that the difficulty in the employ-
ment of vibrometer during this global failure is the condition of orthogonal incident
and reflexing ray to the surface of sample so that the vibrometer can capture correctly.
During liquefaction the magnitude of all strains is extremely large leading to large de-
viation of reflexing ray then the measurements are noisy. Some tests with very high
magnitudes of V up to 150 mm/s and some are around 10 mm/s since the different
mean of failure as aforementioned. Some liquefactions fall down totally and others still
maintain the cylindrical shape with large deformations and lateral bellies.
In case of collapse event, the amplitude of all measurements is lower than the global
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Figure 6.21: Relation of amplitude between lateral sound pressure M, lateral vibration V
and normalised stabilised excess pore pressure ∆Unormstable during collapse events (respectively
in accordance with triggering stress σtrig).
liquefaction failure. M and V measurements are noticeably small in amplitude and
scatter as figure 6.21 thus only vertical acceleration G is of significance in relevance
with normalised stabilised excess pore pressure ∆Unormstable and triggering stress σ
′
trig.
Gmax and Gmin are actually not symmetric in case of collapse. Only Gmin, which is
larger in amplitude than Gmax, renders a possible correlation with ∆U
norm
stable and σ
′
trig
in figure 6.22. Very small collapse and extremely large unloading collapse contribute
to portray the evolution by a nonlinear two-variable function as following.
GCollmin = 0.330 ∗ σ
′
trig[0.03775 ∗ log(1−∆U
norm
stable) (6.1)
= GLiqmin ∗ [0.03775 ∗ log(1−∆U
norm
stable)] (6.2)
This fitting surface delivered a remarkable correlation coefficient R2 = 0.859. It
also depicts that at constant triggering effective stress σ′trig, it is possible to occur ar-
bitrary collapse with 0 < ∆Unormstable < 1. The amplitude of Gmin evolves as an increasing
logarithmic function of ∆Unormstable. As collapse at any triggering stress approaches liq-
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Figure 6.22: Relation of amplitude of G as a function of triggering stress σtrig and
normalised stabilised excess pore pressure ∆Unormstable during collapse events.
uefaction condition, ∆Unormstable → 1, (1-∆U
norm) → 0 and 0.03775∗log(1-∆Unormstable) ⋍ 1,
equation (6.2) becomesGCollmin = 0.330∗σ
′
trig =G
Liq
min. The presence of parameter 0.03775
is only to compensate the accuracy of measured ∆Unormstable which is very sensitive in the
asymptotic function. The contribution of all collapses, regardless of different frequen-
cies of pore pressure in phase I, proved that the effects of the stabilised state of excess
pore pressure ∆Ustable and σ
′
trig are uncoupled in estimating the amplitude of G in
phase I.
Finally, a global estimation on the absolute amplitude of G, M, V is provided to have
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Figure 6.23: Amplitude of G, M, V in various kinds of instability events.
Table 6.3: Amplitude of various kinds of instability.
Liquefaction Non liquefaction
Static Stick-slip Isotropic Collapse Stick-slip
Vertical acceleration 1.4 96.95 61.5297 3.25 199.60
(m/s2) ± 1.2 ± 117.02 ± 54.41 ± 4.52 ± 236.90
Lateral sound 0.067 0.85 0.75 0.40 1.90
pressure (Pa) ± 0.013 ± 0.74 ± 0.55 ± 0.43 ± 2.38
Lateral 0.0001 0.0014 32.58 0.0060 3.73
vibration (mm/s) ±0.0001 ±0.0013 ± 51.27 ± 0.017 ± 6.21
Number of data 2 2 17 56 302
a comprehensive view between different kinds of instabilities. Figures 6.23a,b point out
the resemblance of G and M that under compression shearing the amplitude of G(M)
is largest, consequently both stick-slip liquefaction SL and stick-slip events have larger
G(M) than isotropic liquefaction and collapse. Within shearing instabilities, the mean
of G(M) of SS is greatly higher than that of SS liquefaction. At first this seems to be
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inappropriate that local instabilities are stronger than global failure under shearing but
actually it is rational since the SS liquefaction happens only for first SS events at the
initial stage of shearing, equivalent to very low ∆q compared to much larger stress drop
∆q within the plateau of stress-strain curve. The linear relation of vertical accelera-
tion G and stress drop ∆q (figure 6.19a) also allows to infer V of stick-slip liquefaction
SL lower than that of large SS events in the plateau. Within isotropic instabilities,
collapses as local failures are ten times smaller than global isotropic liquefactions in
magnitude of G(M). The small mean amplitude of G(M) in static liquefaction (G = 1.4
m/s2, M = 0.067 Pa) implies different mechanisms for this failure. Only lateral vibra-
tion introduces a distinct large amplitude of 32.58 mm/s in isotropic liquefaction, ten
times larger than lateral vibration in stick-slip of 3.725 mm/s. Stick-slip liquefaction
obtains lower lateral vibration than collapse, since there were only two stick-slip liq-
uefaction events and both of them still kept the geometry configuration when failing,
not similar to the totally destruction of the cylinder shape under isotropic liquefaction.
Summarily, the first measurement captured in an instability is the top cap acceler-
ation G and its amplitude have a strong role in controlling the amplitude of the event
and the generated excess pore pressure afterward. Furthermore, in previous chapter
the link between collapse and liquefaction is depicted by the evolution of mechanical
measurements. In this section, the transformation from a local collapse to liquefac-
tion is strengthened in the evolution of acoustic measurement G in equation 6.2. The
amplitude characteristics of G, V, M appear to be the first indicators controlling all sub-
sequent amplitudes of mechanical measurements (stress and strain). Their frequency
characteristics is going to be analysed in next sections.
6.5.2 Numerical simulation
The extraction of frequency content is estimated by FFT and CCWT. Now to identify
the physics of these frequencies, a numerical simulation of the eigenfrequency of the
sample is conducted. This analysis employs Comsol Multiphysics software in the at-
tempt to simulate the vibrational modes of a short full cylinder of circular cross-section
of diameter D and length H = D = 7 cm. A homogeneous and simple isotropic elastic
solid material is described by only 3 material parameters : Young’s modulus E (in this
case the isotropic bulk modulus K), Poisson’s modulus ν and density ρ. For simplicity,
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the two end conditions are clamped (top and bottom caps have no allowed displace-
ment), and free lateral surfaces are allowed. The finite element mesh of this cylinder
has 14 000 tetrahedral elements.
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Figure 6.24: Bulk modulus of material during isotropic consolidation phase.
Table 6.4: Isotropic elastic material parameters.
Materials Beads Membrane
Bulk density ρ, 1000 kg/m3 1.428 1.00
Bulk modulus K, MPa 7.28 0.92
Poisson’s ratio ν, 0.25 0.49
The numerical values adopted for the isotropic elastic material in this simple prob-
lem are in table 6.24. With fixed ρ and ν, a simple trial and error procedure on the
bulk modulus K is used to fit the first known measured modal frequency of 322 Hz with
K = 7.28 MPa. This value is lower than K = 26.55 MPa between 100 to 200 kPa of
confining pressure in figure 6.24 but it is still in the range from 1 to 17 MPa at 20 to
100 kPa of confining pressure. Simulation results in table 6.5 gives all natural vibration
modes from 322 Hz illustrated in figure 6.25, without the frequency of 4905 Hz. The
frequency of 322 Hz detected by microphone (absent in lateral vibration signals) is sug-
gested to be the first axial vibration mode of the granular media. Then the progression
of this axial vibration at 646 Hz (n=2), 969 Hz (n=3), 1292 Hz (n=4), 1938 Hz (n=6).
The remaining modes of 517 and 833 Hz are associated to two different radial vibration
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Figure 6.25: Model of cylinder saturated granular sample and possible vibration modes
at 322, 517, 654, 833, 968, 1291, 1940, 2454 Hz.
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Figure 6.26: Model of hollow thin cylinder membrane and possible vibration modes at
7, 11, 14 Hz.
modes of 833 Hz and its multiple at 2454 Hz (n=3), directly captured by vibrometer
in figures 6.13q, r. The frequency of 517 Hz is not clear in figure 6.13n but still present
clearly in microphone signal, figure 6.13o.
The indispensable membrane of the granular sample is simulated by a hollow cylin-
der of circular cross-section of small thickness (0.3 mm) with equally homogeneous and
isotropic elastic material. The finite element mesh of this membrane use 15 000 tetra-
hedral elements. All natural vibration modes below 50 Hz are found in figure 6.26 and
listed in table 6.5.
However the group of modes of rounded peaks at around 300, 600 and 1200-1400
Hz is absent from the simulation. It can be the frequency signature of the liquefaction
phenomenon. Further simulation with a layer thick cylinder representing a thin latex
membrane enveloping a granular cylinder does not reveal the lower modes below 20 Hz.
It seems that the granular cylinder and the thin membrane are decoupled in numerical
experiments.
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Table 6.5: Identification of eigenfrequency by numerical simulation.
Comsol Multiphysics
Membrane
f (Hz) 7.0 11.5 14.5 – – – – –
Granular
f (Hz) 322 517.1 645.2 833.6 967.9 1291.1 1940.6 2454.1
6.5.3 FFT characteristic feature of instability
The FFT spectra of liquefaction IL01, very large stick-slip SS04 and collapse Coll04
were described in section 6.4.1, appendix D.2, appendix D.3 respectively. Now they
are gathered in figure 6.27 and compared to find their characteristic features in FFT
spectrum. Only the global qualitative features are focused and compared in this section.
Since the quantitative characteristics such as dominant frequency, amplitude are more
effectively identified by CCWT spectrum and will be presented in section 6.5.4. The
most reliable acoustic measurement, vertical acceleration G, is presented in figure 6.27a.
The noise included in the figure is the signal at 10 s before the collapse Coll04, denoted
by green curve with the lowest FFT amplitude and a set of sharp spikes marked by
green dots. The increasing of amplitude from collapse to liquefaction and SS event is
understandable since collapse is a local failure compared to total failure, liquefaction,
and the presence of deviatoric stress is attributed to the largest amplitude of SS4.
Furthermore, SS04 is one of the largest SS at confining pressure of 500 kPa and mostly
liquefied. Frequencies below 1000 Hz are mostly the largest amplitudes. The evolution
from a collapse to a liquefaction is characterised by widening the range of excited
frequencies. Particularly, the dominant frequencies of collapse is within 1000 Hz, then
when developing to a liquefaction the range of excited frequencies is extended to 2000
Hz, and in SS event almost every frequencies are excited. This is considered as the
characteristic feature of FFT spectrum of instability.
The similarity of lateral vibration measurements is depicted in figure 6.27b, the
similar two rounded peaks of around 300 and 600 Hz are detected in all instabilities.
The signal of SS event still is the largest one and still has the broader range of excited
frequencies. Eigenfrequencies marked by green dots are consistent between collapse,
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Figure 6.27: FFT spectra of collapse Coll04, liquefaction IL01, stick-slip SS04-test N500.
liquefaction and stick-slip. The response of FFT spectrum for lateral sound pressure M
of collapse and liquefaction is not significantly distinct in the amplitude, only stick-slip
shows the distinguished amplitude.
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6.5.4 Frequency of granular structure from AE measurements
As analysed for a typical liquefaction in section 6.4.2, V well detects low frequencies,
M is effective at higher frequencies and G is the most reliable measurement since it is
attached directly on the sample top. V and M supplement effectively G to fully obtain
the signature frequencies of the dynamic instabilities. CCWT is applied for all CIDNC,
liquefaction and collapse series to search for the links between them.
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Figure 6.28: Characteristic frequencies of stick-slip event at different confining pressures
identified by CCWT.
CIDNC series is analysed firstly. Figure 6.28 presents all possible significant fre-
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quencies detected by V, M, G using CCWT. It contains only the detected frequencies
during the instabilities compared to those of noise. The largest confining pressure of
500 kPa exhibits the three emergent groups of frequency around 325, 638, 899 and 1242
Hz in figure 6.28a.
Other tests respectively at 400, 200, 120 and 50 kPa are subsequently presented in
figures 6.28b to e. As in figure 4.10, low confining pressure p′0 leads to low ∆q and
the increasing scatter of data due to the insignificance of signal compared to the noise.
This disturbance creates the larger standard deviation of frequency at low p′0. However
the mean values are still consistent to those of 500 kPa in table 6.6. Regardless of
normalised amplitude ∆qnorm of stick-slip, 4 groups of signature frequency are pointed
out at 335.6, 571.4, 841.7 and 1252.8 Hz. Furthermore, within CIDNC series with
low Skempton’s coefficient B, the consistency of dominant frequencies means that the
vibration modes is independent of the saturation of the assembly.
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Figure 6.29: Characteristic frequencies of collapse and liquefaction identified by CCWT.
Another kind of local instability, collapse, are analysed showing the similar four
groups of frequency irrespective of ∆Ustable (figure 6.29a). The first excited frequency
is still 311.4 Hz followed by 667.7, 877 and 1322 Hz. Finally Liquefaction series is
completed (figure 6.29b) and delivers 4 groups of 341.4, 653.2, 884.5 and 1268.4 Hz.
In table 6.6, the strong consistency on the signature frequencies for 3 kinds of
instability implies the same nature of the vibration of the grains regardless of the
loading conditions. However as indicated in chapter 4 and 5 the dominant frequency
of pore pressure is only 80 Hz at full saturated condition and drops dramatically to
20 Hz for nearly saturated sample. This distinction in frequency of the grains and
pore pressure thickened the question of the physical interaction of the grains and the
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Table 6.6: Identification of natural frequencies of instability by CCWT.
Characteristic frequency of instability event (Hz)
Compression stick-slip 335.6 ± 81.61 636.9 ± 65.13 863.6 ± 64.68 1252.8 ± 101.07
Isotropic collapse 311.4 ± 74.39 667.7 ± 56.60 877.0± 74.23 1322.2 ± 144.61
Isotropic liquefaction 341.4 ± 59.58 653.2 ± 74.19 884.5 ± 69.78 1268.4 ± 132.23
surrounding fluid. Unfortunately, the mechanisms of fluctuation and the pore pressure
buildup are still unknown.
6.5.5 High-resolved time sequence of AE measurements
The time series of both acoustic and mechanical measurements have been revealed
individually in some typical events in previous chapter to exclude the suspect that pore
pressure is the cause of the instability, especially in case of liquefaction. The inclusion of
time domain of CCWT analysis exhibited the robust usefulness to localise the dominant
frequency within very brief duration of slip phase. The essential questions on the links
between of acoustic signals and mechanical measurements have been resolved. The
remaining question is whether acoustic signals is the resultant of mechanical failures
(stress drop). Figure 6.30 presents the systematic estimated time of the peak of CCWT
amplitude from sensor of acceleration G, microphone M and vibrometer V. Note that
each colour (e.g. green) represents data from one sensor including the peaks at all
possible localised natural frequencies can be detected within the duration of the signal
around 200 ms. Firstly, the peak of G at five studied confining pressures always emerges
prior to M and V later, confirming previous assessments on the time delay between
measurements counted at the begining of G. The main point here is the time sequence
of G and deviatoric stress drop. Thus a comparison is shown in table 6.7.
It can be seen that the time to reach the peak of CCWT amplitude of acceleration
signal is mostly equal and even prior to the duration for deviatoric stress q drop during
slip phase (tqdrop). Low frequencies of acoustic signal are generated simultaneously with
the mechanical stress during stick-slip instability. The precursors, defined as small
stick-slip with magnitude of deviatoric stress drop ∆q below 5 kPa, are not included in
this study.
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Figure 6.30: Time at the peak of CCWT amplitude of stick-slip events at different
confining pressures(CIDNC series).
Table 6.7: Identification of time at the peak of CCWT amplitude of G, M, V signal
during stick-slip events in CIDNC series.
Test N500 N400 N200 N120 N50
Time of CCWT 1.5 ± 0.85 1.5 ± 0.69 2.5 ± 2 2.2 ± 1.3 2.6 ± 2.7
peak of G (ms)
tqdrop 1.37 ± 0.6 1.39 ± 0.43 2.5 ± 0.0013 2.1 ± 0.58 2.7 ± 0.77
(ms)
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The time sequence of the most energetic frequencies which possibly excited during
collapses and liquefactions is provided in figure 6.31. For isotropic liquefaction IL,
likewise stick-slip events, the CCWT amplitude of acceleration G reaches the peak
first, then the lateral sound pressure and lastly the lateral vibration. Two stick-slip
liquefactions SL (triangles) are added and verify the same sequence. Different situation
is observed for collapses, it seems all G, M and V signals reach the CCWT peak
simultaneously. Note that the time sequence of CCWT peaks is not the time sequence
of the appearances of the acoustic measurement.
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Figure 6.31: Time at the peak of CCWT amplitude of collapse (a) and liquefaction (b).
6.5.6 Energy release
The strain energy of an event is defined as proportional to the squared amplitude of AE
signals during that event. This energy release is introduced in this analysis due to its
importance. It reflects the comprehensive meaning of the acoustic measurements, not
individual amplitude, frequency, duration, rising time, decaying time etc. This energy
can be the signature of the acoustic measurements. Figure 6.32 presents the individual
energy of each instability during the process of triaxial shearing phase up to ε1= 25%.
Since figure 6.19 pointed out the linear relation of amplitude of AE measurements
and the amplitude of stress drop, one can see the individual energy of the event is not
even, exactly like the generated unpredictable SS event. Test N500 have one event
at axial strain ε1 of 5% with distinct high energy. This is coherent to the temporal
development of acceleration G (figure 6.7a) in which G (dark blue) stabilised at a non
zero level than gradually declined back to the previous static state. This behaviour
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Figure 6.32: Energy release in each stick-slip event estimated for CIDNC series.
results in larger amplitude than other common SSs. Similarly, in test N400 (figure 6.32b,
two noticeable peaks correspond to two SS events (cyan and pale green) having similar
response in figure 6.8a. Unfortunately no explanation has been figured out. In the
series of 5 CID tests with decreasing confining pressure p0 the magnitude of energy
release seems to decline.
Subsequently, the energy release rate is estimated as the sum of energy release of
all events occurring within a specific interval of axial strain. The studied interval is
identified as 4 % to contain at least 1 SS event to diminish the strong fluctuation of the
energy rate. Five stress-strain curves in figure 6.33a recall the global behaviour of SS at
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different confining pressure. All of them gradually approach the plateau (critical state),
approximately at ε1 = 12%. The average evolution of AE characteristics during the
progressive deformation up to 25% is presented in figure 6.33b. Correspondingly, the
energy rate curves of test N50 and N120 also reach a certain stabilised level. Other tests
with strong fluctuation of energy rate can be represented by the mean value within 12 %
to 25 % of axial strain. These mean values are governed by both of confining pressure
p0 and initial void ratio ec. This stabilised level of energy rate is of importance since
it partially explains the compensation of the occurrence frequency of stick-slip and
the amplitude of the generated event. Thus, the same energy rate means the same
amount of energy release within an interval of axial strain, the large number of stick-
slip corresponds to the small amplitude of stick-slip events and inversely. Nevertheless,
the factor governing the repetition of global stick-slip events in stress-strain relation
even at the same initial parameter as void ratio, confining pressure, is still missing.
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Figure 6.33: Energy release rate during shearing stage at different confining pressure
(CIDNC series).
The stabilised level of energy release rate should be verified by the relation to the
mechanical strain energy during very brief slip phase of the stress drop. However,
within this study this target is impossible to obtain since the real dynamic regime
of stress-strain behaviour (q-ε1) during slip phase is missed. The infinite modulus of
the material during slip phase was pointed out in figure 4.18b due to the inability of
LVDT to capture the transient dynamic strain behaviour. This disadvantage could
be improved by another technique like fast camera or laser displacement sensor. An
additional investigation on the link between magnitude of SS and AE measurements
is performed by qualitative comparison between probability density function (pdf) of
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Figure 6.34: Possibility of (a) normalised deviatoric stress drop ∆qnorm, (b) Energy
release during single stick-slip event.
stress drop and AE characteristics. The probability of stress drop seems to be uniform
that is quite far from either common power law for weak force chains or exponential rule
for strong force chains in dry condition (71, 98, 120). Excepting for the initial segments
with obvious slopes, figure 6.34b shows the resemblance of amplitude distributions
for low frequency AE signal with the features of stress drop. By visual inspection,
the similarity between them means the source attributing to the generated AE energy
is merely the release of contact forces (the stress drop) without other accompanying
processes. The quantitative correlation between the probability of stress drop and
AE energy is not necessary to estimated here since the fitting parameter for the two
possibility plots are not properly identified when lacking the AE from the precursors.
The portion of possibility plot containing major slip roughly share the same law. The
attempt to apply the statistics distribution on the amplitude of stick-slip and of energy
release needs the direct link between stress drop ∆q and G (figure 6.19a). Finally the
direct deterministic correlation between amplitude of low frequency AE and stress drops
established by a strong linear relation in figure 6.19a contributed the important link
to enhance the possibility to predict SS event in saturated media from low frequency
acoustic measurements.
6.5.7 Effect of diameter of grains
Among 17 liquefactions within Liquefaction series, one liquefaction IL3 at 418 kPa for
grains with diameter of 0.4 mm is highlighted to compare with other liquefactions of
0.7 mm. Furthermore one special test Dmix01 of series D at 500 kPa (presented in
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chapter 5) using the mixture of 50 % in weight of 0.7 mm and 50 % of 0.4 mm beads is
exploited here. The primary matters need to be analysed are the frequency of the grains
and the CCWT amplitude relating to the energy generated during dynamic events.
CCWT analysis is applied to identify dominant frequency from V, M, G illustrated in
figure 6.35, detail for SS events is shown in subfigure a and collapse in subfigure b.
Similarly to test N500 of CIDNC series at 500 kPa, the frequency of grains locates in
5 groups with mean and standard deviation listed on table 6.8, which are respectively
325, 667, 874, 1153 and 1402 Hz. Compared to table 6.6, it can be seen that the grain
size does not affect the dominant frequencies of SS events. Collapse events are collected
in separate figure 6.35b. Test Dmix01 has 4 collapses, combined with two liquefactions
which are IL01 for 0.7 mm beads and IL03 for 0.4 mm beads. The dominant frequency
in isotropic collapses seems to vary lightly compared to liquefaction however globally
the responses of both IL03 (0.4 mm) and Dmix01 are still consistent with the whole
series liquefaction and collapse for the beads of 0.7 mm of diameter.
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Figure 6.35: Characteristic frequency of stick-slip event for a binary mixture of 0.7mm
and 0.4 mm at p0 = 500 kPa.
Table 6.8: Identification of natural frequencies of instability by CCWT of the mixture.
Characteristic frequency of instability event of mixture materials (Hz)
SS 325.8 ± 46.44 638.1 ± 59.40 899.2 ± 47.57 group(1153.1÷1402.9)
Collapse 311.4 ± 74.39 667.7 ± 56.60 877.0 ± 74.23 group(1200÷1400)
The influence of grain size is further evaluated by CCWT amplitude in figure 6.36.
In test N500 (blue squares), there is almost a linear relation between the amplitude of G
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Figure 6.36: CCWT amplitude of vertical top cap acceleration between monodisperse
material and binary mixture.
signal and its CCWT amplitude, meaning the consistence on the frequency and duration
of all SSs within this test. The addition of red squares of test Dmix01 exhibits no
significant difference on the slope from test N500 but larger amplitude of G. In contrast
to previous study (57) in ring shear test for dry material with the range of frequency
from 1 to 30 kHz, in which they indicated the decrease of power spectral density with
the decrease of grain size, as well as the modification of dominant frequencies, our result
reveals that mixture and nearly mono size material exhibit identical response in G and
CCWT amplitude. It improves the independence of dominant frequencies on the grain
size, meaning grain size has no strong effect.
6.6 Conclusions
This chapter produced a comprehensive analysis on the dynamic characteristics of AE
measurements as a complement to conventional mechanical measurements in previous
chapters. Three series of tests including various kinds of instability associated with
additional tests on binary mixture were exploited. High time-resolved data of top cap
acceleration, lateral sound pressure, lateral vibration revealed the abrupt motion of the
grain skeleton (vertical acceleration and stress drop) systematically occurring before
the generation of excess pore pressure.
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Frequency analysis was applied with FFT to extract the frequency content below
5 kHz. The combined use of 3 techniques (vertical accelerometer, lateral sound mi-
crophone and lateral vibrometer) is helpful to verify and support each other to obtain
the full frequency content of the dynamic instability. The FFT signature spectra of
instability can be recognised by the broad band of frequency range with almost every
frequencies being excited in liquefaction and stick-slip.
Furthermore, numerical simulation was employed to figure out the eigenfrequencies
of the idealised solid homogeneous granular structure. The simulation results reason-
ably matched the measuring data and help to explain the dominant frequencies of the
instability event. An advanced step was conducted by CCWT to recognise the du-
ration and confirm the dominant frequency of the failure phenomenon. It gives
precise details on the temporal evolution of the dominant frequencies. All these care-
ful measurements and analyses delivered the essential identical frequencies of dynamic
instabilities around 320, 640, 870, 1260 Hz in the audible range. This same group of
natural frequency identified in liquefaction, stick-slip and collapse implied that all three
kinds of instability are probably originated from the same physical triggering mecha-
nisms. These constant frequencies are the signature of a vibrating system. From these
main vibration modes, the elastic characteristics (bulk modulus K, poisson ra-
tio ν) can be deduced by back-calculation. Acoustic emission results can be use to
characterise different kinds of instability. They offer for the first time the distinction
between dynamic and static liquefaction and estimate quantitatively many important
macroscopic parameters.
Direct relations between the amplitude of acceleration G (lateral sound pressure M,
lateral vibration V) and other mechanical measurements were established to predict
the missing parameters left in previous chapters:
(i) the triggering deviatoric stress qtrig and the amplitude of stress drop ∆q for
stick-slip event;
(ii) the triggering effective stress σ′trig and the generated stabilised excess pore pres-
sure ∆Unormstable for isotropic collapse and liquefaction events.
So far, in this chapter three parameters ∆q, σ′trig, ∆Ustable are introduced in three
empirical relations with the top cap acceleration G. The relations of G∽∆q (figure 6.19),
G∽σ
′
trig (figure 6.20), G∽∆U
norm
stable (figure 6.22) help to predict ∆q, σ
′
trig and ∆U
norm
stable
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only from the maximum peak amplitude of acceleration G. This striking result high-
lighted the overall role of passive acoustic signal especially the accelerometric measure-
ment on sample top in controlling all remaining mechanical stress-strain measurements
during the instabilities, including the special case of complete destruction of the granu-
lar skeleton during liquefaction failure. These relations between acoustic and mechan-
ical measurements reveal the quasi-deterministic nature of granular instabilities.
Furthermore, one rare liquefaction with 0.4 mm beads and one with binary mixture
of 0.4 and 0.7 mm are added to preliminary probe the effects of grain size on the dynamic
vibration of granular structure. No modification in the dominant frequency was found.
However, many unsolved problems remain. Though the macroscopic amplitude of pore
fluid showed the strong role in the relations to all mechanic and acoustic measurements,
the uncorrelated vibration regime between grain structure and pore fluid has not been
explained despite many attempts carried out to exclude the artefacts. Even leaving
aside the frequency of the pore fluid pressure in the transient phase I, the mechanism of
pore pressure buildup to reach the stabilised state is still missing in drained condition.
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The stick-slip phenomenon, isotropic collapse, isotropic liquefaction and a new family
of liquefaction of model granular materials were studied using triaxial machine within
this dissertation. These granular instabilities spontaneously occur at unpredictable
triggering effective stress and uncontrollable void ratio with unexpected buildup of
excess pore pressure irrespective of fully drained condition, contrasting the instability-
free behaviour of natural granular materials.
A special experimental setup was carefully designed with a new set of static and
dynamic sensors for pore pressure, passive acoustic transducers (vertical piezoelectric
accelerometer, lateral prepolarized microphone) and lateral laser vibrometer. A large
number of tests were carefully performed with a high sampling frequency in various
loading (isotropic and triaxial compression), drainage (drained and undrained) and
saturation (dry, wet and saturated) conditions. At the level of individual instability,
high time-resolved data revealed the precise time sequence of events and the dynamics
of granular instabilities.
The link between the three kinds of instability was qualitatively established by the
similarity of excess pore pressure. Then this link was highlighted by empirical equations
describing the evolution from local (collapse and stick-slip with resuming behaviour)
to total failure (liquefaction with total destruction of the granular structure). These
relations suggested the plausible common triggering mechanisms of these granular in-
stabilities. The high time-resolved response of pore pressure indicated an important
role of the short-lived stabilised excess pore pressure ∆Ustable, relating to all remaining
mechanical and acoustic measurements by strong empirical relations with the uncou-
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pled effects of initial void ratio ec at the beginning of triaxial compression and effective
confining pressure p′0.
Acoustic emission (AE) measurements established the quasi-deterministic nature
of dynamic instabilities by the empirical correlations between the peak amplitudes of
AE measurements and the mechanical stress drop ∆q, the effective triggering stress
σ′trig and the excess stabilised pore pressure ∆Ustable. AE analysis also identified the
dominant frequencies for all kinds of instability. From these dominant frequencies,
back analysis by finite element method could estimate the elastic characteristics of the
granular assembly.
The improvements on understanding are extracted below, grouped in three separate
topics including (i) the mechanical behavior of drained compression stick-slip, (ii) the
mechanical behaviour of isotropic collapse and liquefaction, (iii) the AE characteristics
of all instabilities of interest and finally (iv) the overall connections between various
instabilities.
7.1 Stick-slip
The previously reported quasi-periodic and large stick-slips up to 500 kPa of effective
confining pressure were well replicated with new results and better resolution, including
the missing pore fluid outburst in the slip phase.
High time-resolved mechanical measurements of all major stick-slip events at differ-
ent confining pressures p′0 help identify the precise time sequence of mechanical mea-
surements as follows: first deviatoric stress drop ∆q occurs simultaneously with changes
of vertical top cap acceleration, then lateral sound pressure, lateral vibration, surge of
excess pore pressure, and finally the axial and volumetric strains start to develop. This
systematic time sequence of events implied the non causative mechanism of excess
pore pressure in the stick-slip phenomenon and suggested a rearrangement of the
grain structure as a plausible mechanism of the instability.
Time resolved data also contributed to better understand the dynamics of slip
phase. The duration of deviatoric stress drop ∆q is a constant of 2.27 ms independent of
amplitude of deviatoric stress drop ∆q with almost no variation of axial and volumetric
strain. This raised an unknown issue in the infinite modulus of stress-strain relation.
After the very brief slip duration, the system enters in a stabilised state of deviatoric
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stress, lasting until the pore pressure completely dissipates. Then deviatoric stress q
increases again in the next stick phase.
Concerning the global behaviour of stick-slip during triaxial compression, the effect
of effective confining pressure p′0 is confirmed in this study as in the literature. Our
works added the crucial role of void ratio, highlighted in the case of loose and saturated
material. The uncontrolled initial void ratio ec at the beginning of shearing stage
influences the amplitude of stick-slip event and the recurrence of the stick-slip as well.
Specifically, denser material delivers fewer and larger stick-slips. The combination effect
of both confining pressure p0 and void ratio ec are not achieved since ec shows dominant
impacts in loose assembly.
The complex dynamic response of pore pressure is decomposed into two phases. The
first phase is a vibration partially characterised by its frequency. The drop of frequency
is qualitatively explained by the presence of air in the nearly saturated state. The dissi-
pation phase of pore pressure represented by the consolidation coefficient Cv is affected
by the confining pressure. The time characteristics of pore pressure are estimated by
two empirical equations 4.5 and 4.6. They describes the transient duration ttrans and
the intermediate duration ∆t05 depending on the effective stress at the stabilised state
of pore pressure.
The role of stabilised excess pore pressure is emphasised by the quantitative strong
relations between normalised excess pore pressure ∆Unormstable and other stress and strain
measurements including normalised deviatoric stress drop ∆qnorm, incremental axial
strain ∆ε1 and incremental volumetric strain ∆εvol. In these relations, table 7.1, the
decoupled impacts of void ratio ec and effective confining pressure p
′
0 are
introduced in a consistent manner throughout all investigations. With high resolution
data, the slip phase can be interpreted as a dynamic consolidation at constant
deviatoric stress.
A common stick-slip boundary in (q−p′) plane is found, lower than Mohr-Coulomb
plastic criterion, which limits the space of the quasi-static effective stress state in the
slip phase. The effective stress state cannot exceed this boundary unless it reaches the
liquefaction.
The stress-induced anisotropy of the material during stick-slip is measured by static
anisotropy coefficient <istat> = 1.14 ± 0.37, lower than 3 for isotropic material. The
dynamic anisotropy coefficient iDyn has large value <iDyn> = 13.15 ± 7.15. This result
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confirmed that the anisotropy of material is an imperative condition for the apparition
of stick-slip phenomenon.
7.2 Isotropic instabilities (collapse and liquefaction)
Besides the serendipitiously discovery of drained isotropic liquefaction IL in our pub-
lished works (30, 34), this thesis presented new subtypes of dynamic liquefaction:
stick-slip SL, back pressure BL, water flushing FL and water imbibition liquefaction
WL. The well known static liquefaction UL is added but high time-resolved data helps
to compare and improve the understanding of this new family of liquefaction.
The initial void ratio e20 is still the most important parameter in the identifica-
tion of the appearance threshold of liquefaction. A new threshold was established,
ethres20 = 0.682 (Dr = 3.57%) which slightly improved our previous works.
The time characteristics of pore pressure were investigated including (i) a constant
duration of transient phase I, < tLiqtrans > = 0.19 ± 0.05 seconds, (ii) the duration of
stabilised phase II as an exponent function of triggering stress σ′trig, (iii) the dissipation
phase III represented by kdiss linearly relating to σ
′
trig. The relations are listed in detail
in table 7.1.
For collapse, the time characteristics of pore pressure were also characterised in-
cluding (i) a constant duration of transient phase I, < tColltrans> = 0.14 ± 0.02 seconds
in the same range of liquefaction, (ii) the duration of stabilised phase II as a logarith-
mic function of normalised excess pore pressure ∆Unormstable, (iii) the dissipation phase III
represented by knormdiss as logarithmic function of ∆U
norm
stable.
The evolution from collapse to liquefaction is denoted in the smooth relation of nor-
malised excess pore pressure ∆Unormstable and incremental axial strain ∆ε1 and incremental
volumetric strain ∆εvol.
The precise time sequence of each kind of liquefaction and collapse is very similar
to that of stick-slip event. The early strong variation of vertical top cap acceleration
implied again that excess pore pressure is not the causative mechanism, even in the
case of isotropic instability with the absence of deviatoric stress.
The dynamic anisotropy coefficient does not show a clear relation with confining
pressure, and the static anisotropy coefficient of collapse significantly larger than that of
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liquefaction. Although under isotropic loading the material still behaves anisotropically,
implying a strong inherent anisotropy.
7.3 Passive acoustic signature
The frequency content of the instabilities was extracted by a Fast Fourier Transforma-
tion, supplemented in the time domain by Cauchy Continuous Wavelet Transformation.
This provided a comprehensive picture on the whole possible frequencies of AE mea-
surements. Three types of frequency were collected including (i) spikes below 50 Hz,
(ii) spikes from 300 to 2500 Hz, (iii) broad peaks (around 320, 640, 870, 1260 Hz).
With the support from FEM simulation, the resonant frequencies of a solid cylindrical
structure are identical to those of acoustic measurements and the low frequencies be-
low 50 Hz likely from the surrounding hollow latex membrane. The group of rounded
broad peaks is the frequency signature of the dynamic instabilities. Sys-
tematic analyses were performed for three kinds of instabilities exhibiting the same
frequency signature implying the same underlying physical mechanisms.
No correlation has been found for the dominant frequencies of the grain skeleton
and that of pore fluid pressure. The grains and the pore fluid during dynamic regime
within initial 300 ms of the first phase seem to work independently, although their
quasi-static measurements are strongly correlated. The anomalous frequency of pore
pressure saturates at the dominant value of 80 Hz. Despite many efforts to verify and
exclude the artefacts, the nature of this frequency remains unknown.
The amplitudes and frequencies of AE measurements are indicators to distinguish
various types of instability. Direct relations between AE amplitudes and stress mea-
surements were constructed. For stick-slip, the amplitudes of top cap acceleration,
lateral sound pressure and lateral vibration speed are linearly proportional to devia-
toric stress drop ∆q, and for liquefaction, linearly proportional to triggering effective
stress σ′trig. Finally for collapse, the amplitude of top cap acceleration is a two variable
function of triggering stress σ′trig and normalised excess pore pressure ∆U
norm
stable. These
relations can be used to predict all subsequent stress and strain variations only by the
amplitude of the early AE signals.
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7.4 The connection of stick-slip, collapse and liquefaction
Table 7.1 summarises all quantitative and empirical relationships established within this
study. Each column corresponds to a kind of instability (collapse or liquefaction or stick-
slip). The evolution from local (collapse and stick-slip) to total failure (liquefaction) is
encapsulated in these empirical equations.
Starting with liquefaction (central column) and moving upwards from the bottom,
if the peak amplitude of vertical top cap acceleration GLiq (or MLiq) is known then
the effective triggering stress σ′trig is deduced. Consequently, all characteristics of
pore pressure (upper rows) are identified depending only on σ′trig. For collapse (left
column), if the peak amplitude of vertical acceleration GColl is known and the triggering
stress σ′trig predicted, then equation 6.2 helps to infer ∆U
norm
stable. Subsequently, all stress
and strain characteristics are calculated from the only variable ∆Unormstable.
For stick-slip, two initial parameters, the amplitude of acceleration drop GLiq (MLiq
or V Liq) and the triggering deviatoric stress qtrig, are essential in estimating the am-
plitude of deviatoric stress drop ∆q of stick-slip. From variable ∆qnorm = ∆q/qtrig,
∆Unormstable is estimated by equation 4.11. Next, the axial and volumetric strain (∆ε1,
∆εvol) are both calculated from ∆U
norm
stable. The normalised effective mean pressure at
stabilised state p′normstable =
p′stable
p′crit
is estimated from all known parameters in previous
steps (∆q, qtrig, ∆U
norm
stable) together with the effective confining pressure p
′
0 and the
frictional characteristic M at the critical state of global shearing behaviour.
With identified variable p′normstable, all time characteristics of pore pressure are calcu-
lated by equations 4.5 and 4.6.
In the direction of vertically moving upward, from the parameters at the bottom
row, all characteristics are identified in individual kind of instability. These three sepa-
rate columns are the empirical relations for three types of instability. Most fitting equa-
tions have good correlation coefficients. Thus, they establish the quasi-deterministic
nature of granular instabilities.
The direction of horizontal translation from outside (local failures) to the central
column (total failure) shows the connections and evolution from stick-slip to liquefaction
as well as from collapse to liquefaction. Most asymptotic functions of collapse and stick-
slip (left and right columns), at the ultimate state of the dependent variables, become
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Table 7.1: Summarized relations of key parameters
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7. CONCLUSION
equations of liquefaction (central column). Consistent evolutions of the fitting function
suggest again the same mechanisms for all three kinds of instabilities.
7.5 Perspectives
One of the expected goals of the study is to reveal the mechanisms governing stick-slip,
collapse and isotropic liquefaction of saturated model granular medium. This challeng-
ing target has not been totally obtained, unfortunately. This study cannot provide
answers for all possible issues concerning the dynamics of these novel instabilities, but
rather contribute to some enhancements with new and better experimental results.
The improvements in the physical understanding of these phenomena are already
presented in the conclusion. Besides the missing goal of identifying the full mechanisms,
the physics of the anomalous vibration of the excess pore pressure are poorly under-
stood, the surge of pore pressure and its stabilised state still not well explained, the
durations of three phases of pore pressure not well estimated and the strain dynamics
of the slip phase during stick-slip event not accurately measured by traditional LVDT
technique.
Based on these imperfections, some recommendations are suggested in the form of
remaining questions requiring further investigation. New results often require better
experimental observations on well designed experiments with better equipment.
How to test the structural hypothesis? Advanced technique, the high resolution
computer tomography applied before and after the dynamic event, could be a candidate
to detect the potential modification of the granular structure with direct experimental
evidence.
How to obtain the correct stress-strain relation during slip phase? Fast camera and
laser vertical displacement sensor having a great resolution are highly recommended to
overcome the inadequate ability of LVDT to capture the dynamic strains in the slip
phase.
How to identify the local or global deformation during slip phase? Numerical ex-
periments using Discret Element Method and fast stereoscopic cameras are helpful to
study the stress and strain field of the granular assembly.
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How about the repeatability by an independent laboratory? Preliminarily works on
the same model material were conducted independently by our colleagues at ENISE1
showing the validity of isotropic collapse and paving the way for the reproducitibility
of granular instabilities. Nevertheless, more laboratory works need to be done.
Can these granular instabilities happen in stress-controlled experiments, instead of
strain-controlled ones in this work? The complementary stress-controlled technique on
the traditional quasi-static CID stress path, and on constant stress ratio path could
yield surprising new results.
Finally, full AE measurements at high frequency range are helpful to give infor-
mation on the processes at grain contacts. It can improve the statistical analyses of
mechanical and AE results and can potentially identify the transition from precursor
to major instability (stick-slip, collapse, liquefaction).
1E´cole nationale d’inge´nieurs de Saint-E´tienne
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Appendix A
Collapse in water imbibition
Imbibition process is briefly reminded here as the following step after the CO2 percola-
tion, de-aired water is injected into the specimen from the bottom by the water pressure
of 3-5 kPa. During this process, water level is gradually rising inside the sample, the
axial strain ε1 of the sample is increasing as in figure A.1. Three significant jumps of
axial strain ε1 are marked by collapse W1, W2, W3. These instabilities are named as
collapse since they do not destroy the geometry of the sample like liquefaction failure
and they occur under the isotropic effective confining pressure p′0 of 20-30 kPa.
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Figure A.1: Temporal evolution of axial strain during imbibition process.
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Appendix B
Distribution of major stick-slips
Figures B.1a to e present the distribution of the occurrence of major stick-slip events
acquired in CIDNC series; precursors are not included in this investigation. Histograms
of the occurrence in cyan columns are far from the normal distribution in red curves,
excepting for test N50 at 50 kPa of confining pressure with the sufficient total number
of stick-slip within this series. Figures B.1f and g show that both normalised deviatoric
stress drop ∆qnorm and amplitude of stress drop ∆q do not correlate to the effective
confining pressure p′0. In figure B.1g, only the maximum stress drop shows the relations
to confining pressure p′0.
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Figure B.1: Statistical estimation of the normalised deviatoric stress drop ∆qnorm and
∆q of major stick-slip events in accordance with effective confining pressure p′0.
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Appendix C
Distribution of liquefaction
triggering stress
C.1 Distribution of the triggering stress of liquefaction
events
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Figure C.1: Distribution of the triggering stress σ′trig of liquefaction events
Figure C.1 presents the distribution of occurrence of isotropic liquefaction event
corresponding to various effective triggering stress σ′trig. Obviously the distribution is
not a normal distribution. Since only 17 isotropic liquefactions are acquired, we have
not obtained a sufficient investigation.
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C.2 Vanishing of effective stress at the stable state of pore
pressure during liquefaction IL01.
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Figure C.2: Compressibility of isotropic liquefaction IL01.
This figure C.2 is added to supplement figure 5.2a since in linear scale, it can clearly
emphasise the zero value of mean effective pressure at stabilised state. While in other
collapses (Coll50, Coll51) the effective mean pressures are not vanished, then they cannot
liquefy.
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Appendix D
FFT analysis of noise and
stick-slip
D.1 FFT analysis of two noises during test IL01
Figure D.1 presents the FFT spectrum of two different noises in test IL01. The left
column includes the FFT of vertical acceleration G, lateral vibration V and lateral
sound pressure M, respectively, within the whole range of frequency up to 5000 Hz. It
can be seen the coherence of FFT amplitude and dominant frequencies between two
noises in the signals of G and M (figure D.1a and c). The signal of lateral vibration
V from Noise02 does not show 3 dominant frequencies like Noise01 (figure D.1b). Note
that the working capability of vibrometer is often affected by large lateral deformation.
The smaller scale is additionally explored in the right column with the consistence
FFT spectrum of G and M in the range of low frequency below 50 Hz. Although
the difference of FFT of lateral vibration, the reliable results of acceleration G and
microphone M still sufficiently enhance the reliability of the acoustic measurements.
D.2 Analysis of SS04 event
This section is devoted to analyse one representative stick-slip event by the similar
procedure as test IL01 in section 6.4 to see the characteristics of FFT and CCWT
spectrum during a very large stick-slip, mostly liquefied, in test N500 belonging to
CIDNC series.
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Figure D.1: Frequency analysis by FFT of two portions of noise from vertical top cap
acceleration G, lateral vibration V, lateral sound pressure M within test IL01.
FFT spectrum of a segment of noise at 10 seconds before the event and the signals
of the dynamic event within 10 s are presented in figure D.2. The first row provides
the whole overall frequency content of three acoustic measurements until 5000 Hz,
beyond this value no significant FFT amplitude is detected. Solid blue spots are used
to mark the dominant spikes acquired from the noise signal. From the global view,
vertical acceleration G shows the totally large distinction between the event and the
noise with almost all frequencies are excited during the event (figure D.2a). Two
supplementary lateral acoustic measurements expose less intense FFT amplitude and
different frequency contents also (figures D.2b,c). Compared to the FFT amplitude
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of isotropic liquefaction IL01 (figures 6.13a,b,c), all FFT amplitudes from G, M, V
during SS event are remarkably larger than those of liquefaction due to the presence
of deviatoric stress. This is consistent to the systematic experimental observation that
the hearing noise during SS is always louder than that of liquefaction and collapse. In
the second row, closer looks are introduced to see some details of frequency contents.
Acceleration G within 1000 Hz exhibits multiple broad peaks wide spreading throughout
the range (figure D.2d). Lateral vibration V exposed two characteristic rounded peaks
at 321 and 683 Hz (figure D.2e), very close to isotropic liquefaction IL01 (figure 6.13e).
Lateral sound pressure M indicates many complicated broad peaks throughout the
range of 1000 Hz. In FFT spectrum, the most dominant frequency is quite difficult
to identify, it should be done by other tool as CCWT. Mostly the spikes of noise
are included in the event signal by the coincidence of red spike and blue spike but
with different peak amplitudes. In the adjacent segment from 1000 to 2000 Hz in
figures D.2g,h,i, two dominant rounded peaks at around 1100 and 1380 Hz in vertical
acceleration are recognised. No clear peaks in lateral vibration signal and a large group
around 1400-1500 Hz from lateral sound pressure M are exposed. At low frequency
below 50 Hz, G does not captured any peak (figure D.2j) but all frequencies are excited
sternly. Vibrometer still works well at the low range of frequency then shows the peak
at 8.1 Hz and other rounded peak at 22 Hz (figure D.2k). Both V and M point out that
instead of separate spikes in noise (blue dots) (figures D.2k,l), during SS event mostly
all low frequencies are excited.
As in section 6.4.2, CCWT is effective in recognition of the rounded peaks. In
stick-slip event, since the massive FFT amplitudes of event compared to those of noise,
CCWT is more convenient to point out the most dominant rounded peaks of SS event.
The temporal evolutions of acoustic measurements G, M, V and normalised excess pore
pressure are presented in figure D.3. In which, the response of vertical acceleration G is
abnormal. Instead of the strong and brief vibration within the early 10 ms, then reaches
the stable state at zero, a rather long decrease of G to return zero level is observed
from 10 ms until 1 s. One artificial disturbance is noted at 80 ms with a sharp spike of
lateral vibration which is not coherent to lateral microphone signal or pore pressure.
Similar analyses by CCWT are implemented to get CCWT spectra for lateral vibra-
tion V, lateral sound pressure M, vertical acceleration G and finally excess pore pressure.
Irrespective of dominant frequencies in noise (figure D.4a), the CCWT amplitude of
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Figure D.2: Frequency analysis by FFT of vertical top cap acceleration G (left), lateral
vibration V (middle), lateral sound pressure M (right) of stick-slip event SS04 of test N500.
SS04 event is two orders of magnitude larger than that of noise (10
−3 compared to
10−5), hence figure D.4a easily indicate the dominant frequency groups of the dynamic
event. By a closer look in the second row, detailed frequencies are identified. Figure
D.4c only shows some low frequentcies of noise corresponding to blue dots lower than
100 Hz in figure D.2d. While the dominant frequencies of SS04 event are considerably
larger in amplitude in figure D.4d, the main dynamic event includes three rounded
peaks at 326, 738, 1542 Hz. A representative peak at 1298 Hz is also indicated in
figure D.4d and it is not the characteristic frequency of the event since it very low
amplitude of 5.2∗10−5 which is attributed to the sharp spike with the blue dots prior
to the rounded peak of 1542 Hz (figure D.2i) by the approximate estimation of the area
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Figure D.3: Temporal evolution of acoustic measurements (G,M,V) and normalised excess
pore pressure ∆Unorm during SS04 of test N500-CIDNC series.
as demonstrated in section 6.4.2. Another separate peak at 0.08 s is equivalent to the
disturbance described in figure D.3.
Figure D.4: CCWT spectrum of lateral vibration V for noise signal (left) and stick-slip
SS04 of test N500 (right).
Similar procedure of analysis is applied to lateral sound pressure M and vertical
acceleration G, then the results are introduced in figures D.5 and D.6. Briefly and to
avoid the repetition of the same explanation, only main and core results are mentioned
here. Three main and most dominant frequencies represented the dynamic SS04 event
are captured by lateral microphone which are respectively 935, 1471, 2510 Hz (figure
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Figure D.5: CCWT spectrum of lateral sound pressure M for noise signal (left) and
stick-slip SS04 of test N500 (right).
Figure D.6: CCWT spectrum of vertical top cap acceleration G for noise signal (left)
and stick-slip SS04 of test N500 (right).
D.5d). And by vertical acceleration the most energetic frequency is 1138 Hz (figure
D.6d).
The last CCWT spectrum is for normalised excess pore pressure in figure D.7,
showing the good coherence to time series of pore pressure signal.
D.3 Analysis of collapse Coll04 event
FFT spectrum of a small collapse at 108.2 kPa is constructed by the signal of the
collapse event and a segment of noise at 10 s before this collapse. Vertical acceleration
G is shown with large and broad peaks within 1000 Hz in figure D.8a. Lateral vibration
still exhibits the typical spectrum with the major rounded peak below 1000 Hz like
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Figure D.7: CCWT spectrum of normalised excess pore pressure ∆Unorm of stick-slip
SS04 of test N500.
IL01 and SS04 (figure D.8b). Lateral sound pressure M includes all sharp spikes of the
noise and the amplitude of event seems not to significantly larger than that of noise
(figure D.8c). It could be coherent to the realistic observation that it is rather hard
to listen to the sound of collapse than liquefaction and stick-slip. Other smaller scale
figures will provide more detail, the most dominant frequency of vertical acceleration G
among the widespread peak within 1000 Hz is around 300 Hz, similar to liquefaction.
This frequency of approximate 300 Hz is implied also in lateral vibration (figure D.8e).
Whereas no significant rounded peak is shown in lateral sound pressure M (figure D.8f).
In the range of 1000-2000 Hz, a small peak around 1400 Hz is realised in G spectrum
figure D.8g), no large peaks are recognised in the spectrum of V and M (figure D.8h,i).
A close look at low frequency below 40 Hz in the last row of figure only shows two
frequencies of 8 and 14 Hz by lateral vibration V in both noise and event signals (figure
D.8k).
Detail results of CCWT are explored and exclusion are applied to recognise the most
energetic frequencies. Only the final extracted results are presented. They are 307 Hz
for V (figure D.9), very close to 327 Hz for M (figure D.10), then the other approximate
peak of 314 Hz for G (figure D.11). Other broad peaks of vertical acceleration G are
revealed at 615 and 1433 Hz.
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Figure D.8: Frequency analysis by FFT of vertical top cap acceleration G (left), lateral
vibration V (middle), lateral sound pressure M (right) of collapse event Coll04.
Figure D.9: CCWT spectrum of lateral vibration V for noise signal (left) and Coll04 of
Collapse series (right).
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Figure D.10: CCWT spectrum of lateral sound pressure M for noise signal (left) and
Coll04 of Collapse series (right).
Figure D.11: CCWT spectrum of vertical top cap acceleration G for noise signal (left)
and Coll04 of Collapse series (right).
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Appendix E
Re´sume´ e´tendu
Cette the`se s’inscrit dans le mouvement, tre`s actif dans les deux dernie`res de´cennies,
de recherche sur la physique et la me´canique des mate´riaux granulaires, visant a` en
comprendre les me´canismes rhe´ologiques en liaison avec leurs origines microscopiques.
Dans le cadre de la physique, la me´canique des milieux granulaires reste un des
rares domaines offrant encore un vaste champ d’e´tudes a` cause de la complexite´ des
phe´nome`nes mis en jeux et de multiples interactions entre les diffe´rents parame`tres.
De ce fait, la plupart des phe´nome`nes sont imparfaitement compris. En particulier
les instabilite´s et les me´canismes locaux qui pilotent la de´formation globale du milieu
restent encore mal connus. Ces me´canismes sont associe´s a` la rotation des grains,
au frottement intergranulaire, mais e´galement aux plus grandes de´formations a` des
instabilite´s dynamiques. Il est maintenant connu que les efforts intergranulaires ne se
re´partissent pas de fac¸on homoge`ne dans le mate´riau, mais le long de quelques chaˆınons
de contacts qui reprennent l’ensemble des efforts applique´s. Au niveau de ses contacts
les efforts peuvent eˆtre alors de forte intensite´. Au cours de la sollicitation, un chaˆınon
peut alors ce´der brusquement alors qu’un autre se cre´e. Un me´canisme de de´formation
ou de frottement saccade´ participe ainsi a` la de´formation du mate´riau et e´ventuellement
a` la lique´faction.
La lique´faction, un aspect particulier des instabilite´s diffuses, est une composante
tre`s importante du comportement des milieux granulaires. Une fois lique´fie´s, les sols
perdent entie`rement leur re´sistance avec de dramatiques conse´quences comme les de´vas-
tateurs glissements de terrain ou les catastrophiques effondrements de structures sous
se´isme. Une des causes de la lique´faction pourrait eˆtre une instabilite´ structurelle. Une
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telle explication est se´duisante car encore peu exploite´e dans la litte´rature ge´otechnique,
par rapport a` l’instabilite´ rhe´ologique.
Les effondrements locaux et les frottements saccade´s, deux autres aspects des insta-
bilite´s diffuses, sont particulie`rement bien observables sur des milieux a` granulome´trie
serre´e ou monodisperse constitue´s de grains sphe´riques au comportement fragile (billes
de verre par exemple). Les fortes instabilite´s observe´es peuvent alors eˆtre rattache´es au
phe´nome`ne de Stick-Slip ou frottement - glissement saccade´. Le phe´nome`ne de Stick-
Slip a fait l’objet de nombreuses e´tudes dans des domaines tre`s varie´s. Mais l’approche
ge´ne´ralement envisage´e se place dans un cadre uni ou bidimensionnel. Bien que peu
e´tudie´, le cas tridimensionnel, avec pris en compte de la composante volumique du
phe´nome`ne, reste cependant tre`s inte´ressant. Les mate´riaux granulaires ont en effet un
comportement volumique tre`s particulier pilote´ par le phe´nome`ne de dilatance associe´
a` une variation de volume sous sollicitation de´viatoire.
La simulation nume´rique a` l’e´chelle des grains, dite ”aux e´le´ments discrets” (DEM
pour discrete element method) est devenue un outil essentiel dans l’e´tude du com-
portement d’assemblages granulaires mode`les. Au niveau microscopique, les e´tudes
par DEM ont permis de bien caracte´riser l’important de´sordre qui affecte les proprie´te´s
me´caniques des assemblages granulaires. Ce de´sordre des proprie´te´s me´caniques a` petite
e´chelle contraste avec les lois macroscopiques qui, bien que complexes, restent re´gulie`res
et de´terministes, car les fluctuations re´gressent dans la limite des grands syste`mes.
Les phe´nome`nes d’instabilite´ affectant le comportement a` grande e´chelle comme le
frottement saccade´ (stick-slip) ou l’effondrement en consolidation isotrope semblent a
priori e´chapper a` cet effet de re´gularisation qui accompagne ge´ne´ralement le passage du
microscopique au macroscopique, et leur origine demeure assez myste´rieuse. Meˆme si le
stick-slip est de´crit par les the´ories du type ”rate and state” de´veloppe´es pour les sur-
faces ou couches de ge´omate´riaux dans les applications ge´ophysiques, le passage de telles
lois de frottement dans les contacts intergranulaires au comportement macroscopique
en volume reste a` e´lucider. Il faut noter en eﬀet que les comportements macroscopiques
diﬀe`rent fortement des comportements des contacts, et que l’effet macroscopique des
ingre´dients microme´caniques d’un mode`le de mate´riau granulaire e´chappe aux intu-
itions naˆıves, en raison, en particulier, du roˆle important de la ge´ome´trie des assem-
blages de grains et de leurs re´arrangements.
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Cette the`se re´pond donc au besoin de mieux comprendre les instabilite´s diffuses et
d’identifier les me´canismes fondamentaux de la de´formation dans les mate´riaux gran-
ulaires. L’identification des me´canismes fondamentaux permettrait l’explication ra-
tionnelle de la lique´faction, des effondrements et des frottements saccade´s, phe´nome`nes
typiques de l’instabilite´ diffuse.
On cherchera, dans ce projet scientifique, a` identifier et comprendre les origines
physiques des instabilite´s diffuses des mate´riaux granulaires mode`les par une approche
expe´rimentale. Il s’agira d’identifier le ou les me´canismes de de´clenchement de l’instabilite´
et d’explorer sa dynamique. On privile´giera les expe´riences mode`les, en ide´alisant les
mate´riaux granulaires par des billes de verre quasi sphe´riques qui n’ont pas e´te´ beaucoup
e´tudie´es par la communaute´ scientifique dans un contexte tridimensionnel. C’est donc
ce type de mate´riaux mode`les, avec des mate´riaux granulaires re´els en comple´ment, qui
sera utilise´ principalement dans cette e´tude.
Nous utilisons, dans cette the`se, des e´chantillons cylindriques de court e´lancement
sur un appareil triaxial de re´volution classique de la me´canique des sols, comple´te´ avec
des capteurs de pression statique et dynamique en teˆte et au pied de l’e´chantillon, et
par des mesures de l’acce´le´ration verticale en teˆte de l’e´chantillon G, de la vibration
horizontale V a` mi-hauteur et de la pression acoustique horizontale M au pied de
l’e´chantillon. Les donne´es expe´rimentales sont acquises en haute re´solution de 10 a` 20
kHz.
Frottement saccade´
Le premier objectif de cette the`se est de caracte´riser expe´rimentalement et macro-
scopiquement du phe´nome`ne de frottement saccade´ sur des billes de verre sodo-calcique
mono et polydisperse en compression triaxiale draine´e en incluant la compression
isotrope pre´ce´dant celle-ci. Un groupe de cinq parame`tres macroscopiques caracte´riserait
ces frottements saccade´s en draine´ : l’amplitude de la chute de contrainte de´viatorique,
l’amplitude de la contraction volumique, l’intermittente de de´formation axiale entre
deux chutes successives, le module quasi-e´lastique et le coefficient de Poisson au de´part
de la phase de frottement. Les donne´es expe´rimentales a` haute re´solution temporelle
ont permis une e´tude de´taille´e de la dynamique de la phase de glissement, souvent
ignore´e dans la litte´rature des milieux granulaires.
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Figure E.1: Frottements saccade´s en consolidation isotrope et en compression triaxiale
draine´e a` 500 kPa.
La de´termination de l’indice des vides ec au de´part de la compression triaxiale
draine´e ne´cessite des donne´es pre´cises de la compression isotrope pre´ce´dant celle-ci. Ces
donne´es montrent l’incontroˆllabilite´ de ec a` cause de nombreux effondrements isotropes
et indiquent la non-re´pe´tabilite´ des frottements saccade´s en compression triaxiale (fig-
ure E.1).
De nouvelles se´ries d’essais confirment l’existence de tre`s larges frottements sac-
cade´s en compression triaxiale draine´e, jusqu’a` l’annulation du de´viateur, ainsi que
la pre´sence inattendue des surpressions interstitielles au de´but de chaque frottement
saccade´. Comme dans les effondrements isotropes ou dans les lique´factions, cette sur-
pression interstitielle n’est pas la premie`re cause de ces instabilite´s, puisqu’elle apparaˆıt
syste´matiquement apre`s la chute du de´viateur. Ne´anmoins, elle amplifie fortement le
de´veloppement des de´formations axiales et volumiques en re´duisant la contrainte ef-
fective. Le similarite´ du de´veloppement de cette surpression interstitielle dans les in-
stabilite´s isotropes et de´viatoriques sugge`re les meˆmes me´canismes de de´clenchement
et la phase de glissement peut eˆtre interpre´te´e comme une consolidation
dynamique a` de´viateur constant.
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Figure E.2: Effets de surpression interstitielle stable et normalise´e ∆Unormstable sur
l’incre´ment des de´formations axiales ∆ε1, l’incre´ment des de´formations volumiques ∆εvol
et la chute du de´viateur normalise´ ∆qnorm en frottements saccade´s.
Les mesures expe´rimentales minutieuses re´ve`lent le caracte`re non couple´ entre
la pression de confinement p′0 et l’indice des vides ec sur le comportement
me´canique de chaque frottement saccade´; ce qui ame`ne a` des corre´lations empiriques
unifie´es entre les parame`tres macroscopiques caracte´ristiques. Si la magnitude de la
chute du de´viateur ∆q et la contrainte de de´clenchement qtrig sont connues, alors
(i) la surpression interstitielle stable et normalise´e ∆Unormstable peut eˆtre estime´e a`
partir du de´viateur normalise´ ∆qnorm =
∆q
qtrig , (figure E.2),
(ii) l’incre´ment des de´formations axiales ∆ε1 peut eˆtre de´duit par ∆U
norm
stable,
(iii) et l’incre´ment des de´formations volumiques ∆εvol aussi par ∆U
norm
stable.
(iv) l’unique frontie`re des frottements saccade´s dans le plan des contraintes effec-
tives.
Les caracte´ristiques temporelles de la pression interstitielle dynamique dans le re´gime
quasi-statique sont estime´es par l’unique valeur de ∆Ustable :
(i) la dure´e de la phase transitoire oscillante I, ttrans, est estime´e a` partir de la
contrainte moyenne stable normalise´e
p′stable
p′crit
, qui est une fonction de l’exce´dent de la
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pression interstitielle stabilise´e ∆Ustable et de l’amplitude de la chute du de´viateur ∆q,
(ii) la dure´e de la phase interme´diate II, ∆t05, est estime´e a` partir de
p′stable
p′crit
,
(iii) la dure´e de la phase de dissipation III est caracte´rise´e par Cv, variant non
line´airement avec la pression de confinement p′0. Toutes caracte´ristiques temporelles et
ces effets couple´s de surpression interstitielle avec les contraintes et les de´formations
montrent une e´volution continue et fluide vers une lique´faction finale.
De plus, la dure´e de la chute du de´viateur tqdrop est tre`s courte et quasiment con-
stante, environ 2.254 ms, quelles que soient les pressions de confinement entre 50 a` 500
kPa.
Lique´faction
La lique´faction statique et la lique´faction cyclique sont les deux seuls types de
lique´faction connus en me´canique des sols. La de´couverte surprenante d’un troisie`me
type, la lique´faction en consolidation isotrope ou en compression isotrope draine´e sur
les mate´riaux granulaires mode`les tre`s laˆches pose de nouvelles questions, a` la fois
expe´rimentale, nume´riques et e´galement the´oriques. Pouvons-nous trouver d’autres
membres ine´dits de cette nouvelle famille ? Avec de nouvelles mesures, pouvons-nous
de´crire les re`gles e´volutionnelles capable de transformer les instabilite´s locales (effon-
drements isotropes et frottements saccade´s en compression draine´e) en lique´faction
globale ? Est-ce que les surpressions interstitielles, tout en n’e´tant pas une cause,
peuvent eˆtre un composant cle´ controˆlant les parame`tres me´caniques des nouvelles in-
stabilite´s, par des corre´lations empiriques ? Et surtout, pouvons-nous de´couvrir la
signification physique cache´e derrie`re les trois phases de la surpression interstitielle ?
Cette the`se montre une vue assez de´taille´e et globale des instabilite´s diffuses avec de
nouveaux types de lique´faction ine´dite et e´galement des connections reliant les ruptures
locales comme des frottements saccade´s et des effondrements en isotrope et les ruptures
globales de type lique´faction. Nous avons de´couvert la lique´faction en consolidation
isotrope IL, puis la lique´faction en frottement saccade´ SL, la lique´faction en phase de
saturation par contre-pression BL, la lique´faction en phase de saturation par circulation
d’eau de´sae´re´e FL et meˆme la lique´faction par imbibition d’eau de´sae´re´e WL.
Les mesures de l’acce´le´ration verticale en teˆte de l’e´chantillon montrent de´finiti-
vement que la surpression interstitielle n’est pas la cause des instabilite´s observe´es,
puisqu’elle est syste´matiquement en retard de quelques milli-secondes par rapport a`
l’acce´le´ration verticale. La magnitude de l’acce´le´ration verticale et les trois phases de
la surpression interstitielle sont des points importants de cette e´tude. La lique´faction
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Figure E.3: Effets de surpression interstitielle stable et normalise´e ∆Unormstable sur
l’incre´ment des de´formations axiales ∆ε1, l’incre´ment des de´formations volumiques ∆εvol
en consolidation isotrope.
en consolidation isotrope IL et celle en frottement saccade´ SL ont la plus grande
acce´le´ration verticale autour de 10 g, qui est trois ordres de grandeur plus e´leve´ que
celles des BL, SL et WL. Nous obtenons une distinction importante entre la lique´faction
dynamique et la lique´faction statique puisque cette dernie`re n’a aucune acce´le´ration
verticale et aucune vibration de surpression interstitielle.
Cette the`se montre e´galement que la lique´faction peut se produire dans des con-
ditions de saturations imparfaites ou de quasi-saturation (coefficient de Skempton’s
B = 0.85-0.95). Pour des milieux totalement sature´s, on obtient une fre´quence dom-
inante de 80 Hz avec la se´ries CIDNC et les caracte´ristiques temporelles de la pres-
sion interstitielle dynamique des effondrements en isotrope sont estime´es par l’unique
parame`tre ∆Unormstable. La phase transitoire oscillante I est caracte´rise´e par une constante
< tColltrans >. L’e´tat stable t05 par ∆U
norm
stable. La dure´e de la phase de dissipation III est
identifie´e avec knormdiss . La magnitude de la surpression interstitielle ∆U
norm
stable est relie´e
a` d’autres mesures me´caniques de de´formations comme l’incre´ment des de´formations
axiales ∆ε1 et l’incre´ment des de´formations volumiques ∆εvol. Ce qui signifie que le
parame`tre ∆Unormstable controˆle les autres parame`tres de de´formations, (figure E.3).
Ne´anmoins, comme les pre´ce´dents frottements saccade´s avec les magnitudes incon-
nues de la chute du de´viateur ∆q et de la contrainte de´viatorique de de´clenchement qtrig,
il reste a` de´terminer les magnitudes de la surpression interstitielle stabilise´e ∆Ustable et
de la contrainte isotrope de de´clenchement σ
′
trig pour avoir une compre´hension totale
de la lique´faction dynamique.
Emission acoustique
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Des bruits audibles sont syste´matiquement accompagne´s de chaque instabilite´, inde´-
pendamment des conditions de chargement (isotrope ou de´viatorique), de drainage
(draine´ ou non draine´), de saturation (sec, mouille´ ou sature´), de cisaillement (triax-
ial ou annulaire) et meˆme de la granulome´trie des particules (mono ou poly-disperse).
Avec de nouveaux capteurs incluant l’e´mission acoustique passive (un acce´le´rome`tre
pie´zoe´lectrique verticale, un microphone pre´-polarise´ horizontal) et un vibrome`tre hor-
izontal par laser, les mesures de l’e´mission acoustique (AE) dans le domaine de faible
fre´quence, en-dessous de 5 kHz, comple´mentent les mesures me´caniques des instabilite´s
diffuses dans l’environnement triaxial.
L’objectif est de relier quantitativement les parame`tres macroscopiques de con-
trainte et de de´formation de l’instabilite´ comme la chute des contraintes, la contrainte
de de´clenchement, la surpression interstitielle et les incre´ments des de´formations axi-
ales et volumiques a` des mesures acoustiques passives comme l’e´nergie acoustique et la
magnitude de G, M, V des e´ve´nements.
L’analyse fre´quentielle avec FFT est utilise´e pour extraire le contenu fre´quentiel
en-dessous de 5 kHz. L’utilisation conjointe de trois techniques (l’acce´le´ration ver-
ticale, pression acoustique et vibration horizontales) permet d’obtenir et de ve´rifier le
contenu fre´quentiel des instabilite´s dynamiques. La signature fre´quentielle des insta-
bilite´s est ainsi obtenue. Des simulations nume´riques comple´mentaires avec Comsol util-
isant une structure granulaire ide´alise´e, homoge`ne et isotrope permettent d’obtenir des
fre´quences dominantes raisonnablement proches de celles de l’expe´rience. L’utilisation
avance´e des ondelettes de Cauchy permet d’identifier la dure´e, d’affiner la fre´quence
dominante des e´ve´nements et de pre´ciser l’e´volution temporelle de ces fre´quences dom-
inantes, autour de 320, 640, 870, 1260 Hz dans la gamme des fre´quences audibles. Le
meˆme groupe de fre´quences identifie´es pour la lique´faction, les frottements saccade´s
et les effondrements isotropes fortement sugge`re que ces instabilite´s sont probable-
ment cre´e´es par les meˆmes me´canismes physiques de de´clenchement. Ces fre´quences
dominantes sont donc des signatures d’un syste`me en vibration. Par conse´quence, les
caracte´ristiques me´caniques e´lastiques (module K, coefficient de Poisson ν) peuvent
eˆtre de´duites re´troactivement.
On obtient ainsi des relations directes entre l’amplitude de l’acce´le´ration verticale
en teˆte de l’e´chantillon G (de la vibration horizontale V et de la pression acoustique hor-
izontale M) et les mesures me´caniques pour pouvoir pre´dire les parame`tres manquants,
(figure E.4):
(i) la contrainte de´viatorique de de´clenchement qtrig et la magnitude de la chute du
de´viateur ∆q pour des frottements saccade´s ;
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Figure E.4: Effets de l’acce´le´ration verticale G, pression acoustique horizontale M, vibra-
tion horizontale V sur la chute du de´viateur ∆q en frottements saccade´s.
(ii) la contrainte effective isotrope de de´clenchement σ′trig et la surpression inter-
stitielle stabilise´e ∆Unormstable pour des effondrements en isotrope et des lique´factions dy-
namiques.
Trois parame`tres comple´mentaires et indispensables ∆q, σ′trig, ∆Ustable sont relie´s
par des relations empiriques a` l’acce´le´ration verticale, spe´cialement son amplitude max-
imale tout au de´but de l’e´ve´nement, y compris le cas d’une destruction comple`te de la
structure granulaire lors d’une lique´faction. Ces relations entre les mesures me´caniques
et acoustiques re´ve`lent le caracte`re quasi-de´terminisme des instabilite´s granu-
laires.
Conclusions
Cette the`se e´tudie les instabilite´s dynamiques des milieux granulaires mode`les satu-
re´s a` l’aide d’un appareil triaxial classique. Les instabilite´s englobent la lique´faction
et les effondrements en compression isotrope draine´e, les frottements saccade´s en com-
pression triaxiale draine´e. Ces instabilite´s apparaissent spontane´ment a` des contraintes
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effectives de confinement impre´-visibles. Elles sont accompagne´es de tre`s rapides et tre`s
fortes surpressions interstitielles, malgre´ un drainage approprie´; ce que ne pre´sentent pas
les milieux granulaires naturels. En compression isotrope draine´e (consolidation), des
effondrements locaux naissent instantane´ment. En compression triaxiale draine´e, on ob-
serve de larges frottements saccade´s quasi-pe´riodiques caracte´rise´s par des de´formations
volumiques et axiales contractantes. De temps en temps, ces effondrements et frotte-
ments saccade´s locaux peuvent se de´velopper en lique´faction menant a` une destruction
comple`te de la structure granulaire.
Les donne´es a` haute re´solution temporelle issues de ce travail ont permis la de´cou-
verte d’une nouvelle famille de lique´faction dynamique et statique. L’e´tude des e´missions
acoustiques passives a permis l’identification de signature spectrale caracte´ristique.
Pour les frottements saccade´s, la phase de glissement peut eˆtre interpre´te´e comme
une consolidation dynamique, limite´e par l’unique surface en dessous de la ligne cri-
tique de rupture dans le plan des contraintes effectives. La se´quence temporelle pre´cise
des e´ve´nements exclut que la pression interstitielle soit la cause principale des insta-
bilite´s. Cependant, le roˆle important de la surpression interstitielle est de´montre´ dans
des relations quantitatives entre les incre´ments de contraintes, et de de´formations et
l’e´phe´me`re surpression interstitielle stabilise´e de´veloppe´e pendant la phase de glisse-
ment. Cela montre finalement la nature quasi-de´terministique de ces instabilite´s dy-
namiques. Ces relations empiriques sont base´es uniquement sur l’amplitude maximale
de l’acce´le´ration verticale de tre`s courte dure´e et sont gouverne´es inde´pendamment
par la pression de confinement et par l’indice des vides. La similarite´ de la surpres-
sion interstitielle entre diffe´rentes instabilite´s sugge`re fortement quelques me´canismes
similaires de de´clenchement, probablement a` partir de re´-arrangements de la micro-
structure granulaire.
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Abstract Drained triaxial axisymmetric isotropic and sub-
sequently shear compression tests are performed on fully
water-saturated short cylindrical samples of nearly monodis-
perse glass beads, initially assembled in a loose state by
moist tamping and undercompaction technique. Both fully
drained isotropic and shear tests are affected by dynamic
instabilities triggered under uncontrolled isotropic or devia-
toric stress. These dynamic instabilities encompass isotropic
collapses, compression stick-slips and especially the unex-
pected isotropic liquefaction. The most reasonable but im-
precise scenario points to a possible dynamical collapse of
the granular structure triggered by a spontaneous failure of
the force chains, generating an instantaneous surge of excess
pore pressure in a fully saturated system. This paper aims in
exploring the key role of pore pressure outburst on some
global macroscopic parameters of these dynamic events. It
focuses on the unforeseen, short-lived and stabilised excess
dynamic pore pressure and proposes an in-depth assessment
of the validity and the reliability of pore pressure measure-
ments. Irrespective of loading condition (i.e. isotropic or
drained compression shear) the ephemeral stabilised excess
dynamic pore pressure controls the evolution of the axial and
volumetric strains in an essentially dynamic consolidation
process. Some appearance conditions for these unexpected
dynamic instabilities are discussed.
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1 Introduction
Granular matter is one of the most ubiquitous materials used
in civil engineering, and one of the most difficult to model,
theoretically or numerically, especially for earthquake en-
gineering. Liquefaction often occurs in loose and saturated
granular layers during earthquake with devastating conse-
quences. This phenomenon can be easily explained by the
lack of granular skeleton when the granular particles are sep-
arated from each other; resulting in a null effective contact
stress σ
′
between grains. From the effective stress principle,
σ
′
= σ −U formulated by Terzaghi [66] for totally satu-
rated medium, σ being the total stress of the only two-phase
(grains and water) element, and U the pore fluid pressure,
liquefaction can be best understood as the vanishing of σ
′
or the equalisation of σ and U . Consequently, the measure-
ment of the pore fluid pressure is of paramount importance
to the understanding of this liquefaction phenomenon.
A large amount of experimental studies has been de-
voted to the measurement ofU on site and in laboratory [55,
9,36]. Cyclic or pseudo-dynamic liquefaction was first in-
vestigated in laboratories using conventional and dynamic
triaxial and torsional shear machines, due to the similarity
with liquefaction induced by earthquakes. Static liquefac-
tion has next been observed in undrained or partially drained
loading conditions. The pore pressure evolution was investi-
gated in these experiments with great precision; although it
was slowly and progressively generated by quasi-static load-
ing conditions. However, the physical significance behind
the pore pressure generation is far from being fully under-
stood, excepting by the soil dilatancy mechanism, Schofield
et al. [58]. One simple scalar parameter, pore pressure ra-
tio ru =U/σ
′
ini [61], was defined to identify the liquefaction
level (ru = 1), σ
′
ini is the initial effective stress, often approx-
imated in laboratory by the initial isotropic pressure in the
triaxial chamber.
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Centrifuge and 1-g shaking table testings complete the
laboratory investigation as a useful step towards the under-
standing of the dynamic character of earthquakes. Recently,
in-situ instrumentation has shed new light on the real time
history of excess pore pressure on liquefied soils and shown
the difficulty of measuring U on-site. These tests point out
the dynamic aspect ofU by measuring a sudden increase of
pore pressure shortly after the beginning of shaking period,
both in laboratory and on-site [9,54,69]. σ
′
ini is taken as the
initial vertical effective stress. However, many basic ques-
tions remains unanswered: What are the physical generating
mechanisms and the associated controlling parameters of the
pore fluid pressure?
In order to understand and explain the complexity of
granular medium in laboratory testing, glass beads are fre-
quently used as a simplified analogue material in soil me-
chanics [1], in physics [29] and geophysics [59].They served
as a natural complement to the use of spherical grains in
numerical discrete element modelling (DEM). These model
materials lead to the discovery of the stick-slip phenomenon
in triaxial compression and simple shear [47,2,10,18,76,
74]; and recently to the totally unexpected collapse and li-
quefaction during isotropic drained compression or consol-
idation [16,15]. These events, termed as dynamic instabili-
ties, are probably different facets of the same physical phe-
nomenon and are strongly related to the spontaneous genera-
tion of the pore fluid pressure. Excepting the rare case of de-
structuration on calcarenite in isotropic compression, with
unknown dynamic features [38], and the case of liquefaction
of Eniwetok sand happening during the first unloading under
isotropic undrained cycle of high pressures [22], these dy-
namic instabilities were unknown to granular science prior
to our works, especially the coupled volumetric stick-slip,
the fast transition from solid-like to liquid-like behaviour
and the isotropic liquefaction. To our knowledge, they have
never been predicted theoretically, despite a large number
of advanced constitutive models for geomaterials [12,27,40,
45,49,72,34], nor detected in numerous numerical DEM ex-
periments with spherical particles [57,63,43,44,62], includ-
ing a full solid-liquid coupling formulation [25,26,19], and
instabilities [23].
Our previous studies also rule out the possibility of the
dynamic pore fluid pressure being the primary cause of these
events, and extend a step further the conjecture of dynamic
pore pressure fluctuations formulated earlier in rapid shear-
ing experiments [31].
Given the important place of pore fluid pressure in com-
pletely saturated materials, the objectives of this paper con-
sist of a study of the unexpected effects of short-lived sta-
bilised excess pore pressure on the axial and volumetric
strains of these dynamic instabilities. It also includes an in-
depth verification of the pore pressure measurements and
Table 1 Index properties of SLG 6-8 glass beads.
Property Value
Density, ρ (kg/m3) 2500
Mean size, D50 (mm) 0.723
Uniformity coefficient,Cu 1.463
Curvature coefficient,Cc 0.989
Maximum void ratio, emax 0.686
Minimum void ratio, emin 0.574
stresses the importance of their accuracy, especially for dy-
namic events.
Section 2 describes the experimental setup designed for
testing idealized granular materials and the sets of labora-
tory tests. The usual global behaviour under drained isotro-
pic and vertically sheared compression is strongly affected
by unexpected ”stick-slip” like events. These remarkable
dynamic instabilities are rapidly reported in Sec. 3, together
with the assessment of the validity of the excess pore pres-
sure measurements. The effects of the ephemeral stabilised
pore pressure of these spontaneous dynamic events in com-
pression loading, including the rare events in isotropic li-
quefaction and undrained compression stick-slip, are exam-
ined in Sec. 4. Finally, the paper discusses some conditions
for the appearance of these unexpected dynamic instabilities
and highlights some essential concluding remarks in the last
section.
2 Experimental programme
Virgin monodisperse and spherical soda-lime glass beads
(CVP Sil-glass) of mean diameter of 0.723 mm, commer-
cialized by CVP, Linselles, France1, are used in each exper-
imental test to avoid possible wearing effects. These beads
can be classified as clean and poorly graded fine-grained
granular materials with usual index properties reported in
table 1.
The classical experimental system is used in this study
for triaxial testing on a short cylindrical specimen of initial
height H0 = 70 mm and diameter D0 = 70 mm inside a tri-
axial cell [36]. The sample is a granular assembly enclosed
inside a cylindrical and open-ended latex membrane of 0.3
mm thickness which is closed by a duralumin top cap when
introduced in the loading cell. Loose and very loose model
granular samples are created using modified moist tamping
and under compaction method [8,35]. Predetermined quan-
tities of moist glass beads, mixed with 2 % of distilled water
by weight, are placed and gently compacted in five layers
of prescribed thickness using a flat-bottom tamping circular
stainless steel rod of 20 mm in diameter. A fully saturated
state is obtained using CO2 method [37] with de-aired
1 www.Cvp-abrasif-broyage.com
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distilled water, together with a high back pressure of 200
kPa. High Skempton’s coefficient B = ∆U/∆σ > 0.95 [64]
assesses the fully saturated system. Additional information
can be found in our previous works on sands [28,17].
The initial structural anisotropy of model granular as-
sembly created by moist-tamping method is one of the
required conditions for the appearance of these instabili-
ties [16].
In this study, Fig. 1 presents a special experimental set-
up to fully quantify the pore pressure evolution for the un-
expected instabilities during the isotropic consolidation and
compression shearing.
Constant back pressure U0 needed for a full saturation
is applied at the bottom of the sample. Since U0 is imposed
from the bottom drainage, the top pore-water pressure Utop
is recorded close to the duralumin top cap of the granu-
lar sample to ensure a homogeneous stress state. Addition-
ally, the bottom pore-water pressure Ubottom is measured to
check the evolution of back pressure during dynamic in-
stabilities. The data is synchronously acquired at 10 kHz
with a dynamic data acquisition system NI 4472B of Na-
tional Instruments. The static top pore-water pressure Utop
is recorded by a piezoresistive transducer (Sedeme, MD20)
with unknown resonant frequency. It is located outside the
triaxial cell using a very thick plastic tube (Swagelok PFA)
connected to the top cap of the granular sample, in a dead-
end at a distance of about 60 cm. A dynamic piezoelectric
pore pressure sensor (PCB S112A21) is also used in this ex-
perimental setup at 10 cm preceding the static one, having
high resonant frequency (250 kHz). The bottom pore-water
pressureUbottom is measured by another transducer (Kistler,
4053A10) with natural frequency of about 120 kHz. It is also
situated outside the triaxial cell at a distance of about 10 cm
from the bottom platen and completed by another dynamic
pore pressure sensor (PCB S112A21) in the same position.
Although miniature mid-plane pore pressure sensors can
be an option in the triaxial experiment to assess these pore
fluid responses [65]; unfortunately, their use is still problem-
atic with very loose granular sample.
A classical triaxial test consists of two successive
loading steps: isotropic consolidation or isotropic drained
compression followed by drained vertical shearing in
compression only if the sample is still geometrically stable.
Compressed air under constant stress rate (1 kPa/s in our
case) is used in the first isotropic step to bring the sample up
to a desired cell pressure σ
′
r = σ
′
3, the minor principal stress.
In the second step, the sample is subsequently sheared ver-
tically under constant σ
′
r and constant axial strain rate
(0.0048 %/s) in drained or undrained condition. This second
step adds an additional deviatoric shear stress q = σ
′
a−σ
′
r
to the first purely isotropic step; σ
′
a = σ
′
1 is the axial (major
principal) stress. The excess pore pressure ∆U = U −U0
σ3 Sample
Utop
D0
H0
∆h
∆v
Ubottom
σ3
σ1
U0
Fig. 1 Schematic view of the experimental setup for isotropic consol-
idation and drained triaxial compression.
is kept low - to a few kPa - to respect the requirement of
full drainage for these two successive steps. The global
axial strain εa = ∆h/H0 is estimated with the measurement
of axial displacement ∆h, using LVDT sensor, of the top
platen inside the triaxial cell. The global volumetric strain
is deduced from εv = ∆v/V0, where V0 is the initial sample
volume, and ∆v the water volume expelled from or moved
into the sample. The volumetric strain is usually translated
into void ratio e in the first isotropic step. Following the
usual convention in soil mechanics, volumetric and axial
strains are positive (respt. negative) for compaction (respt.
dilation).
Since the vertical loading ram is not physically
connected to the top cap, the cylindrical sample is not
kinematically constrained and it is free to deform, vertically
and horizontally.
3 Experimental results
Since the temporal evolution of pore fluid pressure during
the dynamic collapse and slip phase in triaxial testing is of
particular interest, this paper is focused on the pore pressure
measurementsUtop andUbottom, as well as the pore pressure
difference ∆Utb =Utop−Ubottom.
Fig. 2 gives some essential notations of the temporal
evolution of deviatoric stress q and pore pressure U during
laboratory dynamic instabilities. The pore pressure changes
from constant back-pressure U0 to the first short-lived peak
U peak, then reduces to the stabilisedU stable before returning
down to U0. The deviatoric stress drops from qtrig towards
the first minimum qvib before returning to the steady-state
qstable. ∆U
stable is the brief stabilised excess pore pressure
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Event σ
′
trig/qtrig Utop Ubottom ∆εv ∆εa ∆q
Peak Stable Frequency Peak Stable Frequency Volume Axial Deviatoric stress drop
kPa kPa kPa Hz kPa kPa Hz % % kPa
Isotropic collapses from 20 to 500 kPa
A 108 278 245 37 202 202 33,119 0.12 0.17 - -
B (double) 188 473 311 46 240 240 145 0.65 0.03 - -
C (double) 447 1032 500 61 437 437 145 0.82 0.14 - -
D 451 971 466 59 420 399 149 0.67 0.002 - -
Drained compression stick-slips at 500 kPa
SS1 475 424 280 45 244 219 146 0.13 0.29 353
SS2 545 526 309 48 244 219 138 0.21 0.38 403
SS3 655 525 309 49 287 227 138 0.21 0.39 522
SS4 714 401 274 45 244 219 149 0.13 0.28 478
SS5 715 651 356 53 244 219 138 0.25 0.53 601
SS6 782 403 244 41 244 219 32,152 0.23 0.16 454
SS7 783 572 356 50 244 219 138 0.24 0.50 624
SS8 774 807 407 57 244 219 137 0.31 0.77 709
SS9 799 755 392 56 307 247 136 0.33 0.73 708
SS10 805 378 273 45 244 219 32,151 0.23 0.31 557
SS11 798 318 250 44 244 219 32,150 0.27 0.27 508
SS12 788 726 392 56 244 219 137 0.33 0.72 704
SS13 900 583 358 54 244 219 136 0.30 0.57 688
Table 2 Isotropic collapses from 20 to 500 kPa and drained compression stick-slips at 500 kPa of confining pressure on very loose model granular
materials, e20 = 0.707 (Dr20 = - 19%), with 200 kPa of back pressure.
and ∆q the deviatoric stress drop of the dynamic instability
event.
In Fig. 3, we observed dynamic instabilities that occur in
an isotropic consolidation from 20 up to 500 kPa and sub-
sequently on a drained shear compression test at 500 kPa of
confining pressure on very loose model granular materials.
Four isotropic collapses, noted A to D, and 13 drained com-
pression stick-slips, noted SS1 to SS13, are reported for this
particular test.
Table 2 summarises different values measured to char-
acterise the dynamic instabilities of this study. σ
′
trig(respt.
qtrig) is the uncontrolled triggering isotropic (respt. devia-
toric) stress of the isotropic (shear) test. Utop (Ubottom) the
interstitial pore water pressure at sample top (bottom) with
the first peak U peak, the stabilised value U stable and the
vibration frequency fU ; ∆εv (∆εa) the incremental volu-
metric (axial) strain produced during the instability event;
∆q the deviatoric stress drop of the dynamical slip compo-
nent of the stick-slip event and t50 the time for 50% of ex-
cess pore pressure dissipation. This very loose model gran-
ular sample has an initial void ratio (relative density Dr =
(emax − e)/(emax − emin)) at the beginning of the isotropic
consolidation at 20 kPa, e20 = 0.707 (Dr20 = - 19%).
3.1 Global behaviour
The isotropic compressibility from 20 to 500 kPa of Fig. 3a
shows a very different compressibility behaviour of model
granular materials from the traditional one of sands or pow-
∆q
qtrig
qvib qstable
t
Ustable
Upeak
q, U
U0
∆Ustable
Fig. 2 Schematic view of the temporal evolution of deviatoric stress q
and pore pressureU during laboratory dynamic instabilities.
ders [66,3]. Instead of the expected smooth and continuous
decrease of void ratio e =Vvoid/Vgrains with increasing effec-
tive stress, four isotropic collapses at uncontrolled triggering
stress σ ′trig of 108, 188, 447 and 451 kPa can be seen with
a large unexpected drop ∆e. Between two collapse events,
classical continuous decrease of e is observed. Two large,
nearly cascading events C and D, occur just before reaching
the required 500 kPa of confining pressure of the drained tri-
axial compression. Double or cascading collapse is observed
for the second and third collapses; however, no isotropic li-
quefaction is noticed. Dynamic isotropic collapse is defined
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as spontaneous increase of axial and volumetric strains due
to sudden pore pressure development at constant cell pres-
sure, while preserving the initial cylindrical sample shape.
At the end of the isotropic consolidation at 500 kPa,
Figs. 3b and c give the results of the subsequent drained
compression shear. Again, instead of the expected smooth
stress-strain relationship with continuous increase of q,
without peak, with increasing εa for an initially loose granu-
lar assembly, stick-slip phenomenon is observed with quasi-
periodic and large stick-slip events in Fig. 3b. Each event
invariably has two phases. A first fast slip phase presents a
very abrupt deviatoric stress drop ∆q at also uncontrolled
triggering stress qtrig; followed by a slow stick phase with
a gradual hardening up to at least the previous deviatoric
stress level, before the occurrence of the next stick-slip cy-
cle. Quasi-regular stick-slips happen throughout the per-
formed axial strain range, up to 25 %. The largest drop to-
wards the isotropic stress state around 25 % of εa is a sim-
ple unloading-reloading cycle with no stick-slip in unload-
ing. Some precursors with small ∆q can be seen, as before
SS4 and SS9 (open circles). On the nearly horizontal critical
state plateau at qmax, the stick phase systematically presents
a stress peak of an apparent dense behaviour, while a nearly
smooth envelop curve is retrieved, conforming to the usual
behaviour of loose granular materials.
The strongly coupled behaviour is noticed with the pres-
ence of large and quasi-periodic stick-slips in the evolution
of volumetric strains in Fig. 3c and a constant critical state
at 2.5 % of εv, confirming the loose character previously
noted on the stress-strain relationship. The sawtooth volu-
metric profile seems to oscillate around this critical value.
The loose model granular system constantly changes, and
never reaches a steady state, in terms of stress and strain.
Drained compression stick-slips always have a sudden vol-
umetric compaction in the slip phase, and a gradual dilation
in the stick phase.
Fig. 3 adds the isotropic collapses during the unavoid-
able isotropic consolidation phase prior to the drained
compression shearing with stick-slips. The mobilized fric-
tional angle at failure (ϕmax = 26◦9), at first stick-slip
(ϕ f irst = 18◦4) and at the phase transformation (ϕPT = 18
◦2)
strengthen previous findings [18].
The isotropic collapse and the drained compression
stick-slip seem to share some common triggering mecha-
nisms.
3.2 Isotropic collapses
Fig. 4a presents the temporal evolution of the pore pressure
U concerning the fourth isotropic collapse D at 451 kPa,
rapidly occurred after collapse C as a typical result for an
isotropic collapse. The time origin is shifted to the begin-
ning of the transient phase ± 0.1 ms, which is the current
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Fig. 3 (a) Isotropic instabilities from 20 to 500 kPa and (b) drained
compression stick-slips with (c) coupled volumetric behaviour at 500
kPa of confining pressure on SLG 6-8 glass beads of 0.7 mm of diam-
eter.
time resolution. A semi-logarithmic scale is used to empha-
sise the suddenness of the time-related variations of U . The
static pore pressure at the sample top Utop (solid blue line)
commences with a sudden surge up to 971 kPa,U
peak
top , from
constant back-pressure U0, followed by a rapid dissipation
from a short-lived stable value of 466 kPa, U stabletop , within a
few seconds towards the equilibrium state of U0. The static
pore pressure Ubottom (solid green line) rises earlier, up to
only 420 kPa at nearly 3 ms beforeUtop. A stabilised excess
bottom pore pressure ∆Ubottom =Ubottom−U0 of 199 kPa is
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Fig. 4 (a) Temporal evolution of dynamic and static pore pressures at
sample top and bottom, (b) dynamic and static pore pressure difference
between top and bottom of isotropic collapse D at 451 kPa of confining
pressure on 0.7 mm CVP beads.
briefly obtained despite a completely open drainage system
at the bottom platen and a slow increase of cell pressure to
respect the isotropic consolidation condition with constant
back-pressureU0.Ubottom also mildly oscillates at higher fre-
quency thanUtop. The small variation ofUbottom is probably
linked to the open end of the drainage system and the large
oscillated phase ofUtop to the top cap drainage end.
The complementary dynamic measurements of top and
bottom pore pressures (dashed lines) exactly follow the
static ones in the transient phase. Unfortunately, no explana-
tion can be found for the discrepancies at the end of the dissi-
pation phase, when the dynamic pore pressures go unexpect-
edly and briefly below the imposed constant back pressure
U0 of 200 kPa before returning to the steady stateU0.
The static and dynamic pore pressure difference is
shown in Fig. 4b, confirming the briefly non-homogenous
effective stress state within ± 100 kPa and the presence
of the unexpected transient phase. These ephemeral sig-
nals from pore pressure measurement are ripples in time,
probably created by powerful events such as the destruc-
tion of chain forces. They can even lead to cataclysmic
liquefaction-like phenomenon [16]. Furthermore, the result
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Fig. 5 (a) Temporal evolution of natural and (b) normalised static top
excess pore pressures of isotropic collapses from 20 to 500 kPa of con-
fining pressure on 0.7 mm CVP beads.
shown in Fig. 4 is essentially a monochromatic audible sig-
nal, basically with only one frequency being emitted, Ta-
ble 2.
3.3 Excess pore pressure development
Fig. 5a shows the spontaneous development of Utop for all
four isotropic collapses, as the largest pore pressure inside
the granular sample, due to the closed-ended (open-ended)
of the top (bottom) drainage system. The second collapse is
a rare event which presents a secondary collapse occurring
during the dissipation phase. Large σ ′trig creates largeU
peak
top
and U stabletop ; however, U
stable
top occurs at constant time of 0.2
seconds.
After normalising the excess pore pressure by ∆U stabletop ,
a more coherent picture of ∆Unorm is revealed in Fig. 5b
with some discrepancies of U
peak
top . As usual for isotropic
collapse case, the evolution of Utop and ∆U
norm can be
reasonably broken-down into two phases. First a fast tran-
sient phase I occurred within 200 ms (vertical dashed line in
Fig. 5). It is characterise by a damped oscillated behaviour of
pore pressure which briefly stabilised after 200 ms at unity
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level of ∆Unorm. The next long dissipation phase, termed
phase III, is of about 5 seconds where the pore pressure gets
back to its initial equilibrium value U0. Contrary to isotro-
pic liquefaction which will be discussed later in the paper,
we do not observed any intermediate phase, termed phase
II, of the pore pressure maintained at constant ∆U stabletop in
between those two phases.
The existence of constant pore pressure during interme-
diate phase II for at least 1 s above 95% of ∆U stabletop is one of
three mandatory experimental conditions for isotropic and
drained compression liquefaction [16]. The absence of this
crucial phase leads to isotropic collapse and drained com-
pression stick-slips.
Superimposed liquefaction points (solid circles) on the
rising edge indicate the ∆Unorm levels close to unity (ru = 1
or σ = U) in Fig. 5b. These levels correspond to a briefly
null effective stress state for less than 5 ms or a short-lived
local liquefaction with very limited deformation. They show
a large contrast with the normal full global liquefaction al-
ways associated with runaway deformation and a total de-
struction of the granular skeleton [16]. The absence of a li-
quefaction point on the first collapse simply means a non-
liquefaction event for the whole collapse. The very short du-
ration of the stabilised phase II in the performed test is not
long enough to bring local liquefaction to a global level of
the whole granular sample.
3.4 Drained stick-slips
The large 9th stick-slip is chosen as a typical case of stick-
slip behaviour in Fig. 6. The simultaneous static and dy-
namic measurement of top and bottom pore pressures give
the impression of de´ja` vu despite the presence of deviatoric
stress in this shearing phase. The decomposition ofU in two
transient and dissipated phases is very similar to isotropic
collapse. A fast rise toU
peak
top within 10 ms, a brief presence
of U stabletop at 0.2 s before being dissipated, a small delay of
3 ms of Ubottom before Utop in Fig. 6a, a local liquefaction
event with a short-lived pore pressure above 500 kPa, a re-
sulting non-homogenous effective stress state in Fig. 6b and
the validity of unanticipated U by two different measure-
ment techniques.
Fig. 7a shows the temporal evolution of static excess top
pore pressure for all stick-slips identified by their number
on the right colorbar with increasing axial strain at the be-
ginning of stick-slip event. This figure offers no pertinent
analysis excepting the creation of largeU
peak
top andU
stable
top as
function of triggering deviatoric stress qtrig. The normalised
∆Unorm in Fig. 7b gives a more coherent picture with a sin-
gle frequency during the transient phase and a possible clas-
sification of the dissipation phase as function of qtrig. How-
ever, no suitable analysis, such as normalisedUnormbottom, can be
found forUbottom in Fig. 7c. Note the continuous increase of
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Fig. 6 (a) Temporal evolution of top and bottom dynamic and static
pore pressures, (b) pore pressure difference between top and bottom of
stick-slip SS9 at 500 kPa of confining pressure on 0.7 mm CVP beads.
Ubottom towards the stabilised value long after the transient
phase I.
So the pore pressure measurements always come up in
pairs, counter-intuitive but measurable from sample top and
bottom. Due to the bottom drainage condition,Ubottom is al-
ways smaller than Utop. Additionally Ubottom always hap-
pens earlier than Utop for about 3 ms. A pair of fluid pore
pressures come up fast through the two opposite sides of the
drainage system, then down again. According to the granu-
lar physics that we know for a consolidation condition, they
should not be there; but they were, irrespective of the load-
ing condition, isotropic or triaxial compression shear, and
of fabrication procedure, moist tamping or even dry deposi-
tion. Note that no excess top and bottom pore pressures are
detected during the unloading-reloading cycle.
This counter-intuitive surge of pore pressure is of
paramount importance in understanding these newly ob-
served dynamic instabilities. The simultaneous measure-
ments of pore pressure at sample top and bottom by two
complementary techniques rule out the possibility of their
false detection, of their creation by artefacts and reduce the
margin of experimental error.
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Fig. 7 Temporal evolution of (a) natural, (b) normalised static top and
(c) natural bottom excess pore pressures of drained compression stick-
slips at 500 kPa of confining pressure on 0.7 mm CVP beads. The
stick-slip number is on the right colorbar.
The observed pore pressure evolution during and be-
yond the slip phase is qualitatively similar to that mea-
sured in double-direct shear experiment with saturated gran-
ular gouge [59], or under extreme conditions during earth-
quakes [7], impacts [33], or blast waves [30], without the
regular oscillation of the transient phase I. However, the in-
stabilities in our experiments, especially liquefaction (sec-
tion 4.2), surprisingly occur at moderate overpressure (6 1
MPa), low stress rate (6 1 kPa/s), ambient temperature and
without any known external blast-induced loadings.
For completeness, the complementary time evolution of
εv, εa, ∆U
norm and the additional deviatoric stress for the
first drained stick-slip (red) is given in Fig. 8 on the same
logarithmic scale for the time axis. These temporal evolu-
tions are quite similar to those of spontaneous collapse un-
der isotropic consolidation (blue) with the exception of a
suddenly large deviatoric stress drop ∆q to a constant level
in less than 2 ms, prior to the development of ∆U with 3
ms delay, with respect to ∆q. Regardless of ∆q, this con-
stant slip duration is much shorter than that obtained from
sheared granular layers of glass beads [48,2,59], indicat-
ing a more fragile behaviour. These figures reveal fast, al-
though continuous, overall axial contraction and volumet-
ric compaction from a steady-state to another, within only
2s, contrasting the axial and volumetric jumps of the liter-
ature [1,2,10,18,76,59]. Currently, no suitable explanation
can be found for the unexpected small axial extension, al-
though noticeable, during the transient phase. These obser-
vations strongly suggest a dynamic character of slip phase,
and a dynamic regime for all observed granular instabili-
ties. A complete time-resolved analysis of stick-slip phe-
nomenon in triaxial compression of model granular media
will be published elsewhere.
4 Analysis and discussions
After the assessment of the validity and the reliability of the
excess pore pressure measurements, we will now focus on
the effects of dynamic stabilised excess pore pressure on
some global macroscopic parameters (incremental volumet-
ric strain ∆εv, incremental axial strain ∆εa and deviatoric
stress drop ∆q in the case of compression shear stick-slip).
We also explore the rare case of isotropic liquefaction and
measure the pore pressure responses under varying drainage
condition as in undrained compression stick-slip.
4.1 Effects of dynamic stabilised excess pore pressure
∆U stable
After checking the validity of pore pressure measurements,
one logical question arises instantly: what are the effects of
∆U stable on the other measuring macroscopic parameters?
Typical pore pressure and strain measurements in Fig. 8
for isotropic collapse and compression stick-slip paint a cu-
rious picture of a new type of dynamic instability of gran-
ular material, as the granular assembly has completely free
drainage making collapses an unlikely condition.
For isotropic consolidation, the dynamic collapse trig-
gered by uncontrolled σ ′trig creates a sudden increase of pore
pressure up to a likely maximum ∆U stabletop or a decrease of
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Fig. 8 Typical temporal evolution of isotropic collapse C (blue) and
drained compression stick-slip SS1 (red) on 0.7 mm CVP beads : de-
viatoric stress, normalised excess pore pressure, axial and volumetric
strain.
σ
′
. Consequently, a dissipation phase follows in order to re-
turn to the previous level of σ ′trig. Similar reasoning applies
for drained stick-slip with constant radial stress. As indi-
cated in Fig. 8b, dynamic instability is essentially a consoli-
dation process under constant deviatoric stress q.
Fig. 9a first explores the relationship between ∆U stabletop
and the incremental volumetric strain ∆εv during the iso-
tropic collapse and during the slip component, in a usual
semi-logarithmic scale in soil mechanics.
A power law relationship is obtained with high correla-
tion, irrespective of different loading schemes: isotropic or
compression shear. It means ∆εv is essentially controlled by
the dynamic ∆U stabletop . In the present case of constant radial
stress at 500 kPa, this power law predicts 1.5 % of ∆εv for
the liquefaction case whenU stable ≈ 500 kPa, or σ
′
≈ 0 kPa.
This predicted value slightly underestimates the real isotro-
pic liquefaction case [16].
Since an initial structural anisotropic state is one of the
two basic required components in creating these dynamic in-
stabilities, the effects of ∆U stabletop on the complementary in-
cremental axial strain ∆εa are examined in Fig. 9b. A linear
relationship is only found for stick-slip event (i.e. without
isotropic collapses) with medium correlation coefficient R,
meaning ∆U stabletop is still a meaningful parameter in control-
ling ∆εa in stick-slip experiment.
Concerning the mysterious transient phase I, ∆U
peak
top is
strongly related to ∆U stabletop in Fig. 9c with excellent corre-
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Fig. 9 Effects of dynamic stabilized excess pore pressure on (a) in-
cremental volumetric strain ∆εv, (b) incremental axial strain ∆εa, (c)
dynamic excess pore pressure peak ∆U
peak
top and (d) normalised devia-
toric stress ∆qnorm.
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lation coefficient. It seems that the observed dynamic time
evolution of ∆U during the oscillating transient phase I can
be modelled by the classic second-order equation of vibrat-
ing system with only two parameters (damping factor ζ and
natural frequency ωn) [71].
These three phenomenological correlations point to the
key role of dynamic pore pressure ∆U stabletop in generating
∆εv and ∆εa, even if ∆U is not the real primary cause [16]. It
is even disturbing to note the control of the very short-lived
∆U
peak
top on ∆U
stable
top , ∆εv and ∆εa, or in-summary, on the
mechanical behaviour of the dynamic consolidation under
constant q.
For stick-slip case, Fig. 9d investigates the links between
∆U stabletop and the normalised deviatoric stress ∆q
norm =
∆q/qtrig. This normalisation eliminates the dependency on
qtrig and enables the comparison of different stick-slip ex-
periments. ∆qnorm = 1 denotes largest stick-slip, transform-
ing the solid-like state to liquid-like one with no shear stress
(q ≈ 0), and generating the largest ∆U stabletop . Liquefaction
state follows if this largest ∆U stabletop can be maintained for
some seconds.
Note that the synchronised measurements of Utop and
Ubottom means an instantaneous reduction of effective stress
σ
′
, according to the effective stress principle, followed by
a gradual recovery. These pore pressure measurements are
visible indicators that the effective stress is out of balance.
It means a very brief non-homogenous effective stress state
inside the sample during the short-lived collapse for less
than 4 s. Utop vibrates like an oscillating underdamped sys-
tem with a dominant frequency using power spectral density.
The systematic double check ofUtop andUbottom by dynamic
and static sensors eliminates the instrumental artefacts of the
measured pore fluid pressure.
4.2 Isotropic liquefaction
Another question ensues: what are the static and dynamic
pore pressure measurements in the special case of isotropic
liquefaction with the presence of an additional phase II of
constant ∆U stable [16]?
Fig. 10a gives a very rare case of static top and bottom
pore pressures of isotropic liquefaction occurring at 418 kPa
on smaller 0.4 mm CVP beads.Utop confirms the three nec-
essary conditions for instantaneous isotropic liquefaction on
previous works [16]: a null effective stress during at least
1 s on a loose granular sample above a threshold void ratio
e
liq
30 at 30 kPa of confining pressure. Ubottom extends these
same conditions for bottom pore pressure despite the full
availability of the drainage system. The pore pressure dif-
ference in Fig. 10b stresses the non-homogenous effective
stress state inside the sample for a liquefaction case. It also
suggests the beginning of liquefaction within the upper part
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Fig. 10 (a) Temporal evolution of top and bottom static pore pressures,
(b) pore pressure difference between top and bottom of isotropic lique-
faction at 418 kPa of confining pressure on 0.4 mm CVP beads.
of the sample; then progressing downward to the lower end
where the removal of the excess pore pressure is found.
This case paves the ways for the strong possibility of
isotropic liquefaction in two-way drainage system on sam-
ple top and bottom, which has never been observed before
in compression triaxial drained experiments.
Fig. 11a shows another rare case of full static and dy-
namic pore pressure measurements of isotropic liquefaction
at low pressure of only 48 kPa on standard 0.7 mm CVP
beads, confirming once again the three necessary conditions
and the validity of pore pressure measurements. Since the
dynamic pore pressure sensor can not capture the stabilised
plateau of U stable, the dynamic top pore pressure (dashed
line) quickly returns to the steady level of U stable given by
the static top pore pressure sensor. For small σ ′trig of 48 kPa,
Ubottom quickly dissipates. However, the non-homogenous
effective stress state and the constant phase II in Fig. 11 lasts
exceptionally longer than 30s.
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Fig. 11 (a) Temporal evolution of top and bottom dynamic and static
pore pressures, (b) pore pressure difference between top and bottom of
isotropic liquefaction at 48 kPa of confining pressure on 0.7 mm CVP
beads.
4.3 Undrained compression stick-slip
One similar question emerges following the existence of
unconventional top pore pressure, especially the vibrating
phase I: what happens for a closed system when no drainage
is permitted, as in undrained triaxial test?
The effective stress path of an undrained triaxial com-
pression at 100 kPa of confining pressure on 0.7 mm CVP
beads is in Fig. 12a, showing for the first time the existence
of large undrained compression stick-slip and globally the
static liquefaction behaviour on very loose model granular
materials. No collapse was noticed during this short isotro-
pic consolidation step of only 100 kPa.
Fig. 12b exposes the unusual case of the first undrained
compression stick-slip SS1 (large hollow circle) with a very
fast and large reduction (92.4 %) of effective confining pres-
sure, reducing from 100 to only 7.6 kPa in one single step of
a few seconds. As expected for a completely closed system,
similar static top and bottom pore pressures are obtained
with the indisputable presence of the first transient phase I,
as detected simultaneously by the static and dynamic top and
bottom pore pressure system. The stabilisedU stable after the
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Fig. 12 (a) Effective stress path for undrained compression at 100 kPa
of confining pressure, (b) temporal evolution of top and bottom dy-
namic and static pore pressures, (c) pore pressure difference between
top and bottom of the first undrained stick-slip at 100 kPa on 0.7 mm
CVP beads.
vibrating phase remains unchanged, as anticipated for un-
drained test on a fully saturated granular assembly. Note the
systematically smaller value of bottom pore pressure during
the transient phase I, and slightly out of phase with respect
to top pore pressure.
The pore pressure difference in Fig. 12c gets progres-
sively smaller during the transient phase I and an homoge-
nous effective stress state is practically attained after 10 s.
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Consequently, the unattended pore fluid pressure out-
burst seems to be an unambiguously signature of the ob-
served instabilities. The top static pore pressure can be used
as a proxy in explaining the isotropic liquefaction and the
axial strain jump of drained and undrained stick-slip be-
haviour in triaxial compression [1,2,10,18,76] or in direct
shear [59] .
4.4 Characteristic time
The characteristic time t for this dynamic pore pressure
dissipation can be estimated approximatively using the
normalized excess pore pressure from the classical one-
dimensional consolidation theory of Terzaghi [66], while
disregarding the transient and stabilised phases I and II:
t =
TvH
2
Cv
; Cv =
k(1+ e0)
γw
∗
∆σ ′
∆e
(1)
with Cv the consolidation coefficient, k the permeabil-
ity, γw the fluid unit weight, ∆σ
′ the incremental effective
stress, ∆e the incremental void ratio from the initial value e0
in isotropic compression testing, Tv the time factor andH the
drainage height. The permeability of loose granular assem-
bly can be independently determined by traditional falling
head permeameter, k = 2.6*10−4 m/s.
Upon ignoring the local collapses from Fig. 3, Cv =
0.659 m/s2 and the characteristic time t95 = 0.0084 seconds
for 95% of pore pressure dissipation can be estimated. Un-
fortunately, this roughly approximated time t95 is of about
three orders of magnitude smaller than the average exper-
imental characteristic time of 10 seconds in Fig. 7. In this
over-simplification, t95 depends on the sample geometry, but
not on grain diameter.
Taking into account the effect of grain diameter on
k, the empirical formula of Carman-Kozeny [39] and the
two-dimensional consolidation of a homogeneous granu-
lar cylinder can be achieved. Regrettably, the same order
of magnitude difference remains. The notoriously difficult
Biot’s dynamic consolidation [5,6] could be the next step to
potentially overcome these difficulties.
4.5 Appearance conditions
What causes unusual isotropic collapses and drained com-
pression stick-slips in model granular materials? In fact,
the existence of these instabilities on model geomaterials
was not predicted, neither theoretically nor numerically, and
their origins are still not well understood. The experiments
in this paper show many additional unknown details of these
still mysterious instabilities.
Concerning the appearance conditions for these dynamic
instabilities, in addition to an initially structural anisotropic
state revealed by high anisotropic coefficient during iso-
tropic consolidation [16], we have already identified a
threshold fabric void ratio at 30 kPa of confining pressure
ecol30 ≈ emin, having a collapse-free behaviour during isotro-
pic consolidation on dense dry or saturated samples (Fig. 17
in [15]). We have also identified a velocity-weakening be-
haviour [14,1,42] associated with a critical axial strain rate
ε˙crita (critical velocity in [4], [47]), about 2.5 mm/min for
50 kPa of cell pressure, indicating a total disappearance of
stick-slip instability beyond ε˙crita (Fig. 18 in [18]). Unfor-
tunately, the estimated ε˙crita exceeds the possibilities of our
current equipment.
When replacing the usual incompressible de-aired pore
water by highly compressible fluid like air, isotropic col-
lapses and compression stick-slips are still observable on
medium dense dry sample created by dry deposition method.
The isotropic collapses extend the presence of stick-slip in-
stability in literature [1,18,11] into the too often neglected
case of isotropic compression, and confirm the paramount
role of pore fluid viscosity [10,60]. Two isotropic collapses
are clearly detected at 62 and 197 kPa in Fig. 13a; and stick-
slips with numerous precursors when sheared vertically at
500 kPa of confining pressure in Fig. 13b. The second col-
lapse has a quite large incremental axial strain, of about
0.35%. Only axial strain was measured on this dry sample.
Comparing to Fig. 4 on saturated samples, the striking fea-
ture still resides in the persistent presence of excess pore air
pressure surge for all slip phases, however, very small value
of about two orders of magnitude smaller with ∆Upeak ≈
0.5 kPa was detected in Fig. 13c. Small oscillations are even
recorded in transient phase with dynamic pore pressure sen-
sor (not shown). Consequently, the lateral effective stress re-
mains virtually unchanged and the deviatoric stress drop un-
affected by ∆U . This small magnitude of excess pore pres-
sure can partially explain the large number of small stick-
slips, the small incremental axial strain developed during
slip phase and the highly reduced liquefaction potential with
no deviatoric stress drop to isotropic stress level for dry ma-
terials. However, a full analysis of isotropic collapse and
stick-slip phenomenon including specific appearance condi-
tions on dry model granular materials using high resolution
data is out of scope for this paper.
One logical question emerges : Can these instabilities
appear on used beads? It turns out, as typical preliminary
results, that the third run on the same beads, although from
a different batch, still gives very similar isotropic collapses
and drained compression stick-slips in Fig. 14 at the same
500 kPa of confining pressure, comparing to virgin beads on
Fig. 4. Nevertheless, many details differ, especially the trig-
gering stress for collapses and the first stick-slip, due to the
unpredictability of these instabilities in addition to some un-
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Fig. 13 (a) Isotropic consolidation with collapses at 62 and 197 kPa,
(b) drained compression stick-slip behaviour with (c) pore air pressure
at 500 kPa of confining pressure on dry medium dense specimen cre-
ated by dry deposition method.
known wearing effects. Since no plausible explanation can
be found to explain these discrepancies, this paper uses only
virgin glass beads following the precautionary principle. It
seems that the reproducibility of these dynamic events can-
not be achieved with exactly identical results, even for vir-
gin beads. Again, a full study of this subject is beyond the
framework of the current investigation.
Smooth bead surface coated with Teflon can reduce dras-
tically the mechanical properties of dense glass beads [74];
unfortunately, surface roughness was not precisely deter-
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Fig. 14 (a) Isotropic consolidation with collapses at 80, 102 and 140
kPa, (b) drained compression stick-slip with (c) coupled volumetric
behaviour at 500 kPa of confining pressure on the third run on saturated
used glass beads.
mined in this study. Additionally, subtle initial conditions
might strongly influence brittle failure phenomena [32,52].
We are planning to correlate the stick-slip behaviour with
the bead’s initial surface roughness measurements in future
works.
Lastly, to our knowledge, these dynamic instabilities
never happen for real granular materials (i.e. clean natural
sands); and often soda-lime spherical glass beads were stud-
ied for having the same specific gravity as sands to facili-
tate the creation of very loose samples and to compare with
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numerical DEM simulations using standard spherical par-
ticles. PMMA, steel and rigid polystyrene beads are rarely
used [53,56,21]. Furthermore, the effects of particle shape,
in approximating the irregular profile of real granular parti-
cle, on the global mechanical behaviour still remain an open
question [24,76,75]. Additionally, recent X-ray imaging on
dry granular assembly under low confining stress of only 20
kPa shows a surprising large stress drop for elongated artifi-
cial particles and small one for spherical shape in stick-slip
experiments using triaxial machine [46].
4.6 Plausible triggering mechanisms
The systematic delay between the pore pressure develop-
ment ∆U and the deviatoric stress drop ∆q in slip phase,
of about 3 ms, in Fig. 8 excludes ∆U as the primary cause
of slip instability. The briefness of slip phase, of about 2
ms in the same figure, suggests the structural instability
of metastable microstructure within the granular assembly.
This structural hypothesis seems to be plausible for both iso-
tropic collapse and shear stick-slip due to the similarity of
pore pressure generation, with the support of force chains
carrying most of the applied stress using photo elastic mate-
rials [20,41,73].
Numerical simulations using DEM technique can of-
fer some insights into the complexities of these instabilities
from the formation, breakage and buckling of force chains,
often considered as quasi-linear short chains of granular par-
ticles. Force chains are among the driving forces for the
micro-structural evolution of granular medium [68,67,78,
51]. However, much of past DEM studies intentionally omit
the presence of pore fluid that can surge under dynamic phe-
nomena since the physics of these processes were poorly un-
derstood. Recently, numerical explorations show a crucial
role of full solid-liquid coupling formulation [25,26,19] in
the understandings of the observed phenomena.
Together, even without any direct observation, physical
and numerical experiments give some quantitative support
to the hydromechanical coupling mechanisms involving first
the breakage of force chains supposed to generate a strong
overpressure of pore fluid, then, this excess pore pressure
reduces the effective stress in fully saturated media. Finally,
the effective stress recovers during the pore pressure dissi-
pation with a consequence of increasing axial and and volu-
metric strains.
While the force chain buckling is a promising scheme
for a causative mechanism, alternate approach of local nega-
tive second-work order is worth exploring within DEM sim-
ulations [49,50]. These approaches can provide some use-
ful links to the possible microscopic origins of the insta-
bilities. Additionally, strong fluid flow in small migration
channel between grains can have a role in destabilising the
meta-stable granular structure [70]. Furthermore, recent ex-
periments on similar catastrophic phenomena point out the
possibility of some global structural rearrangements of the
weak-contact granular networks in the bulk of 3D granular
assemblies, acting as reliable quasi-periodic precursors to
final avalanche of increasingly inclined granular slope [32,
13,77]. Note that these avalanches have a quite well-defined
triggering mechanism in the critical slope angle which is not
our case.
Nevertheless, the key physical parameters that control
this mechanical-induced pore pressure generation, either
fluid or air, are still missing in these hypothetical scenarios,
as well as the pore pressure evolution in the transient phase
I and especially in the stable phase II leading to liquefac-
tion case. Regardless of the adopted parameters, it will be a
challenging task for DEM to consistently reproduce the ob-
servations during three distinct phases of the pore pressure
evolution with different timescales and probably regulated
by different physical processes.
5 Concluding remarks
The mechanical behaviour in drained isotropic and triaxial
compression of loose, fully saturated monodisperse glass
beads assembled by moist tamping and undercompaction
method reveals the ubiquitous presence of dynamic insta-
bilities, previously unknown in granular mechanics. These
instabilities (i.e. isotropic collapse, compression stick-slip,
and especially isotropic liquefaction) exhibit one common
unexpected component in the sudden surge of excess pore
pressure ∆U . This paper explores the key role of ∆U on the
axial and volumetric strains of the dynamic collapse or slip
component, following an in-depth verification of pore pres-
sure measurement.
Three phases characterise each spontaneous instability
occurring under uncontrolled isotropic or deviatoric trig-
gering stress. A very fast ∆U is generated during the first
short dynamic transient phase I, then oscillated like an un-
derdamped system towards a stabilised top pore-water pres-
sure ∆U stable. The second phase II with a sustainable state
of constant ∆U stable can move the effective stress σ
′
down-
ward to the null level of liquefaction if being maintained for
some seconds. The sample deformation happens mostly in
this phase, principally for the liquefaction case. The last dis-
sipation phase III permits the recovery of σ
′
to the previous
steady state before the instability event and resumes the in-
stability cycle.
The unforeseen ∆U stable is responsible for the develop-
ment of the incremental axial and volumetric strains in an es-
sentially dynamic consolidation process under constant de-
viatoric stress. Importantly, it can be linked to the evanes-
cent first excess pore pressure peak ∆U peak. The short-lived
∆U stable is reliable, quadruple checked by top and bottom
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dynamic and static measurements at the end of the oscillat-
ing phase I and irrespective of loading condition. It shows a
briefly non-homogenous effective stress state for less than
one second. A plausible corresponding non-homogenous
strain state remains a relevant open question.
However, this sudden surge of interstitial pore fluid is
not the primary cause of the observed instabilities. In stick-
slip experiment, ∆U stable is in turn controlled by the nor-
malised deviatoric stress drop in a linear relationship with
high correlation coefficient. Nevertheless, how this excess
pore pressure is generated, oscillated, propagated and main-
tained for a prolonged period of time - some seconds in the
case of isotropic liquefaction - is still a mystery, as well as
the main triggering mechanisms. While many details remain
unknown, these up-to-date pore pressure observations in this
paper can provide new clues.
This paper provides the first experimental evidence of
the link between dynamic instabilities and short-lived pore
pressure bursts. It validates the dynamic pore pressure mea-
surements on the sample top and bottom and demonstrates
the necessity of measuring the ephemeral ∆U stabletop in order
to partly understand and explain these observed dynamic in-
stabilities.
The test data of this paper can be downloaded from the
journal website as supplementary materials.
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Notation :
εa axial strain
εv volumetric strain
∆εa incremental axial strain
∆εv incremental volumetric strain
∆h axial displacement
∆q deviatoric stress drop
∆qnorm normalized deviatoric stress
∆v volume displacement
∆U excess pore pressure
∆Unorm normalized excess pore pressure
∆U peak maximum excess pore pressure in transient phase
∆U stable stabilised excess pore pressure in transient phase
∆Ubottom bottom excess pore pressure
∆Utop top excess pore pressure
∆Utb pore pressure difference between top and bottom
γw fluid unit weight
ϕ f irst mobilized frictional angle at first stick-slip
ϕmax mobilized frictional angle at failure
ϕPT mobilized frictional angle at phase transformation
ρ density
σ total stress
σ
′
effective stress
σ
′
ini initial effective stress
σ
′
trig triggering effective stress
σa axial stress
σr radial stress
e void ratio
e20 void ratio at 20 kPa of confining pressure
ec void ratio at beginning of deviatoric shearing
emax maximum void ratio
emin minimum void ratio
etrig void ratio at σ
′
trig
fU frequency of pore pressure at the transient phase
k permeability
q deviatoric stress
qtrig triggering deviatoric stress of slip phase
qstable stabilised deviatoric stress
qvib minimum deviatoric stress in transient phase
ru pore pressure ratio
t50 time for 50% of consolidation
B Skempton’s coefficient
Cc curvature coefficient
Cu uniformity coefficient
Cv consolidation coefficient
D0 initial diameter
D50 average particle diameter
Dr relative density
Dr20 relative density at 20 kPa of confining pressure
H0 initial height
LVDT linear variable differential transformer
Tv time factor
U pore pressure
Ubottom bottom pore pressure
Utop top pore pressure
U peak first peak of pore pressure
U stable stabilised pore pressure
U0 back pressure
V0 initial volume
Vgrains volume of grains
Vvoid volume of void
